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Dedicated to 
OUR FACULTY ~ND 
This is the third MIRAGE to be 
published during this war. Each 
succeeding year has seen the 
list of students and faculty in 
the services grow larger and 
Page Four 
STUDENTS IN THE SERVICE 
larger. Today these men and women are fighting America's battle-a battle which rages from the 
bitter cold of the far north to the blistering ~eat of the tropics. Though not crusaders, they are fight-
ing for the right to crusade and to maintain the four freedoms which are the inalienable right of all 
men. Therefore, to the men and women of the University of New Mexico who are in the service of 
their country we dedicate this book. 
Page Fi'1e 
:\uovc: U. ~- lligh'' a) 380 t\\ j,1, through 
the vcn heart of the Sierra Blanca Moun· 
tain~. ·"hich cradle one o( the most 
popular all -year pla}f:round~ in New 
\ilexico. 
i 
MAC VE 
Below: \Vind, water, and time ha\•e 
•culptured ~trange formations along the 
roadside in New Mexico. The,e 5pirc) 
o( .,ondstone are near Gallup in the 
heart of the great Indian empire of the 
Southwest. 
NTU 
A corner of the 
"Big Room" in the Carlsbad Caverns 
Left: Ruins of Quarai mission 
Below: View of Pueblo Bonito in the Chaco 
Canyon National Monument 
The great variety of fishing grounds 
offered in the New Mexico Sports-
man is exemplified here in the deep 
water of Elephant Butte Lake and 
the swift upper reaches of the Pecos 
River. 
THE LAND 
The ring of the lumberjack's axe has 
replaced the roar of the six shooter 
in the Lincoln National Forest in 
southern New Mexico, but such noto-
rious outlaws as "Billy the Kid" once 
made this area their stamping 
grounds. This great area was the 
scene of the Lincoln County 'Var in 
New Mexico's rip-roaring early days, 
but today Douglas fir and Ponderosa 
pine make the forest a major producer 
of timber. 
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OF ENCHANTMENT 
The yucca, New Mexico's state 
flower, and cactus are indigenous to 
the rolling plains and mountain coun-
try of the Southwest. This picture 
was taken near ;\limbres, in south-
western New Mexico. Looming in 
the background is the Black Range, 
famous as an Apache Indian hideout 
in New Mexico's early days. 
Pa9e Nine 
.A view of the \Yhite Sands 
of .Alamogordo at sunset. 
This great natural wonder 
covers 270 square miles. 
The dunes are almost 1 oo 
per cent pure gypsum and 
resemble granulated sugar. 
:'.'\ative hand\\011. i~ exhibited in the large~t chandelier of its 
type and in the caned btam> of the library. 
• • ~NC 
LANDS ~T. • • 
South\H,tern architecture itives U.~.M. one of the mo~t unusual campuse~ in the nation 
The meteorologists brew a big cloud above the physics department for our photographer 
OUR 7\LMA MATER 
An old Spanish custom lend~ beauty to the campus at homecoming 
The social engineering laboratory-better known as the Student Union Building 
One of the oldt•t build in~' on the rampu,, old Hodgin h:i• 'ecn three '' :ir' 

• 
President 
With new trends in educational thought and 
with the great changes wrought by the wartime 
emergency the University has been fortunate 
to have Dr. James Fulton Zimmerman as its 
president. Seventeen of his nineteen years at 
th~ University have been spent as president. 
During this time he has given his earnest sup-
port to every worthwhile undertaking and has 
helped the University to attain the high standard 
which led the Navy to choose the school for use 
in its training program. 
Positions in such organizations as the Commit-
tee on Higher Education, the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
the Commission on Cultural Relations with 
Latin America of the Association of American 
Colleges, and the Board of the School of Amer-
ican Research reflect his capability in matters 
Dr. Zimmerman sincerely and truly deserves the 
high esteem in which he is held, both on the 
campus and throughout the state. 
(1{!(flf (1f 
The continued success of the 
University depends in great 
measure upon the cooperation 
between the Governor, the 
Board of Regents, and the 
officials of the University. 
Governor Dempsey's interest 
in this respect is clearly recog-
nized and greatly appreciated. 
One of the duties of the 
Governor is his appointment 
of the Board of Regents, of 
which he ts an ex-officio 
member. 
Yoard of Ke11e11ts 
The Board of Regents is, by New 
Mexico law, the legal body respon-
sible for the affairs of the Univer-
sity. The members of the Board 
arc Judge Sam G. Bratton, Chair-
man; Mrs. John Milne, Secretary 
and Treasurer; .!Vlrs. Floyd Lee; 
Mr. Adolfo Gonzales; and Mr. 
J ack Korber. At left, the Board 
sits in business session with Dr. 
Zimmerman and Mr. Popejoy. 
Universit11 Olfieials 
Tom L. Popejoy 
Comptroller 
Vera Darnall 
Admissions Clerk 
Shown on this page are several of the University officials with whom the average student has most 
contact. To these officers is due much of the efficient handling of administration and student matters. 
Mr. Tom L. Popejoy serves as Comptroller and acting Registrar. Vera Darnall is the Clerk of 
Admissions and also Graduation Clerk. Margaret O'Connell serves as our Recorder, and H elen K. 
Hooper is the Associated Students Financial Secretary. Elizabeth Elder, the Personnel Assistant, and 
Mrs. Hooper arc the two most often in direct contact with the students as their offices deal directly 
with student affairs. 
Eli7abcth Elder 
Personnel Assi•tant 
Margaret O'Connell 
Recorder 
Helen K. Hooper 
Associated Students' Financial Secretary 
Dr. \V. \Y. Hill has been re-
sponsible for the academic 
side of the training in the V-12 
program. It is to his office 
(the ol<l hideout of our for-
mer Dean of Men "Genial 
Joe" Bostwick, now a Navy 
man himself) that the Navy 
boys go to straighten out pro-
gram difficulties an<l discuss 
the ever-present subject of 
grades. His perpetual good 
humor causes many a foot to 
tread upon his WELCOME 
mat. 
Director of Navy V-12 
College Training Program 
Director of Pre-Meteorology 
Program 
Dr. R. E. Holzer was academic director for the 
l\leteorologists during their all too brief stay 
on the campus. That he did his work well is 
attested by the fact that the local ASTP group 
ranked among the very top in the nation in the 
final exams. 
Pag~ Twtnty 
Dean of Women 
Beginning her University career as professor of :\Iusic and Dean of \Yomen, Miss Clauve, m 
1935 took over the personnel position as a full time job. 
She is a member of Mortar Board and several other service and honorary organizations. She 
supervises campus social activities and acts to promote the general welfare of all women students 
on the campus. 
With war duties occupying most of the male members of the personnel staff, Miss Clauve has 
had to assume the additional duties of Dean of Men, Director of Student Employment, and 
Student Housing Director. 
For years of excellent service and for wartime tasks\\ ell done Dean Clauve is to be congratulated. 
Pagf! T~t:rnty·onf! 
J. C. KNODE 
Dean of Colle9e of 
A rts and Scimas, and 
of Central Colll'gc 
M. E. FARRIS 
Dean of Collt9I' of 
Enginuring 
G. P. HAMMOND 
Dean of Graduatt 
School 
College 
S. P. NANNINGA 
Dean of College of 
Education 
]. D. ROBB 
Ac1in9 Dca11 of Colll'9e 
of Fint 11 rls 
JOAQUlN ORTEGA 
Dirulor of Sc/tool of 
llltu·l1 mtrican II flairs 
Deans 
Pagt Twenty-two 
Department Heads 
DONALD D. BRAND 
Anthropology 
E. F. CASTETTER 
Biology 
JOHN D. CLARK 
Cht'mi5try 
ELLEN CROWE 
Dramatic Art 
T. L. POPEJOY 
Eronomia 
W. C. WAGNER 
Civil Engineering 
RALPH W. TAPY 
Electrical Enginuring 
A. D. FORD 
M uha11ical Engineuing 
T. M. PEARCE 
Englhh 
STUART A. NORTHROP 
Geology 
V. E. KLEVEN 
Government and Citizen5hip 
LYNN B. MITCHELL 
Grrek and Latin 
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...... 
.. 
J. W . DIEFENDORF 
Suondory EJurntion 
R. F. HAUGHT 
Psyc'10/091 
P.\UL WALTER 
Sociology 
G. P . HAMMOND 
History 
ELIZABETH SIMPSON 
Home Economics 
WILMA L. SHELTON 
Library Scienu 
C. V. NEWSOM 
Mathematics 
R. M. DUNCAN 
Modern Languages 
J. D. ROBB 
Music 
RALPH DOUGLASS 
Painting and Design 
J.C. K NODE 
Philoso;hy 
GEORGE WHITE 
Men's Physirnl Education 
MRS. LEO L. GLEAVES 
\Vomen's Physical Education 
E. ]. WORKMAN 
Pltysics 
L. S. TIREMAN 
Primary Education 
Department Heads 
Page Twenty-four 
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_..,,. . .; :1 Student Council 
The Student Council is the primary governing body 
of the Associated Students. It is composed of represen-
tatives of each class, elected each fall by the student 
body; A. \V .S. President, Senate President, and Lobo 
Editor are non-voting members. 
It is the duty of the Student Council to distribute 
student funds, entertain official campus visitors, manage 
campus entertainment, and to act on any issue concern-
ing the welfare of the student body. 
Officers this year are President, Charles Gunderson; 
Secretary, Elaine Spa berg; Treasurer, Charles 
Barnhart. 
Officer': El:iine Spaberg, Surelary 
Charle' Gunder,on, Prnident 
Ah,ent: Charle~ Barnhart, Trrasurrr 
Seated: Pri~cilla Newcomb, Elaine Spaberg, Sadie l>rt•her. Sianding: Paul Harley, F.d Kilian, Edward Balcomb, Sally Peat... 
Absent: Nell Pearce and Beuy Ellen Hearn. 
Student Senate 
Front row: Janet Malloy, Paul Adams, Nell Purce, Helene Higgins, Harriet Walls. 
Srrond row: James Barton, Frances Gomes, Sally Drypolcher, Marilyn Luker, Betty Willis, Arnold Feil. 
Tliird row: Chnrles Gunderson, Ethlyn Crum, Barbara Kesky, Elena Davis, Gertrude Armijo, Louise Primaveri, 
Raquel McClelland. 
Officers: Helene Higgins, Secretary 
Nell Pcnrce, Prrsidmt 
Paul Adams, l'iu-Pruidmt 
The Student Senate is composed of members 
appointed from each organization, class, and 
college on campus. It is the most representa-
ti"·e organi7.ation on the hill. 
The primary purpose of the Senate is to afford 
a wider student representation in student gov-
ernment. Its two major duties are to approve 
all subsidies from the general campus fund and 
to approve all student legislation of a permanent 
nature. The Senate is directly responsible for 
our Homecoming festivities and for the Honor 
Day assembly. 
Offict"rs this year were: President, Nell Pearce; 
Vice-President, P aul Adams; Secretary, Helene 
Higgins. 
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~WS Council 
The Association of \Vomen Students is the executive and 
legislative body which governs all women students. The 
rules and regulations in the Co-Ed Code are the result of its 
efforts, as well as the Sadie Hawkins Dance, Red Cross 
project, and patriotic drives. The Association also publishes 
a list each semester of outstanding students in each depart-
ment and gives a tuition scholarship at the end of the year 
to a senior woman chosen on the basis of general merit and 
scholarship. 
Each woman's organization sends two representatives to the 
Council. These girls are elected alternate years, thus 
providing an experienced membership. 
Officers: Harriet Lan tow (first semester), and Sally Peak 
(second semester), President; Marie Harris, Vice-Presi-
dent; Sally Peak (first semester) and Cleo Courtney (second 
semester), Secretary-Treasurer. 
First row: Paulantis, Burnett, Starrett, Davis, McGee, Bro\\n, :\fount. 
Suond row: Mace, Mi1chell, Carroll, Courtney, Haddix, Hannen. 
Tloir,/ row: Hieron}mus, Ruiz, Higgins, Peak, Sherman, Lanlo", Pearce, Dresher. 
Harriet Lantow, President, Sem. I 
Sally Peak, President, Sem. II & Ill 
• 
• 

Ethyln C 
J
o rum, Surttar T 
an I\ sclin p · y- reasurtr 
Bill Jourda • iu:Pruident 
n, Prt11dtnl 
SENIORS 
FIRST Row: 
ADAMS, PA UL HENRY ...... . Albuquerque 
ENGINl!ERING 
Engineering Society, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Sec. Sigma 
Tau, Vice-Pres. A.S.M.E., Vice-Pres. Student Senate 
ARGALL, KATHLEEN ........... Deming 
EDUCATION 
Treas. Kappa Kappa Gamma, Phi Alpha Theta 
ANCONA, EDWARD . . ... .. . . Albuquerque 
ENGINEERING AND FINE ARTS 
Transfer from Eastman School of Music, Sigma Tau, 
Chairman A.I.E.E., Band, Orchestra, Associate Editor 
MIRAGE, Who's 'Vho in American Colleges 
ASSELIN, JOAN .......... Calumet, Mich 
EDUCATION 
Pres. Kappa Kappa Gamma, Vice-Pres. Senior Class, 
Delta Phi Delta 
SECOND Row: 
BARNHART, CHARLES ........ Santa Rosa 
ENGINEERING 
Pres. Vigilante, Pres. Junior Class, A.S.M.E., Student 
Senate, Student Council, Treas. Student Body, Pres. 
Khatali, Engineering Society, Who's Who in American 
Colleges 
BI.AKE, MARY RUTH ...... Mountainair 
FINE ARTS 
Transfer from Texas Wesleyan, Sigma Alpha Iota, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Phrateres 
Page Thirty-one 
BICKLEY, E. C • .... . . . ....... Santa Fe 
ENGINEERING 
Transfer from Texas U., A.I.E.E., Sigma Tau, Football 
' 
BLUMENTHAL, C. G. . ...... Albuquerque 
ENGINEERING 
Transfer from U. of Illinois, A.S.C.E., A.R.B.A., 
A.S.T.M. 
FIRST Row: 
BORLA ro, JAMES ALFRED . . Albuquerque 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Sigma Chi, N.R.O.T.C., Debate Council 
BRITIAN, ANNE 
ARTS ANO SCIENCES 
Albuquerque 
Phrateres, Pres. Kappa Omicron Phi, \V.A.A., Ives 
Scholarship 
BRENNAN, LOIS . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Phrateres, Kappa Omicron Phi 
BuRKUM, OLIVER ...... Lake Mills, Iowa 
ENCINEl!RINC 
Theta Chi Delta, A.S.M.E. 
SECOND Row: 
CHISHOLM, ANN ......... Pampa, Texas 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Transfer from Saint Mary College, House Pres. Kappa 
Kappa Gamma, Newman Club, Alpha Kappa Delta, 
Lobo Circulation Dept., Sun Bowl Princess 
CRUM, ETHYLN ........ Wichita, Kansas 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Vice-Pres. Alpha Chi Omega, Student Senate, Sec.-
Treas. Senior Class, Senior Councilor, Boots and Saddle 
Club, Who's Who in American Colleges 
DICKINSON, G. D. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
CONWELL, VIRGINIA D. . . . .. Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Treas. Chi Omega, Spurs, Phi Alpha Theta, Mortar 
Board, Pres. Pan-Hellenic, Who's Who in American 
Colleges 
DEETER, DORIS ..... . .. Lamar, Colorado 
EDUCATION 
Transfer from Junior College of Southeastern Colo-
rado, Alpha Chi Omega, Pi Lambda Theta, Senior 
Counselor 
. . . . Albuquerque 
Sigma Chi, Vigilante, Pi Sigma Alpha 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
DRESHER, SADIE . . . . ... .. . D enver, Colo. 
ARTS AND SCll~NC£S 
Pres. Chi Omega, Editor Mortar Board, Spun, Delta 
Phi Delta, Senior Counselor, Student Council, A.W.S. 
Council, Art Editor MtRACE, Who's If/ho in American 
Colltgu, Editor Co-Ed Codt 
FEIL, ARNOLD 
,\llTS AND SCIENCES 
Belen 
Vigilante, Band, Pres. Phi Sigma, Student Senate, 
Lobo 
GARCIA, STELLA 
EDUCATION 
Phrateres 
GOMES, FRANCES 
ARTS AND Sc11rnces 
. . . . Albuquerque 
Albuquerque 
Town Club, French Club, Student Senate, W.A.A., 
Newman Club, Independent Council, Lobo. 
GONZAJ,ES, CONRAD . . . . . . ... . Sandoval 
ENCINEllRINC 
A.S.C.E., A.R.B.A., A.S:r.M., Engineering Society 
Pagt Thirty-thrtt 
GRAY, EUGENE . ....... Albuquerque 
ENCIN££RINC 
A.S.C.E., A.S.T.M., A.R.B.A., Engineering Society 
GUNDERSON, CHARLES .. Grants 
ENCINEllllllo.'C 
Sigma Chi, Pres. Student Council, Pres. Sigma Tau, 
Vigilantes, A.S.M.E., Khatali, Sec.-Treas. Engineering 
Society, Student Senate, SUB Committee, Who's Who in 
JI mf'riran Co/lrgts 
GUNTER, PRESTO~ 
ENCINllllRINC 
. Pueblo, Colo. 
Transfer from Texas A. & M., Sigma Chi, A.S.M.E., 
Engineering Society 
HACKNEY, J. K. Phoenix, Ariz. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Kappa Sigma, Beta Phi Gamma, Lobo, N.R.O.T.C. 
HAN NETT, JANE 
EDUCATION 
Albuquerque 
Kappa Kappa Gamma, A.W.S., MtRACE, Dramatic Club 
HARGETT, E. F. . ... ... Albuguergu' 
ENCINl!l!RINC 
Transfer from College of Mines and 
Metallurgy, A.RB.A., A.S.C.E., En~i­
neering Society 
HOADLEY, LLOYD D. . El Paso, Ttx. 
ENC1Nl!ERL'JC 
Transfer from Texas College of Mines, 
Kappa Sigma, A.S.M.E., A.S.C.E. 
BUNT, KELSO 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
El Paso, Tex. 
Transfer from Texas College of Mines 
and Metallurgy 
JONES, JULIA C. Lubbod, Ttx. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Transfer from Texa~ Tech., Kappa 
Kappa Gamma, Pres. Boots and Saddle 
Club, M1R\CE 
KELLY, GERTRUDE A. Evt'rtll, Mau. 
EDUCATION 
Phrateres, Sec. Newman Club 
KIECH, JANICE 
EDUCATIO!l 
Jonuboro, Arlt. 
Transfer from Hendricks Junior Col-
lege, Alpha Chi Omega 
HARRIS, MARIE .. .. .... Albuquugut 
FINE ARTS 
Pres. Alpha Chi Omega, Theta Alpha 
Phi, Dramatic Club, Vice-Pres. A.W.S. 
HUBBARD, LUCILLE • Dawso,,, N. M. 
EDUCATION 
Pres. Phrateres, Mortar Board, Phi 
Alpha Theta, Pi Lambda Theta, Spurs, 
Senior Counselor, Ill ho's If/ ho i" A mu-
icafl Colleges 
JOHNSON, MARGARET .... Espanola 
EDUCATION 
Transfer from Colorado State College, 
Treas. Phrateres, Kappa Mu Epsilon, 
Vice-Pres. Independent Council, Pres. 
Dormitory sos N. University 
JOURDAN, WILLIAM A. Albugutrgut 
ENClNEERINC 
Kappa Sigma, A.S.C.E., A.R.B.A., 
Khatali, Senior Class Pres., Vigilantes, 
Football, Jl7 ho's If/ ho in A mcriran Col-
leges 
KESKY, BARBARA . Pasadena, Cal. 
FtNI! ARTS 
Transfer from Pasadena Junior Col-
lege, Alpha Chi Omega, Delta Phi 
Delta 
LANTOW, HARRIET 
EDUCATION 
A lbuqutrq11e 
Sec. Phrateres, Spurs, Student Senate, 
Student Council, Mortar Boord, Sec. 
Pi Lambda Theta, Sec.-Treas. Phi 
Sigma, Pres. A. W.S., Senior Counselor, 
IP ho's IP ho in II mtrican Colltgu. 
SENIORS 
LEONARD, jUNE 
F1N£ ARTS 
. I ohnso11 City, Tenn. 
Tran~fer from Milligan College and Southern Meth-
odist Univer,ity, Phrateres, Alpha Chi Omega 
LOG1\N, Jo1rn P. Albuquerque 
ARTS A"D SCIENC!S 
Pre•. Sigma Chi, Head Cheerleader, Pres. Interfrater-
nity Council, Sophomore Class President 
LC>RD, PENNY Boston, Mass. 
ARTS ANO SCIE!llCES 
Sec. Tiwa, Boot~ and Saddle Club, Student Senate 
MAcDoucAr., CL01sE 
EDUCATION 
... Clovis 
Pres. Kapp:i Alpha, Khatali, Vigilante, Football, Bas-
ketball, Wlio's Wlio in American Colleges 
MACE, DOROTHY Lodi, Ohio 
El!UCATION 
Pres. Sigma Alpha Iota, Mortar Board, M11tACB Editor, 
Pi Lambda Theta, Spurs, Spur Junior Advisor, Cheer-
leader, Senior Counselor, Athletic Council, Wlio's 117/io 
in American Colleges 
MAGUIRE. NORMAN L. Staniford, Conn. 
ENCINBERINC 
Transfer from Lehigh University and Columbia Uni-
versity, Pre~. Pi Kappa Alpha, Engineering Society, 
Sec. A.I.E.E., Track 
MARBERRY, FRANK 
ARTS ANO SCIENCES 
Albuquerque 
Pres. Kappa Sigma, N.R.O.T.C. Color Guard, Pres. 
lnterfraternity Council, \Vardroom Society, Athletic 
Council, Ski Club, Student Senate 
MENCHER, A. HAMILTON 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Kapp:i Alpha, N.R.O.T.C. 
MEYER, PHILIPPE L. 
ENCllSEERINC 
Ba!d-.;;i11, N. Y. 
Paris, France 
Transfer from the University of Montpellier, France, 
A.S.C.E., A.RB.A., A.S.T.M., Pres. Le Cercle Francais 
MEYERS, NEI.L 
EDUCATION 
. Hillsboro, N. M. 
Transfer from Colorado Women's College, Alpha Chi 
Omega 
MITCHELL, G. A. . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
ENCINEERINC 
Engineering Society, Sigma Chi, Wardroom Society 
MORRIS, EVELYN ....... • . .. Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Phrateres 
MOUNT, KENNETH .... Albuquer~ue 
ENGLNEERlNG 
Pres. Sigma Chi, N.RO.T.C., A.S.C.E., 
A.R.B.A., A.S.T.M., Lobo, Ski Club, 
Wardroom Society, lnter£ratcrnity 
Council 
MURPHY, FALBA E . .... Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Ski Club 
NICHOLS, EDYTH . . . . . . . . . . Hurley 
EDUCATION 
Transfer from N.M.S.T.C., Chi Omega, 
Sec. and Chaplain Sigma Alpha Iota, 
A.W.S., MIRAGE 
PAY~'E, MARILYN ...... El Pa$O, Tex. 
EDUCATION 
Tran!fer from Carleton College, Dra-
matic Club, MIRAGE Staff, Alpha Chi 
Omega, Popularity Queen 
PEARCE, NELL ........ Albu9uergue 
EDOCATION 
Pres. Student Senate, Pres. Phrateres, 
Vice-Pres. Spurs, Sec. Mortar Board, 
Pi Lambda Theta, Phi Alpha Theta, 
A.W.S., Phi Kappa Phi Freshman 
Honor Roll, Phi Kappa Phi, Miriam 
M. Grunsfeld Scholarship 
RADOSEVICH, ANTHONY Albuquerque 
ENGlNl!l!RING 
A.S.M.E. 
MULLER, HOW ARD E. II' alufielJ, Nebr. 
ENGlllBERJ NG 
Transfer from Bethany College, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, A.S.M.E., Engineering 
Society 
MUTZ, PHILIP ........... Eagle Nest 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
A.S.C.E., A.R.B.A., Engineering Society, 
Newman Club 
PARKER, FRANK G. . Yienna, Austria 
ARTS AND Sc1£NCEs 
Transfer from: Franz Jose.f's Real 
Gymnasium, Vienna, Austria, Alpines 
Pedagogium, Fridericianum, Davos 
Switzerland, and Northeastern Univer-
sity, Boston, Boots and Saddle Club, 
Psychology Scholarship, "Most Out-
standing Student," Dept. of Math. in 
A.W.S. Survey, Harvard U. fellowship 
scholarship 
PEAK, SALLY 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Pres. A.W.S., Pres. 
Vice-Pres. Mortar 
Srudent Council, 
MlRAGE 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Bandelier H all, 
Board, Tiwa, 
Sub Committte, 
PINO, MANUEL ANTHONY Albu9uer. 
ENGINURINC 
Enginetring Society, Sigma Tau, A.S. 
M.E., Theta Chi Delta, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon 
REY, EDWINA . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Sec. Phrateres, Senior Counselor, Lobo 
Richards, Hitchcock, and Peak with Eric, the only male allowed in Bandelier after hours 
ROMME, MARVIN 0 . .... Albuquerque 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Sigma Chi 
RUTZ, REBA ............ Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Pres. Mortar Board, Pres. Phrateres, 
Senior Counselor Chairman, A.W.S., 
Treas. Pi Lambda Theta, Phi Alpha 
Theta, Spurs, Phi Kappa Phi, Student 
Senate, Mortar Board and Phi Kappa 
Phi Freshman Honor Rolls, State 
Wave-Spar poster girl, A.W.S. and 
Ives Memorial Scholarships, MIRAGE 
SCHNEIDER, ROBERT R. Albuquerque 
ENGINEERING 
Treas. Sigma Tau, Vice-Pres. A.S.C.E., 
A.RB.A., A.S.T.M., Engineering Society 
SEIS, VIVIENNE H . ...... Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Mortar Board, Spurs, T own Club, 
A.W.S., Student Senate, Pi Lambda 
Theta, Phi Alpha Theta, MIRAGB 
Beauty Queen '43, Treas. Junior Class, 
Who's Who in American Co/le9ts 
SMITH, NORVELL .. Fort Worth, Tex. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Football, Track, Ath-
letic Council 
STROME, TOM . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
ENGINEERING 
Sigma Chi, Ski Club, Kappa Mu Epsi-
lon, Engineering Society 
Pa9e Thirty-seven 
ROSEN, GORDON ...... Mountai11air 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Pres. Independent Men, Pres. Ward-
room Society 
SALAS, AUDREY ..... . . Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Pres. Las Damitas, Pi Lambda Theta, 
Student Senate, Independent Council, 
Spurs, Mortar Board Freshman Honor 
Roll 
SCRIVNER, W. C . ............ Tatum 
ENGINEERING 
Vigilante, Pres. B.S.U., Kappa Mu 
EpsiloD, Sigma Tau, Vice-Pres. Engi-
neering Society, Pres. A.S.C.E., Khatali, 
Who's Who in II merican Colleges 
SERVER, LEON ...... . . Lawton, Okla. 
ENGINEERING 
Transfer from Cameron Junior Col-
lege, Kappa Alpha, Engineering Society, 
A.S.C.E., A.R.B.A., Track, Football 
STARRETT, ADDALENE Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Sec.-Treas. Freshman class, Pres. 
Town Club, Spurs, Pi Lambda Theta, 
Kappa Omicron Phi, Senior Counselor, 
A.W.S., Lobo, MIRAGE, Outstanding 
Senior Woman Plaque 
TRUJILLO, ELISA ...... Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Pi Lambda Theta, Phi Alpha Theta, 
Las Damitas, Senior Counselor, Fresh-
man Honor Roll 
Midnight oD the campus as the 
fog rolls in from the ocean 
SENIORS 
SENIORS 
\¥ ALI.S, HARRIET . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
FINE ARTS 
Transfer from New Mexico A. & M., Chi Omega, 
Senior Counselor, Student Senate, Sigma Alpha Iota, 
MIRAGE 
WATKINS, STEPHEN .. .. Chichasha, Okla. 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Kappa Phi Freshman Prize, Inde-
pendent Men 
WELLS, ALICE Lu ... ~ . . . . . Albuquerque 
EDUCATION 
Alpha Chi Omega, Student Senate, Band, Orchestra, 
Senior Counselor 
Wayneberry explains radar to the 
Army and the farmers at the State Fair 
·w 1EGEL, Pm up 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
. Ellwood City, Pa. 
Sigma Chi, Pres. Newman Club, Football 
WOODBURY, vVAYNE . . . . .... Silver City 
ENGINEERING 
Transfer from N.M.S.T.C., Vice-Chrmn. A.I.E.E., 
Sigma Chi, Engineering Society, I.R.E., MIRAGE 
vVRIGHT, PAULINE D . ..... Moulton, Ohio 
EDUCATION 
Transfer from the University of Ohio, Kappa Omicron 
Phi 
•••••• 
•••••• 
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Elta Marie Olson, Stc.-Trtas.; Truman Reid, Prt1.,· Charles Sisty, 1'fr1-Prt1 • 
• 
JUNIORS 
AGNEW, JANE . . . . ....... Albuquerque 
Arts and Sciences 
ALLEN , JAMES VICTOR ..... . Spur, Texas 
Arts and Sciences 
ALTUS, FRANK . . ... . .... El Paso, Texas 
Arts and Sciences 
BAIL, KA THERlN.E . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
Education 
BAISLEY, J OHN . . . . . ..... Cloquet, Minn. 
Engineering 
B ELL, R ODNEY . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
Engineering 
• 
BOETTGER, LORRAINE .... Anaheim, Calif. 
Arts and Sciences 
BRENTARI, CAROLIN E . . . . . . . . . . . Gallup 
Education 
BROCKHOUSE, JACK W. Burlingame, Calif. 
Engineering 
BROWN, KATHRYN . . ...... Albuquerque 
Education 
BURMAN, DELBERT .. .. .. Mandan, N. D. 
Arts and Sciences 
BURRIS, R. E . . . ..... . . . .. Phoenix, Ariz. 
Engineering 
Page Forty 
CHANCE, DONALD 
Engineering 
COCHR:\XE, EDITHA, 
Arts and Sciences 
CON\VAY, THOMAS B. 
Arts and Sciences 
Gallup 
CHAPMAN, BERYL . . .. San Bernadi110, Cal. 
Education 
Bessemer, Ala. 
COLEMAN, J. D. Hayward, Cal. 
Engineering 
Modes to, Calif. 
CooPgR, CHARLES \V . . . . . . . A lb11q11erque 
Arts and Sciences 
COPEL .. \XD, GEORGE, JR . . Borger, Tex. 
Arts and Sciences 
CowAx, M.\RIA:\ Jo 
Fine Arts 
Roswell 
D AVIDSON, CHARLES w. . Tucumcari 
Engineering 
DARNELL, BOB 
Engineering 
DAVIS, ELENA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gallup 
Arts and Sciences 
Albuquerque 
D10Dos10, LORETTA E. Pueblo, Col. 
Arts and Sciences 
ELY, DAN 
Arts and Sciences 
EWEN, SAM BOB 
Arts and Sciences 
FAYMAN, STANLEY 
Arts and Sciences 
FIORENTINO, NICK 
E ngineering 
FURMAN, LOLA 
Fine Arts 
. . . . . Chicago, I ll. 
. . Plaitiview, Tex. 
Spritigfield, Mo. 
New York, N. Y. 
A ibuquerque 
GABRIELE, MARY ELLEN 
Education 
A lbuq11erque 
GALLEGOS, ADELA 
Arts and Sciences 
Belen 
GARCIA, J osE PLACIDO . . . . . . . Santa Fe 
Arts and Sciences 
GOFF, MARION . . .. Honolulu, T. H. 
Arts and Sciences 
GREEN, MARY HELEN Washington, D. C. 
Arts and Sciences 
GREENE, B URKE .......... . Santa Fe 
Arts and Sciences 
GREENE, HELEN . . . . . . . . . . Santa Rita 
Fine Arts 
Pa9e Forty-two 
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GLOVER, A. L. 
Arts and Sciences 
GUTIERREZ, HELEN 
Fine Arts 
Longview, T ex. 
Bernalillo 
GURLEY, JACK. ............ Clovis 
Arts and Sciences 
HALAMA, EDLA 
Education 
. . . . . ....... Belen 
HAMPSON, PRICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raton 
Engineering 
HARLEY, PA UL H. . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
Engineering 
Pa9~ Forty-thru 
HART, ROBERTA . . . Walsenburg, Colo. 
Arts and Sciences 
HASLAM, J. L. . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
Engineering 
HEARN, BETTY ELLEN . . . . . Albuquerque 
Arts and Sciences 
HIGGIN S, H ELENE ...... Chicago, Ill. 
Arts and Sciences 
HILL, SAMMIE . . . . . . . . . . . Trenton, Mo. 
Arts and Sciences 
JOHNSON, SAMMY .... Beverly Hills, Calif. 
Engineering 
II 
KATZ, LEO .. 
Engineering 
KENYON, DORA .. 
Arts and Sciences 
New York, N. Y. 
KEAN, MARY ANNE 
Arts and Sciences 
Amarillo, Tex. 
Gallup 
KtECH, MAURICE C . ..... Jonesboro, Ark. 
Education 
KING, PATRICIA .............. Santa Fe 
Arts and Sciences 
LEE, MARTHA JANE 
Arts and Sciences 
Santa Fe 
LEMBKE, ELLE!'I A NN . . . . Albuquerque 
Arts and Sciences 
LUDWICK, RUSSELL W. Socorro 
Arts and Sciences 
LUICER, MARILYN . . . . • . . . Albuquerque 
Arts and Sciences 
MAxw£LL, MILLER 
Engineering 
MARTIN, BrLL ....... . .... . 1ubuquerque 
Engineering 
A lb11q11erque 
M CCANNA, MARGARET ..... Albuquerque 
Education 
... 
McCANNA, MARITA ....... Albuquerque 
Education 
McCARTHY, WILLIAM P . .. Martinez, Cal. 
McGEE, MARVA 
Fine Arts 
Arts and Sciences 
Las Yegas 
MILLS, \\TESTON 
Engineering 
MITCHELL, EUGENIA ...... Albuquerque 
Education 
Albuquerque 
MOHR, GERALD ]AMES Francis Creek, Wis . 
Arts and Sciences 
MONTOYA, ALFRED CHAVEZ .. Silver City 
Arts and Sciences 
MURRAY, MELVIN R. .... Albuquerque 
Engineering 
PARKHURST, CAROLINE . . . . . .. Santa Fe 
Fine Arts 
PA ULANTIS, HELEN 
Arts and Sciences 
PAXMAN, RICHARD . . . . . . . Provo, Utah 
Arts and Sciences 
Page Forty·ft'fle 
PRATER, PRISCILLA 
Arts and Sciences 
Albuquerque 
Rutley, N. J. 
As Sigma Tau pledges, Schneider aod Wood ... 
• 
FIRST Row: 
REDENBAUGH, JUNE, ARTS AND SCIENCES •.....••••...•.•• Belen 
REED, ANNE, EoUCATtON .••.•.•.••..•..•••.•.•.... . Albuquerque 
SCH INDLER, JANE, ARTS A"1D SCIENCES . . . • • . . • . . . . .. . Honolulu 
SCHNEIDER, ROLLIN, ENGINEERING • • • . • • • • • • • • • • lllbuquerque 
SCOTT, W. H., ENGINEERING Al/Juqtterr;ur 
SIMPSON, BETTY JANE, ARTS AND SCU!NCES 1llbuq11erqttl' 
SECOND Row: 
SISTY, CHARLES, ARTS ANll Scll!NCES . . . . . . . . . • San Dirgo, Cal. 
SMALL, RICARDA, J\RTS AND SCU!NCES . . • • • • . San Pedro, Cal. 
SPABERG, ELAINE, ARTS AND SCIENCES 11/buquerqur 
STENHOUSE, PEGGY, J\RTS AND SClENCES .••••.••.•• • 4/buqtterque 
STEWART, JEA NE, ARTS AND SCIENCES . Harriron, Ark. 
SUTHERLAND, SAM, ENGLNEERING .•••••• Albuquerque 
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FIRST.Row: 
THOMPSON, BILL, ENGINEERING .... . . .. . . .. .. .. ... . .... . . . Hobbs 
TRAMMELL, JOHN J., ENGINEERING ..... . ........ . . Florence, Ari11:. 
TROOP, JOHN, ARTS AND SCIENCES .. . . ........ . .... .. . Albuquerque 
VARLEY, CAROL, ARTS AND SCIENCES .. . ............. . . . .. . D enver 
VINYARD, R. M., ENGINEERING . . . .............. Highland Park, Jll. 
WAHA, HOWARD B., ARTS ANO SCIENCES ......... .. . Albuquerque 
SECOND Row: 
WALKER, WILL-ANN, ARTS ANO SCIENCES .. .... .. . ..... . Santa Fe 
WHEELER, DON, ARTS ANO SCIENCES .............. . . Gridley, Cal. 
WHEELER, LESLIE, ENGINEERING ....... •. .. .• . . . . . . Albuquerque 
WYLIE, CHARLES, FINE ARTS . . .... . ................. . Santa Rosa 
WILLIAMS, CAROL, ARTS ANO SCIENCES .......... ..... ... . Capitan 
WILSON, HERBERT B., EDUCATION . . . . ....... . Pasadena, Cal. 
THIRD Row: 
WILSON, LARRY 0., ENGINEERING . . . .......... Tucson, Ari11:. 
WOOD, WILLIAM L., ENGINEERING ...... ...... ..... . Albuquerque 
WOODHEAD, PHYLLIS, FINE ARTS ........... . .... . . Albuq11erque 
WOODS, FRANCIS 0., GENERAL .... ... .............. . Albuquerque 
YASHVIN, JEANNE, ARTS ANO SCIENCES .............. . .. . Santa Fe 
YOUNG, DAVID C., ARTS AND Sc1£NC£S ....... Half Moon Bay, Cal. 
. .. had their ups and downs 
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Jack Redman . Phylr H . ' Prn1dent 
M is arns, l' iu-P . 
1 
argaret H 1. ru1d1nt er 1hy S • urdary 
ALLEN, Lois 
Arts and Sciences 
ANCONA, B£'1TY 
Fine Arts 
BARNHART, KATIILllEN 
Lo"'ington, N. ,ll. 
11 lbuqutrque 
Arts and Sciences . . • . . . . Carlsbad 
BAllRICKLOW, \V. H. 
Engineering 
BARTE, LEE H. 
Arts and Sciences 
BECKER, NEOl.A 
Arts and Sciences 
BELL, SmRLEE 
Arts and Sciences 
BIBO, VIOLA 
General 
BLAIR, ROBERT L. 
Arts and Sciences 
BLAKE, BETSY 
Fine Arts 
BLUM, Boe 
Arts and Sciences . 
BRADl.EY, 0. ]. 
Arts and Sciences 
BRANSCOMBE, MARCE 
. Albuquuqut 
,.1/buqutrqut 
A lb11querque 
Santa Ft 
San/a Fe 
San Matto, Cal. 
.l/ ountainair 
Dayton, Ohio 
Tucumcari 
Arts and Sciences Grand Junction, Col. 
BREWER, MARTHA 
Arts and Sciences 
BROOKS, ELLEN 
Arts and Sciences 
BUBANY, Rum 
General 
BURLESON, CLEDA LEE 
A ll111q11uque 
Plior11ix, Ariz. 
Gallup 
Arts and Sciences Rankin, Ttx. 
BuR-..ETT, BETTYE 
Education Amarillo, T tx. 
BYRD, BERSIECE 
General .. .J lbuquuque 
CARROLL, I.ors 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . Pueblo, Colo. 
SOPHOMORES 
Senorita Ancona entertains at 
Mexican Independence Day fiesta 
SOPHOMORES 
FIRST Row: 
CARTER, K£NNEnr 
Arts and Sciences . . . . • . . . Burley, Idaho 
CLINCHY, MARGUERITE 
Education . . . . . . . . • . . . . Albuquerque 
CORBIT, TERRY 
Arts and Sciences . . Pasadena, Calif. 
COR.\IAN, ROSUIAR.Y 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . Carlsbad 
CORNELIUS, DOROTIIY 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . . 11lbuquerque 
Cuuis, CHARLl!MAUD 
Education ......... . 
DAR.CAN, MARION 
Arts and Sciences .. 
SECOND Row: 
DAULTON, HERBERT 
Arts and Sciences 
DAVIDSON, II. E. 
111buquerque 
Albuquerque 
Ignacio, Colo. 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11/buquerqut 
DAVIS, STANLEY 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gallup 
DENNY, BARBARA 
Arts and Sciences 
DUFFY, LIBBY 
Arts and Sciences 
DUNLAP, LLOYt> A. 
Arts and Sciences . . . 
EDWARDS, CHAR.LES \V. 
Arts and Sciences 
THIRD Row: 
EILEUIEYER, HER.BERT 
Engineering 
FALltENBl!RC, }OHS 
Engineering 
FELLIN, 0rro P. 
Engineering 
FIFE, GLADE 
Engineering 
FISCHER, ROSl!MARY 
Fine Arts . . 
FLETCHER, DOROnlY 
Arts and Sciences . 
FRANCHINI, GEORCE 
Gallup 
l/obbs 
Watson'llille, Calif. 
Bell'llirw, N. M. 
Beltn 
Den'ller, Colo. 
Gallup 
Albuquerque 
Belen 
Raton 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . l1 lbuquerqu1 
FutsT Row: 
FR.-\NKLIN, LI LA 
Fine Arts ...... . •....•. 
FREE, EDWAltD A. 
Arts and Sciences 
FUQUA, 0RVILU! 
Arts and Sciences 
FUUfAN, \V. D. 
Engineering 
GAFFORD, \\'ILLIA)f 
Engineering 
GALLOWAY, LEWIS 
Engineering 
GARRETI', NORMA 
Fine Arts .. 
SECOND Row: 
GEORCE, ALLYN 
Arts and Sciences 
GICHENKO, }ENNIFU 
Arts and Sciences 
GoEB£L KENNETH 
Arts and Sciences 
El Paso, Ttx. 
Pro'flo, Utah 
Albuquerque 
Mountainair 
Tucumcari 
Albuquerque 
Lovington 
Santa 1"1 
Clt'fltland, 0. 
Lubbock, Tix. 
GOLOBERC, MARVIN 
Engineering .. ..... El Paso, Ttx. 
GRIFFIN, GERALD 
Arts and Sciences 
GRIFFIN, PATJY 
Arts and Sciences 
HALL, }IMMIE 
Engineering 
Thum Row: 
HAMILTON, RHEBA 
Burlingame, Cal. 
Silwr City 
Carlsbad 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sii'fler City 
H ANNETI', PATRICIA 
Education ..... ..... . 
HARRIS, PHYLLIS 
Arts and Sciences 
HASH, W. }. 
Albuquerque 
A lbuqu1rqu1 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . II as/11//, Okla. 
HAYES, MICHAEL 
Engineering . . . . .. , .. , . Berlulty, Calif. 
HAYES, TIMOTHY 
Arts and Sciences Bt'flerly Hills, Calif. 
HEN.N!SY! PAT 
Engrneenng . ........... . El Paso, Tut. 
Fusr Row; 
HERLIHY, MARGARET 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Belen 
HIGBT, PEGGY 
Fine Arts 
HoDCES, NORMAN 
Albuquerque 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sii'fler CiJy 
HOLMES, JAMES M. 
Ans and Sciences . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
JACOBS, GLORIA 
Arts and Sciences 
JOHNS, HARRIET 
Education ... 
Port II rthur, T t1&as 
J/lbuquerqut 
JOH?fSON,. BILL 
Engmeenng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /1 lbuqutrqut 
SECOND Row: 
KAMBAIC, HAROLD 
Arts and Sciences 
KASSVAN, LUCILLE 
Arts and Sciences 
KAUNE, JULIE 
Huron, S. Dak. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santa Fe 
KlECR, VIRGINIA 
Fine Arts . .... 
LAND, DOROTHY 
Jonesboro, /Irk. 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alb11querqut 
LANGFORD, ARTHUR 
Engineering . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . Hobbr 
LARSON, Lomse 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . Silcver City 
TmRo Row; 
LASSITER, Krrrv 
Arts and Sciences 
LAVIER, ERNEST E. 
. ....•... Santa Ft 
Engineering . . . . . . Oregon City, Ore. 
LLNDBERG, ROBERT 
Arts and Sciences . . . . ...... .. .. . Blltn 
LoWRY, ALLENE 
A rts and Sciences 
L UKJ!R, JEANNE 
Arts and Sciences 
MACDONALD, MARIAN 
Education .......... . 
M AcDOUGAL, ROBERT 
Albuquerque 
ii Jbuquerque 
Lincoln, Nebr. 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clocvis 
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FIRST Row: 
MANOA, HARRIET 
Arts and Sciences .......... J\,fentmon 
MANGAN, MARY Lou 
Arts and Sciences ......... El Paso, Tex. 
MARR, CLEO JOYCE 
Arts and Sciences 
MARTIN, FRANCES 
Albuquerque 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Silver City 
MARTIN, }ACK R. 
Arts and Sciences ....... Amarillo, Tex. 
MASON, WILLIAM 
Arts and Sciences ...... Platteville, Colo. 
MCCLASKEY, EDWARD 
Arts and Sciences ......... Exline, Iowa 
Page Fifty-thrtt 
SECOND Row: 
McC1.ELLAND, RAQUEL 
Arts and Sciences 
McCORMICK, ]ANE 
Arts and Sciences 
Santa Ft 
A lbuquerq1u 
MC<?LAM.ERY, ARTHUR 
Eogmeermg ............. Albuquerque 
McINTOSH, KATHRYN Lou 
Arts and Sciences Albuquerque 
MEIER, CAROLYN 
Fine Arts .. .. .. . Fort Wayne, Ind. 
MELTON, JACQUELINE 
General .................. Albuquerque 
METZLER, ALICE 
Arts and Sciences ...... .. Albuquerque 
THIRD Row: 
MYER, ELSIE 
Arts and Sciences 
MICHAEL, ROBERT E. 
Arts and Sciences 
MOORE, J.E. 
Arts and Sciences 
NEWMAN, ]ANET 
A I buquerque 
Albuquerque 
Hobbs 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gallup 
NEWCOMB, PRISCILLA 
Education ................ Albuquerque 
Noel.I!, HERB 
Engineering ..... .. ..... . 
O'GRADY, PAT 
Education 
Hinsdale, Ill. 
Albuquerque 
URTIZ, ORLANDO 
Arts and Sciences Taos 
DE PATTEN, HOBART 
:\rts and Sciences . . . Des l\foints, Iowa 
PEARSON, MARJORIE 
Fine Arts Ttmplt, Ttx. 
PLATTER, HARRY 
Engineering . . . Houston, Ttx. 
PRYOR, PAT 
Arts and Sciences Albuquuqut 
REED, W. L 
Engineering Jal 
RICE, ANNA FRANCES 
Arts and Sciences Albuquerqut 
ROMERO, ELIU 
General . . . . . . . . . San Cristobal 
Ro~U.fE, HOWARD 
Arts and Sciences Albuquuqut 
ROSENBERG, BETTY 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . El Paso, Tex. 
SAYLER, C. K. 
Arts and Sciences Topeka, K a11. 
SCllOEBEL, ALICE 
Education Socorro 
SCOTT, ]ACK 
Arts and Sciences Albuq11trqut 
SHAMASKl1'1, ROBERT 
Ans and Sciences .lfaywood, /II. 
SHEFFIEl.D, RUSSELL 
Arts and Sciences Kaysville, Utali 
SHl!RMA1'1, JACKIE 
General Cliicago, Ill. 
S\um, ]. P. 
Engineering Santa Rosa 
SMITH, MARION 
Arts and Sciences Santa Fr 
SMITH, WADE 
Engineering A&tu 
SPARKS, BETTY 
Fine Arts . . . . A lb11q1ll'rq11e 
STATLER, ROBERT 
Engineering Glenda/,, Ariz. 
STERN, DAN 
Engineering Albuquuq11t 
SUTTON, }OHN 
Arts and Sciences Modesto, Cal. 
TATE, BETTY 
Arts and Sciences Hobbs 
TITUS, CA~fPBELL D. 
Arts and Sciences . Dl'lt'Vt'r, Colo. 
TOWNSEND, BILL 
General Huntington Park, Calif. 
TRYON, }t1ANITA 
Education . . . . . Sedan 
VIEHWIG, W. R. 
Arts and Sciences l\falad, Jdalio 
WALTER, MARJORIE 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Socorro 
WIGGINS, JEAN 
Arts and Sciences T11lsa, Okla. 
V\111.SON, JAMES L. 
Engineering . . . . . . . Santa Ft 
\VtLSON, SARA 
Education ..............•.. Roswtll 
\VITHERSPOON, LOIS 
Fine Arts .. . . . ........... Albuquuqut 
WOODBURY, EDITH 
Arts and Sciences . . Sifotr City 
ZWICKY, EVERETT E. 
Engineering ..... Coeur d'Alm,, Idaho 
Dan Doole . Lo . y, Pr1srd11tt 
u1se Primav . p I crt, Secrctar T 
:au Barnhart y,· y- rctUurer 
' iu-Prnidnrt 
AMBROSI!, SELMA 
Arts and Sciences 
ANCONA, CAROL 
Gallup 
Arts and Sciences .. Alhuquerqrte 
ANDERS, }UUA 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winfield, Knn. 
ANDRADI!, LEONOR 
Arts and Sciences ....• •.••... Gallup 
BABCOCK, BE1TY 
Education , . . . . . . . . . . . . Denvtr, Colo. 
BACON, PATIT 
Arts and Sciences . Alhuquuque 
BALUNCllR, To~U1lll 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sn11ta Rosa 
BAL!-M£R~ RAY 
Eoganeenng . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Sa11ta Rita 
BELL, LINDA 
Arts and Sciences 
B.ENTON, BETTY 
Arts and Sciences 
BEST, M. }EAN 
J/lhuquerque 
Alhuquuqul! 
General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Forrest 
BIBB, GllORCIA ANNE 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
Bl.A~K, <'.HARLES 
Engmeermg . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Cnrlshnd 
BOTELER, VntCIL 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . Floydada, Tex. 
BRASHER, ALYCE FRANCES 
Fine Arts , . . . . . . . • . . . . . . lllhuqutrque 
BRENNAN, ANNA 
General .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . lllh11q1urque 
BRtDLER, BILL 
Arts nod Sciences ........ . lllhuquu-que 
BROOKE, }IM 
General Silver City 
BULLEN, JAN 
Fine Ar~ .......•....•.. Albuquerque 
BYRD, BEATRICE 
~neral ..... . ........ . Alhuquuqut 
Brasher shows Missourian Fnyman Southwestern 
customs including the Vnrsuvinna 
FRESHMEN 
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FRESHMEN Bandelier's B. Carso!.. and P. Towe give cameraman the once-over 
CALVIN, RODNEY 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C/o.,i1 
CANEVARI, DONALD F. 
Arts and Sciences Sonoma, Calif. 
CHALK, MARY 
Arts and Sciences Burbanlt, Calif. 
CHAPMAN, BETTY 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbu1, 0 . 
CARSOK, BEAntCE 
Fine Arts Grand Rapid1, Mitli. 
CARTWRIGHT, WILLIAM 
Engineering ..... . 
COVILL, c. TH0!.1.\S 
Arts and Sciences 
COVERT, BEVERLY 
Education ..... 
CROWLEY, AMELDA 
Btrktlty, Calif. 
Oakland, Calif. 
Daw1on 
General . .. .... ..... . .. . /lobb1 
DARDEN, MARY CATHERINE 
Arts and Sciences . . ... New Orltan1, La. 
DAVENPORT, EDITH 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . . Roy 
DIX?N, ~EORCE 
Engmeermg . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Ro1wtll 
DODD, TOMMIE LEE 
General ......... . Nau.,oo, Ala. 
DoDos, EDCAll 
Engineering ..... . Tular01a 
DURAN, EsTEFANITA 
General .. . . . ...... . Santa Ft 
UURAND, EARLENE 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . . . . Dtxttr 
EDWARDS, GORDON 
Arts and Sciences 
EDWARDS, HELEN 
Delttl, Utah 
Arts and Sciences . Fruitland 
ELLIS, EVELYN 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquuqut 
ESPINOSA, HELEN 
General . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santa Ft 
FRESHMEN 
EVANS, DONALD 
Arts and Sciences ..... . ...... Espanola 
FARIS, FRANCIS 
Engineering . . . . . . . . Franklin Park, Ill. 
FEii., ANNELIES 
Arts and Sciences ............ . .. Belen 
FLO~A, T!iOMAS 
Engmeermg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roswell 
FLUHMAN, ELIZABETH 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roy 
FLUIIT, ERVA 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . Santa Rosa 
GALLAHER, LEO J. 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . Livermore, Cal. 
GALLEGOS, MINERVA 
Fine Arts ............ . ... Albuquerque 
GARCIA, ARTHUR 
Arts and Sciences 
GAY, }AMES W. 
Arts and Sciences 
GILLESPIE, ANDY 
Liberal, Kans. 
. . Albuquerque 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clayton 
GRANATH, RICHARD 
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hobbs 
GRAY, }ANE 
Arts and Sciences Deming 
GRAY, }EAN 
Arts and Sciences Deming 
GREENE, RUTH 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . . . . . Santa Rita 
GRESSER, }UOY 
Arts and Sciences . .. .... Teaneck, N. J. 
HALE, }EAN 
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
HANNA, IMA }EAN 
Arts and Sciences Albuquerque 
HAR:VATI~, }OE 
Engmeenng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sesser, Ill. 
HAR!llS, ~EANNI! 
Engmeering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tucumcari 
FRESHMEN 
Spurs rush newcomers on a quick 
tour of the campus 
H \\\ Kl)>SON, Bllto\'E 
Education Albuquuqut 
fllNTOS, F1t.\NCES 
Education A lbuqutrqut 
1101.T, PATlllCI.\ 
.\rr, and Sciences .41buqutrque 
HUSTElt, HELEN 
Education El Paso, T ex. 
llURST, CORDON 
Aris and Sciences San Jose, Calif. 
J ACODSON, l!OWARO B. 
Alls and Sciences Bridgeport, Conn. 
JOHNS, Bii.LY 
Arts :ind Sciences Albuquerque 
jONF.S, JOSEPHINE 
Arts and Sciences lllbuquuque 
_IO'\F.S, L.\WltENCE 
Arts and Sciences Salt Laite City, U. 
KALLIM.\NI, C'OST.\ 
.\rts and Sciences . JTan Houton 
KEl ,l.OW, JACK C. 
Fngineering . Pocatl'llo, I daho 
K1t\\1£1t, EDWARD 
Arts and Sciences Salt Lalu City, U. 
LANSING, KAYE 
Arts and Sciences Albuquerque 
LEA, LOUISE 
Fine Arts Albuquerque 
LEWIS, VIVIAN 
Arts and Sciences Albuquerque 
I.ev, PETER c. 
Arts and Sciences . . . Lafayette, Calif. 
LIGCETI', RUTH 
Arts and Sciences 
LLOYD, MARCER.1£ 
Arts and Sciences 
LocKETI', KAY 
Arts and Sciences . 
McCLUNC, DoN H. 
Den'l!er, Colo. 
Albuquuqut 
Albuquerque 
Engrneering . . . . . . . Los ilngelu, Calif. 
MCCUTCHEON, BETTY 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . Carlsbad 
MCDONALD, ANNA ELIZABETH 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carlsbad 
MCINTOSH, CLINTON 
Arts and Sciences . . Grady 
McLoUCRLIN, MARJORIE 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santn Fe 
McNEW, FRANCES 
Education 
MARTIN, MELVIN 
Arts and Sciences 
MATTHEWS, MARLE 
General ...•... 
MERILATI', JOHN 
Engineering 
MEYER, MARILYN 
Alamogordo 
lllbuquuque 
.......... Roswell 
Toptlta, Kans. 
Arts and Sciences ....... Lincoln, Nebr. 
MtLLER, GwitN 
General .................. ftfclrou 
MOEN, MARY ELIZABETH 
Arts and Sciences lllhuqurrqul' 
MOORE, P ECCY 
General . . . . • . . . . .. • .. . Carlsbad 
MORRISSET, MARION 
Arts and Sciences ........ Lubbock, Tex. 
MOR_TON, .ROB'£RT G. 
Engmeermg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hurley 
MtnTO, CATRERrNB 
Arts and Sciences . . . . . . • • . Gallup 
NAVARRl!TI'I!, CLAUDE 
Arts and Sciences .. San Francuco, Calif. 
Remember when the photographer crashed a 
Bandelier house meeting to get this one? 
Page Si:Jtty 
Perry, Messecar, and Scholes take to 
canning chicken 
NOBLE, NANCY 
Arts and Sciences 
PACE, DALE 
Engineering ... . .. . 
PARKER, MILDRED 
Education 
PATl"ERSON, PAUL 
Arts and Sciences 
PERJ.Y, ANNE 
Arts and Sciences 
Piii.iCE, Lois 
Arts and Sciences 
PROPST, H ERMAN 
Engineering . . . . 
PRIMAVERI, LoUISE 
Arts and Sciences 
REEDY, PATRICIA 
Arts and Sciences 
REOUADT, FRANCES 
Education .. . . . . . . 
Amarillo, T t tf. 
K el/ogg, Idaho 
Farmington 
/..as JI egas 
Alamogordo 
Cimarron 
Anson, Tur. 
Dawson 
A lbuq11erque 
Albuquerque 
REY1;10LDS! LE ROY 
Engmeenng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C/o(Jis 
RHOADS, MILDRED 
General . . . . . . . . . . . . Hobbs 
RHODES, LoUISE 
Education Si/(Jer City 
ROBERTS, BETTY 
Fine Arts . . ... 
RODINSON, LEE 
Amarillo, Tex. 
Arts and Sciences . . ....... Albuquerque 
Ross, EDMUND PITT 
Engineering ............. Albuquerque 
SCHOLES, VIRCINIA 
Arts and Sciences . . . ...... Bradford, Ill. 
SHANKWEILER, LoIS 
.t\rts and Sciences 
SIDES, EILEEN 
Arts and Sciences . . 
SKOUSEN, DOROTHY 
Santa Ft 
Wellington, Kans. 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albuquerque 
SPILLER, HARRIETT NOEL 
Education .... 11/buquer<Jue 
SPILLER, Jo EU.EN 
Arts and Sciences .. Albuq. 
STEWART, BETTY 
Education . . . . Alamogordo 
STILES, CASSIE LOIS 
Education Farmington 
STOCKTON, ALICE 
General . . . . . . . . . Roswell 
STOWERS, HARRY E. 
Engineering Central 
SWEATT, Lois JEANNE 
General . . . . . . . Hagermar1 
TAYLOR, BETTY 
Arts and Sciences ... Albuq. 
TAYL.OR, MARION 
General . . . . . Albuquerque 
TERRY, MARILYN 
Arts and Sciences 
TESTMAN, TERI 
Arts and Sciences 
TEUTSCH, SHIRLEY 
Albuq. 
Albuq. 
General ......... Santa Ft 
TIREMAN, MARJORIE 
Arts and Sciences Albuq. 
TRUMBLE, MAURINE 
A. and S ... Wagon Mound 
TUCKER, EDITH 
Fine Arts . . . . . . . . . Clovis 
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JAMES rz TYNDALL~ . Tucumca Engineering · · · 
V!C!N! SAVINA N Y. N. Y. 
, d Sciences . , Arts an 
WACNER,.JEAN Albuquerque Engineering 
w ALLS, JOAN II lbuq1u:rq11e Education · · · 
w ALLS, MYRA . .4 lbuquerque Fine Arts .. 
JUNE w ATERMAN, Albuquerque Fine Arts .. . 
WEBB, MSAX.t~~es Farmi11gton \rts and cie 
NORMA JEAN T WHEELER, • ces Ra11ki11, . i\rts and Sc1en 
RY FRANCES. WILLIAMS, MA Cap1ta11 
Education · · · · · · · · 
Sl.xty-three Page 
WILLIAMS, '?· n~~s Provo, u. Arts and Sc1e 
WILSON,d ptc1!~ces Albuq. Arts an 
WOLF, Dd1~~~nces Albuq. Arts an 
HUCH J WOODWARD,. Sa/em,N. · Arts and Sciences 
WooD~ORTH, SALL.~ . Gallup 
Education · · · · · 
YONEM~ro, ... Gran j TAZUE t Education .... . . . 
• 
.. •. , 

Sailors • In College 
With the establishment of the V-12 unit on the 
University campus, a marked change in student 
life was brought about. Half of the student 
enrollment consists of sailors sent to college by 
the Navy Department. These naval trainees 
occupy a unique position, being both sailors and 
college students at the same time. While 
attending classes and participating in student 
activities with civilian students, they are essen-
tially sailors, being subject to regular naval dis-
cipline and regulations, and receiving the pay of 
an Apprentice Seaman. 
The purpose of the Naval College Training 
Program, of which this unit is a part, is to pro-
vide college training and background for naval 
officer candidates. Members of the Naval 
R.0.T.C. receive their commissions upon the 
completion of their training here, while the 
remaining men have further instruction at a 
midshipman's school before being commissioned. 
Page Sixty-u~en 
The first day of school and 
Navarette trundles his first 
batch of G. I. clothing to 
the dorm. 
On liberty, trainees rest 
for a while from the 
student work the pro-
gram requires. 
As the men drill, they de-
velop the ability and spirit 
of cooperation necessary so 
that they, someday, may be 
able to lead other men. 
These were the officers of the New 
Mexico University V - 12 Unit at the 
end of the winter semester. They are 
the officers who led and instructed the 
trainees, who handled the supply and 
finances of the unit, who protected the 
health of the men stationed here, 
and upon whom rested the responsi-
bility for the successful prosecution of 
the mission assigned to the unit . 
Though the individual officers are 
frequently changed, their duties re-
main, and these duties will continue 
to be efficiently discharged. 
Captain J.B. Will, USN ( Ret.) 
OFFICERS 
Commander T. S. Daniel, 
USN (Ret.) 
Lt. Comdr. A. V. D. Smith, USNR 
Lt. Comdr. T. E. Norris, USNR Lt. Comdr. R. W. Judd, USNR Lt. R. A. Hoolhorst, USNR 
Lt. II. V. Mnthany, USNR Lt. R. L. Lokensgard, USNR Lt. S. E. Ogle, USNR 
Lt. (jg) W. ]. Toner, USNR Ens. ]. B. Delamater, USNR Ens. M. L. Hosinski, USNR 
Pa9t Sixty-nine 
Sad-eyed fellows going 
west to the San Diego 
boot camp. 
The mess hall, where Miss 
Campbell and her staff feed 
five hundred men three times 
a day. 
Life 
With the 
Rio Grande 
FI eet 
Miss Mitten, the pride of the unit, 
umpires a softball game 
Page Stvtnly-ont 
Pay Day I 
Left: The social men turn 
out for a big Saturday 
even mg 
PHYSIC~L EDUC~TION 
AP. E. class off for a hard run around 
the cross-country course 
Kilian takes off with a nice lead from 
Cocubinsky in a 440 relay 
Learning the scientific way to take 
care of yourself 
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Hokona Hall hand laundry 
Battalion Commander 
Mc\Vhirter with his nose 
to the grindstone 
Lining up for one of Gracie's Sunday specials 
Future navigators trying to 
locate Albuquerque 
V-12 Battalion 
The V-12 unit is organized as a battalion consist-
ing of six companies of two platoons each. At the 
head of the battalion are the battalion com-
mander an<l his staff. Below the battalion com-
mander are the company and platoon officers, in 
charge of their respective groups. These posi-
tions are all held by student officers, to whom is 
entrusted a large part of the responsibility for 
the conduct of the battalion. 
In this battalion are men from the Beet who have 
given up rates to come here. There are men with 
several years of college behind them, and there 
are men who are straight from high school. But 
whether they are dry-land sailors, or old salts with 
service stripes, they are all here to be trained to 
be officers in the United States Navy. 
Pa9e Snunty-four 
BA TT ALION STAFF 
Commander 
Sub-Commander 
Adjutant 
Commissary 
C.P.O. 
M. McWhirter 
E. P. Hampson 
]. D. Robb 
G. A. Mitchell 
G. D. Dickinson 
COMPANY OFFICERS 
FirH Co. C. W. Sisty 
Second Co. K. W. Mount 
Third Co. W. H. Scott 
Fourth Co. E. P. Hampson 
Fifth Co. P. E. Kilburn 
Sixth Co. J.P. Logan 
PLATOON OFFICERS 
Back row: W. A. Small, L. ]. Gallagher,]. W. Daniels, W. L. Ullom, F. N. Finn, E. E. Lavier, \V. H. Mills, J.C. 
Redman. Middle row: J.M. King, R. E. Burris, W. M. Smalley, J. M. Nutter, P. A. Feil, S. R. W. Johnson, G. 
Rosen, N. A. Fiorentino, D. E. Garcia. From row: G. Di Sano, C. L. Wiley, T. R. Murray, W. B. Barton, T. R. 
Turbeville, B. W. Neuffer, W. A. Smith. 
Pa91 Seventy-five 
Top row: N. A. Fioreotino, R. C. Noe, C. G. Wiley, W. H. Martin, W. F. Towosend. Third row: M. Dargan, H.B. Wilson, 
J. K. Hackney, RC. Lanier, E. F. Johnson. Second row: J. J. Friedman, H. A. Smith, S. L. Sutherland, T. W. Strome, G. M. 
Chande, L. G. Barte, B. F. Johnson. First row: L. Katz, D.S. Stern, E. Kilian, J. T. Reid, A. M Erda!, TE. Stone, C. W. 
Cooper, G. Rosen, platoon commander. 
First Company 
Top row: R. 0. Bell, S. R. W. Johnson, J. Diodosio. Third row: V. D. Parnell, M. 0. Romrne, W. C. White, E. V. Balcomb, 
]. W. Gurley, J. M. Ewing, W C Thompson. Second row: J. N. Hodges, H. E. Kinney, W. B. Green, T. W. Welchel, H. E. 
Davidson, J. T. Denhoff, H. 0. Ellermeyer. First row: J.P. Smith, 0. B. Thorpe, P. H. Harley, R. W. Blum, R. D. Darnell, 
G. Franchini, T. A. Borland, B. H. Neuft'er, platoon commander. 
Page Seventy-six 
Top row: G. W. Fife, J.C. Scott, H. L. Noble, 0. W. Smith, J. M. Holmes, C. F. Cramer. Second row: J. P. Garcia, G. S. 
Emmons, F. M .. fulton, O. C. Fuqua, B. M. Maxwell, A. L. Tafoya. First row: J. L. Haslam, B. A. Faller, J. H. Beems, R. B. 
Shamaskin, K. W. Mount, L. W. Wheeler, F. ). Marberry, M. C. Kiech, W. B. Barton, platoon commander. 
Second Company 
Top row: T. N. Page, H. A. Romme, W.R. Gafford, M. L. Neighbors, C. ,V, Davidson, C. L. Wiley. Second row: H. L. 
Sanchez, L. Henderson, P. Baca, E. L. Morris, M. R. Murray, M. L. Webb. First row: W. J. Hash, J. R. Wall, R. Michael, 
l\lf. Salas, H. P. Daulton, L. C. Galloway, A H. Mencher, W. A. Smith, platoon commander. 
Page Seventy-seven 
Top row: G. W. Dixon, A. R. James, A. W. Riter, V. G. Black, L. M. Shumway, W. H. Barricklow, E. C. Bickley, D. Lam-
bert, R. C. Clark. Third row: F. P. Hapgood, Q. Wright, L. K. Buter, T. F. Devlin, H.B. Layne,]. L. Allison, V. E. 
Welch, R. D. Brand, L Dassoff. Second row: C. G. Blumenthal, R. A. Leadabraod, V. L. Mahoney, R. G. Moore, G. A. 
Mohr, R. L. Byers, R. R Wakefield, M. ]. Crawley, E. H. Chapman. Bottom row: E. S. Husted, J. N. Brown, A. L. Glover, 
S. L. Fayman, D. F. Wc:taby, J. B. 'eill, H. F. Burch, L. 0. Wilson, R. A. Blaise, G. L. Maxwell, F. N. Finn, platoon 
commander. 
Thi rd Company 
Top row: P. V. White, C. F. Robinson, T. L. Moulton, K. V. Carter, B. ]. Lemmon, D. D. Parker, L. D. Hoadley, H Robinson, 
C. S. Cooper. Third row: j. J. Slivkoff, J.P. Ekins, R. H. Sheffield, W. T. Maxon, H. M. Hayes, R. G. Paxman, R. C. Patch, 
H. M. Kambak, P. T. Moser Second row: R Ragenovich, S. H. Gold, D. B. Miller, E. L. Spangler, M. E. Goldberg, R A. 
Sullivan, W. F Cartwright, R. R. Chaffee, W. ]. Louderback, C. B. McCullar. Bottom row: J. T. Park, D. W. Dooley, 
W. G. Gibson, D. G. Roberts, C. E. Gordon, R. H. Rodrigues, W. C. Overbults, S. W. Potts, C. S. Taggart, B. S. Taggart, 
W.W. Ryder. 
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Top row: G. H. Mertz, W. Cretan, A. E. Sumsion, D. A. Bambrough, I. G. Elkins,C. E. Barsten, R. C. Wood, A. J. Yoli, 
M. W. Eckert, T. E. McCollogh. Fourth row: L. A. Sallee, C. T. Covill, R. F. Donaldson, R. E. Lane, S. B. Ewen, E. F. 
Dudek, R. R. Rowe, E. C. McAdams, M. W. Morriset, M. L. Stanley, D. C. Lerwill. Third row: C. G. Kallimani, T. R. 
Williams, D. Charles, J. Martin, W. J. Louderback, H . P. Schultz, W. N. Thompson, R. Nelson, H. R. Selby, M. E. Picazo, 
R. Krebs. Second row: J. L. Nickel, J. F. Norris, D. L. Page, Owens, \V. S. Stevenson, R. W. Lythgoe, P. C. Ley, R. G. Morton, 
A. W. Fontes, R. K. Granath, W. E. Eichhorst. First row: E. L. Brown, R E. McClendoo, G. Copeland, 0. B. Williams, C. 
Navarette, B. E. Geter, E. R. Booe, J. V. Allen, R.R. Bower, L. C. Reynolds, S. B. Dobyns, W. H . Mills, platoon commander. 
Fourth Company 
Top row: G. E. Edwards, F. I. Beeson, H. R. Thompson, G. A. Jacobs, G. J. McCulloch, E. B. Dobbs, V. H. Boteler, D. E. 
Peterson. Fourth row: R. L. Hibbert, W. D. Lehigh, A. C. Murphy, W. B. Wilson, D. A. Maaske, N. 0. Kent, T. C. Milik, 
S. J. Evans, A. Garcia, R. D. Keenan. Third row: G. F. Hurst, K. D. Goeble, F. A. Scarpella, D. F. Canevari, G. L. Berger, 
R. D. Statler, E.T. Brown, R. B. French, K. D. Rush, S. H. Welsh. Second row: L.A. Jones, J. Y. Hoffman, J. J. Jackson, J. 
C. Kellow, R. 0. Morrow, L. E. Toney, R. D. Hudson, R. A. Dorchak, J. A. Rodgers, G. L. Miller. First row: W. J. Raith, 
H.J. Fedde, W. P. Cheek, L. C. McKinney, E. A. Anderson, R. H. Lilevick, L. Williams, D. L. Brown, H. D. Robinson, W. R. 
Houck, T. R. Turbeville, platoon commander. 
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Pagt Swenty-nint 
Top row: R. W. Jones, G. M. Boswell, T. W. Riise, W. M. Herbert, R. D. Hudson, J. S. Bennett,]. F. Tillery, S. A. Heininger, 
L. N. Ragle. Third row: T. H. Flora, C. K. Sayler, W. N. Bridler, J.M. Bills, F. Altus,]. 0. Koontz, R. W. Ludwick, W. J. 
Lewis, B. C. Elliott, J. F. Falkenberg. Second row: K. R. Hafen, C. C. Claas, N. W. Hunter, T. B. Conway, J. E. Savage, 
J. ]. Trammel, ]. L. Cunningham, E. C. Cates, G. S. Gatewood, R. S. Balian. Bottom row: E. Cramer, D. W. Wheeler, R. S. 
Scott, W. P. Wesley, J. H. Ludlow, T. Hayes, R. L. Wellington, H. C. Miller, G. Griffen, J. W. Daniels, platoon 
commander. 
Fifth Company 
Top row: 0. J. Bradley, J.E. Moore, H. W. Platter, J.M. Hueter, R.R. Jones, M.A. Pino. Fourth row: 0. P. Fellin, F. A. 
Calleros, 0. L. Smith, P. H. Adams, D. H. McClung, T. A. Ryan, S. L. Somers, H. W. Stevenson, S. D. Trunkey. Third row: 
]. P. Burton, J. C. Sutton, M. E. Dehlinger, ]. K. Hunt, D. C. Young, B. Reese, D. L. Beebe, R.R. Schneider, J. D. Coleman. 
Second row:]. P. Simmons, W. S. Bon, C. Ledwith, ]. J. Jordan, C. Q. Underwood, M. P. Greaves, R. P. Morton, ]. E. 
Johnson, R. B. Hansen. Bottom row: L. R. Millikin, S. F. Rister, E. D. Haves, C. S. Robinson, R. v.r. Ballmer, L. Gutierrez, 
L. E. West, W. P. McCarthy, E. E. Lavier, platoon commander. · 
Page Eighty 
Top row: R. E. Burris, M. W. Orgill, D. L. Peirce, J. A. Rodgers, S. S. McEwan, J. E. Byers. 
Fourth row: W. M. Ela, R. G. Orcutt, R. L. Blair, D. Judd, E. L. Mcintyre, J. VV. Brockhouse, F. F. Carr, J. C. Heringer, 
R. S. Vestal, E. E. Zwicky. 
Third row: G. Monthan, R. G. Gerdin, A. R. Lloyd, A. D. Da:igerfield, R.R. Denton, H. L. Faber, W. J. Cook, D. D. Ozman, 
E. F. Sacca, J. A. Daugherty. 
Second row: G. V. Lemmon, J. Cocubinsky, L. A. Dunlap, G. W. De Gregori, J.E. Drake, J. H. Abbott, N. M. Freed, J. D. 
Weiss, M. S. Robertson, T. W. Ogilvie. 
Bottom row: F. D. Wagner, J. C. Velguth, L. A. Moulton, R. L. O'Hara, A. L. Langford, C. A. Imboden, A. Sessions, M. N. 
Hudson, B. B. Lupton, M. M. Milfs, W. A. Small, Platoon Commander. 
Sixth Company 
Top Row: P. A. Feil, E. A. Free, L. D. Morris, E. P. Hennesy, R. H. Gregg. 
Third row: E. M. Pratt, H. L. Plansoen, E. A. Lauck, E. C. Huish, R. D. Thompson, B. R. Dixon, E. L. Nimer. 
Second row: J. L. Niemeyer, R. P. Olbert, T. G. Boone, J. W. Beatty, R. C. Mullen, R. Teeples, S. B. Paynter. 
Bottom row: F. C. Mires, G. C. Clark, W. L. Young, W. H. Cozart, A. B. Hazard, W.R. Welty, G. H. Wheelock, J.M. King, 
Platoon Commander. 
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Queens 
EARL CARROLL CHOSE 
THE BEAUTY QUEEN; 
YOU CHOSE THE REST 
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SPONSORED BY KISTLER-COLLISTER CO. - The Store Where Albuquerque Shops with Confidence 
Marjorie Pearson 
• 
----~ 
l ) 
.. / 
• 
• ·~ 
Commander Daniel looks on with obvious approbation \\bile Johnny Logan, Sig President, crowns Linda Bell 
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi." 
'lraternitg Queens 
President Nick gives bouquet and Pike grip to Billy Chapman, this year's "Dream Girl of Pi K. A." 
8 l(g i 11 e er' s Q u e e 11 
Linda Bell and 
Mary A nn Kean Page Eighty-six 
~TTENDANTS 
Kathryn Brown and 
Peggy Stenhouse 
Jlomeeominp Queen 
"At least twenty-one hours, Sailor" 
They just heard that physics 
section 41a8 was closed 
"I 'm the fellow io the white shirt." 
"Money, money, money" 
-but this is one feature 
the Navy lads didn't have 
to worry about 
REGISTRATION 
Registration week holds a prominent place in 
the memory of all college students. During 
these days he receives his first introduction to 
college life: the long line at registration, cam-
pus tours, conferences with teachers, entrance 
exams, fraternity rushing-all are experiences 
new to the ex-high school student. The pictures 
on this page show some of the experiences of 
new and returning students during registration. 
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DAZE 
Top to bottom: Those long lines 
we were talking about; Lembke 
shows them the reference room 
where the Sigs usually sit; Alice 
Lou takes them for a Cook's tour 
of the campus; Many a brow was 
furrowed as the Freshmen plowed 
their way through the entrance 
exams ... Helen Hunter. 
C3roline ParkburM furnished the music for the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma parties 
• 
The Chi Omegas presented a "Gay 
Nineties" skit complete with the 
w:iiters' quartet and cancan 
RUSH 
A red-letter occasion for many students is 
Rush Week which comes at the beginning of 
each semester. Fraternities hold informal 
rushing, but sororities hold a formal rush 
week under Pan-Hellenic rules. A series of 
parties, teas, and skits is presented. Bids to 
these functions are obtained at the Personnel 
Office at designated hours. The final bids 
are issued at the end of the week, and the 
rush season is then climaxed by Preference 
Dinners, and by the final Bid 
Day Tea. 
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WEEK 
The photographer had quite a time 
getting these pictures. He had just 
come from a harrowing session with 
the Chi 0 can-can girls when he found 
himself at the A D Pi casa. To his 
utter dismay they sat him down and 
ran off their style show. The show 
wasn't bad-'till they came to the 
night clothes division. 
'Vhen he came to he found himself 
covered with green and red ribbons. 
Giving the grip to the guard at the 
Alpha Chi door he went on in-only 
to sec a couple of the gals parading 
around in hath robes. Luckily, how-
ever, their skit had already been pre-
sented and he wouldn't have any more 
of the flash bulbs exploding in his 
hands. 
Pagt Nintly-ont 
Queen Jeanne leaves the coronation ceremonies 
under traditional Spur arch and with tradi-
tional Khatali escort. 
This year the University celebrated a rationed Homecoming 
mtnus the usual parade, house decorations, and fire~orks. 
But the main features without which no Homecoming could 
be a success were retained, namely, the game, the queens, 
and the Mortar Board "mum" sale. 
The student body elected Jeanne Y ashvin as Homecoming 
Queen, and Peggy Stenhouse and Kathryn Brown as her 
attendants. They were crowned at a ceremony in the 
Student Union Building with their traditional Spur and 
Khatali escorts in attendance. After the coronation, they 
proceeded to the game to cheer the Lobos to Victory over 
the Flagstaff Lumberjacks. 
HOM EC 
The traditional luminarios, usually a prominent part of 
the Homecoming festivities, were Limited to the Adminis-
tration building this year. The luminarios, which in the 
past years have served as a background for the students 
and old grads as they come back to participate in the 
The queens arrive to preside over the 
game; below, Lobos light it out for 
their honored guests. 
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.... just an old Spanish custom 
OMING 
Homecoming act1v1t1es, have an ancient Spanish 
origin. Although this year they were not so promi-
nently displayed, the luminarios on the Ad building 
were a reminder of the ancient tradition which will 
again receive full recognition when conditions permit. 
Bill Bond tells Betty Benton all about Wyoming at the 
Homecoming dance 
Queen Jeanne and attendants reigned at Homecoming festivities 
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Campus War ~ctivity 
Baisley buys the 10,oooth 
stamp sold by Spurs in their 
regular Wednesday war stamp 
sales. 
On a campus filled with service men the civilian contribu-
tion to the war effort is apt to pass unnoticed. The 
activities shown on this page depict some of the smaller 
and less glamorous but yet essential things which must be 
done and which our faculty and students perform 
willingly. 
Left: Cleo Courtney and Marion Laughlin show us the 
uniforms they wear for the \i\Tomen's 'i\Ting. This organi-
zation in cooperation with the Civil Air Patrol trains 
young women for future duty with the WAFS. 
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The student-faculty forum on post-war problems met 
regularly on Thursday afternoons and discussed topics 
which were posted in advance. 
In the local division of the National Discussion Con-
test on the topic "Basis for Permanent Cooperation 
Among the American Republics,u Ed Sommers and 
Gertrude Armijo won first and second prizes, respec-
tively. Mr. Sommers will participate in the regional 
contest to be held at Stanford University. 
The Red Cross room was sponsored this year as in years 
past by the Associated \Vomen Students. A.\V.S. also 
sponsored a salvage clothing drive for war refugees and 
a penny drive for soldier kits. Various musical groups 
entertained at the Veterans Hospital and at the War 
Prisoner Camp. 
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Gutrude Armijo and Ed Sommer,, 
discussion contest winners 
Professor Barnhart watches the worm 
turn in the campus victory garden. 
"Marryin' Sam" Woodward unites famous Dogpatcb 
couple, "Li'l Abner'' Woodbury and "Daisy Mae" Smith 
Sadie Hawkins 
Marva McGee and Fran-
ces Hoag display their "catches" 
The Sadie Hawkins D ance, sponsored annually by 
A.W.S. in commemoration of Valentine's Day, was 
held February I 2. All the lassies came attired in 
costumes conforming to the best of Dogpatch fash-
ions, and they escorted their dates who also dressed 
in that style as best they could under Navy regula-
tions. The girls bought the tickets and defense 
stamp corsages for the men they snared. 
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Kappa Kappa Gamma Alpha Delta Pi Chi Omega 
Club of the Americas 
Alpha Chi Omega 
and 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
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Kappa Sigma Town Club Kappa Alpha 
STUNT NIGHT 
The annual Mortar Board sponsored Stunt Night was a huge success this January 
with the Alpha Chi Omegas and Pi Kappa Alphas carrying off the honors. The 
Alpha Chis put on a luscious number which featured Mary Helen Green's sing-
ing of "Tahu" and several of their original dance creations. The "Pikes" 
contributed a scene in a bar of the Gay Nineties in which Leo "Astaire1' Katz, Jack 
Redman, Howard Romme, and Bud Waha starred as the singing and sometimes 
dancing waiters. 
\ uccan't beat our winter beauty 
OUR C~MPUS BE~ U 1 
You can't beat our winter beauties 
Top: One of the interesting features of our campus 
is the anthropological museum. In this museum is 
a granite bas-relief of our Administration Building 
which was carved by the local Indians in the 
thirteenth century. 
Lower right: Visible from many parts of the campus 
is the enormous "U" painted on the foothills of the 
Sandias. Each year the letter 1s re-
whitewashed by the Engineers, 
but this year, due to 
lack of trans-
portation, the 
"U" was re-
painted by re-
mote control 
and beer. 
I FU L 
The ~crie~ of "froun foits" "a~ a phenomcooo seldom seen in ~cw Mexico 
THERE WERE ~RMY 
Tn March, 1943, the Army sent some 200 men here to receive training 
in the Army Meteorology program. Their pre-meteorological pro-
gram at the University included courses in higher mathematics, 
advanced physics, vectorial mechanics, specialized geography, history, 
cartography, technical English, and military drill. 
To the delight of the Hokona lassies (it used to be a women 1s dorm, 
fellows) the entire unit would drill every morning in the field adjacent 
to the dorm. These marching men soon became a familiar sight-and 
sound-on campus as they marched and sang on their way to and from 
classes. 
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METEOROLOGISTS 
Dr. R. E. llol1er, academic director of the pre-meteorological program, 
and Major K. II. Bair, Commanding Officer 
After six months here the unit was graduated to "A" 
school ancJ cadet standing at an impressive ceremony in 
the stadium. At the ceremony the campus Army and 
Navy units marched together in a display which demon-
strated the contribution of colleges throughout the 
nation to the war effort. In a speech made at the time, 
Dr. R. E. HoL~er, academic director of the program, 
pointed out that this group had ranked highest of all 
such groups in the nation in physics, and had done 
extraordinarily well in the other subjects. 
Pn9I' Onl' ll11ndud Ont' 
Color Cua rd: Callahan, Dewell, Anderson 
Section 8 headed for mess line 
Pav Call 
Mail Call 
Full-Dress Review 
Carbines on 1be firing 
range 
A RM Y AT U. N. M. 
Left: Battle gear and the New Mexico 
desert terrain malrc our heroes look like 
Tunisian veterans 
Below: Letters from home occupy time 
during the long wait in the chow line 
At their graduation exercises Dr. 
Zimmerman awarded the pre-meteor-
ologists special certificates of gradua-
tion. 'Vith these certificates went the 
heartfelt wishes of the student body for 
continued success and good luck. 
GRADUATION 
Rodulfo Brito Foucher, president of the National 
universit}; Jaime Torres Bodet, i\Iexican minister 
of public education; Alfonso Caso, director of 
National Institute of Anthropology and History; 
Pablo i\1artine7 del Rio, dean of the summer school 
of National University; 
and Francisco Villagran 
Prado, dean of the bac-
calaureate college of 
National University, 
were the guests from 
Mexico; and Dr. Alex-
ander Ruthven, president 
of the University of 
Michigan, who gave the 
commencement address, 
also received an honor-
ary degree. 
Graduation, traditionally a spring ceremony, 
was held in February this year because of 
the University's wartime three-semester pro-
gram. One hundred and fifty students receiv-
ing degrees in education, arts and sciences, 
fine arts, or engineering attended the bacca-
laureate ceremonies February 23 1 at which 
Archbishop Byrne of Santa Fe spoke. The 
commencement ceremonies held February 25 
were highlighted by the presentation of 
degrees to six distinguished visitors, five of 
whom came from Mexico. 
Above: Mnestro Stnn Kenton 
furnished the music for the 
graduation dance. 
Left: Billy White is struck by 
lightning in the form-or rather 
the shape-of Dolly Mitchell. 
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EDITORIAL STAFF 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ........... . . DOROTHY MACE 
ASSOCIATF. EDITOR ... .. ..... EDWARD ANCONA 
Navy Editor .......... .. John Falkenberg 
Art Editor ............... Sadie Dresher 
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Ed Sommers 
Secretarial Head . . . . . Edyth Nichols 
Staff Assistants . . . . Hal Kambak, 
Billie Chapman, Lynn Sommers, 
Marjorie Pearson, and Mimi \Vroth 
This year's MIRAGE was put out 
under the handicap of ever-tighten-
ing war restrictions. Shortage of 
Business Managers 
film and photographic equipment, Ed Sommers Jack Gurley 
paper, engraving materials-and 
willing office workers-have con-
tributed to our difficulties. Our first business manager, Jack Gurley, was called 
to active duty by the Navy, and it is due largely to the efforts of his successor, Ed 
Sommers, that this MIRAGE owes the great success of its advertising section. 
In presenting this edition of the MIRAGE, we hope that it conveys to you a part of 
the spirit of 1944 at the University of New Mexico, and shows in some measure 
how this school is helping to fight Democracy's battle. 
Busine's and Editorial Assistants 
Corbit. Kambak, Nichols, and Noble 
Staff Recruits 
Schmitt, Pearson, Skou,en, Gichenko, Payne, Co,,an, Tate, Rosenberg, Chapman, Jacobus, and \Vroth 
EDITORS 
Music Editor Trumble, :h>ociateo Fditor Darden, fe:i111re Editor Tireman Busine" M:in:iger Greene 
John Baisley 
Betty Ellen He:irn 
NEW MEX 
Weekly Publication of the Associated 
Experiencing a mid-term change in both 
the business manager's and editor's posi-
tions the l .obo had its war-time difficul-
ties too. • \ financial crisis threatened to 
stop publication, but the third semester 
saw the Lobo still coming out every 
week although reduced to tabloid size. 
Again this year the Lobo did a fine 
job of reporting student and faculty 
activity for its readers. The Lobo, 
opening its editorial pages to 
student opinion, played an impor-
tant part in the discussion and 
formation of the new fusion 
parties. 
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Columnist~ Jacobson and Hampton Staff member1 Liggett, \\'all~, Meyers, De Patton, Compton, Tate, Price, and \\'ilson 
ICO LOBO 
Students of the University of New Mex ico 
EO ITOR-JN-Cll IEF JOHN BAISLEY, Semester I 
BETTY ELLEN HEARN, Semesters II and III 
As~ociate Editor 
Feature Editors 
Na\'y Editor 
Society Editor 
Sport' Editor 
Sport~\\' riter 
Cop) Editor 
Proof Editor-
I 
Mary Catherine D arden 
Marjorie Tireman and 
Jinx Witherspoon 
Russ Leadabrand 
Jennifer Gichenko 
Howard Jacobson 
Paul Robinson 
Jean Rieder 
Marilyn Myer and 
Pat~y \Vilson 
Columni't': :\1arjorie Tircman, Jinx \Vitherspoon, Betty 
Benton, Bob Hampton, Hobart De Patten, Jan Bullen, Russ 
Leadabrand, ,\lfred :\1ontoya, and Lois Price 
Editorial .. hsi\t:tnt•. Bob MJer,, Judith Gre~ser, Dorothy 
Skou'Cn, Belly Tate, Lombre Bra7il, Marilyn Terry, Myra 
\\'alb, Maurine Trumble, Loretta Diodosio, Ruth Liggett, 
Marjorie McLaughlin, Jean Compton, Leonor Andrade, 
Ora Marquez, Joyce Strong, Helen Rhoades, Gertrude 
Armijo 
Pagt! Ont! /lundud Nini! 
!\111rley Mount, Bu>iness Manager, Semesters II and III 
R 0 DEY 
Rodey Theatre's first production of this season 
was Rose Franken's "Claudia." The play deals 
with the coming-of-age of a young, immature 
Connecticut housewife through an emotional 
shock given her by her own pregnancy and the 
death of her mother. 
This theme presented a difficult problem from 
both the acting and directing point of view in the 
swift change of mood from the comedy of the 
first two acts to the tragedy of the third. Though 
not entirely of professional stature the perform-
ance was excellently done and a credit to the cast. 
The role of Claudia, already long and difficult, 
was made more difficult by the fact that Claudia 
is now a nationally known figure through maga-
zine and radio dramatizations. Eugenia Mitchell 
carried the part with conviction and gave a very 
credible performance. David, her husband, was 
played by Bob Lanier; her mother was played by 
Marilyn Payne; and other parts were taken by 
Margy Hackett as Julia, Pat Kilburn as the 
"British Englishman," Jerry, Betty Ancona as 
Darushka, and Dorothy Land and Skip Sheker-
jian as the servants. 
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PLAYS 
( 1) The technique of make-up is an important 
part of dramatic training. Here, Dorothy Land, 
Marilyn Payne, and Eugenia Mitchell make up 
before going on stage for "Claudia." 
( 2) Jim Ludlow, Skip Shekerjian, Bill Major, 
and Howard Bittner appear in the one-act play 
"If l\fen Played Bridge as \Vomen Do.11 "Really, 
Jim, did you see that awful hat he was wearing?" 
( 3) Betty Ancona, Pat Kilburn, and Eugenia 
Mitchell in a scene from "Claudia." 
(4) Here Babouschka, the Russian Spirit of 
Christmas, played by Jinx \Vitherspoon, holds the 
rest of the characters spellbound in the one act 
Christmas play. Jimmie Cole plays Stephan, the 
child who still believes in the Christmas Spirit; 
June Leonard is Stephan's mother; Patty Reid 
plays the part of Olga, a disillusioned young girl; 
and Caroline Parkhurst is the embittered and 
cynical old aunt. 
(5) The cast of "Night Club," another of the 
one-act plays. Standing: Edith Tucker, Alice 
Brasher, Virginia Kiech, Joan Robinson, Kather-
ine Bail, Yvonne Brown, and Jinx \Vitherspoon. 
Seated: Ann Reed, Pat Hanson, Caroline Marti-
nez, Myra Milsap, and Joline Dow. 
(6, 7, & 8) Three more scenes from "Claudia." 
The first is during rehearsal on the incomplete set . 
• 
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Rodey's second major production in the 
1943-44 season was the experimental 
drama Noah by Andre Obey. This was 
the first experimental play to appear in 
Rodey Theatre since the production ot 
Julius Caesar several years ago. Obey 
set his dramatization of the familiar Old 
Testament story in a new, impulsive, and 
youthful language; and, although the 
A scene from the 
play, "Babouschka" 
Kodev 
medium seemed to puzzle some of the 
audience, the play was exquisitely simple 
and highly effective. 
Miss Ellen Crowe, who directed the play, 
is to be congratulated for its success 
because weak handling of this type of 
theatre would have made the lines 
meaningless. 
~heater 
The character of Noah in Obey's play 
retained all its traditional dignity and 
character, but to it had been added a 
human and sensitive quality which 
showed his intimate touch with God. 
Noah was portrayed by William Voren-
berg, veteran Rodey actor; Noah's wife 
by Dorothy Land; his sons Ham, Shem, 
and J aphet by Edward Balcomb, Karl 
Wehmeyer, and Robert Gallagher; and 
Captain Noah converses with 
the more sympathetic members 
of his pusenger list 
Ada, Norma, and Sella by Carol Ancona, 
Eugenia 1\1 itchell, and Edith Tucker. 
The parts were difficult in their unfamil-
iar medium and demanded acting of pro-
fessional caliber. The student actors 
acquitted themselves admirably, and 
their youth ~ave a freshness and enthusi-
asm to their parts that contributed mark-
edly to the effectiveness of the play. 
CHEERLEADERS 
Jack Bueter 
Dorothy Mace 
Dorothy Skousen 
Bill White , H ead Cheerleader 
Absent : Ann Seely 
MAJORETTES 
Jean Lyles, Majorette 
June Redenbaugh, Major 
Alice Frances Brasher, Majorette 
Paq l! 011l! Hundred Fo11rtu11 
Jlo11orar11 Orga11izatio11s 
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Khatali , an honorary for senior men , was founded in 1923 by a group of faculty mem-
bers to honor men who had achieved prominence in extra-curricular activities. 
Khatali aims to preserve the traditions of the University among the men students, with 
special emphasis upon the orientation of freshmen. 
Activities for I 94-3-44 included guidance of freshmen du ring registration, several 
freshman assemblies to acquaint freshmen with U niversity traditions, sale of freshman 
pots, honor guard for Homecoming Queen, and co-sponsors with Mortar Board for 
a campus mixer. 
Those tapped at the 1943 Honors Assembly were Charles Barnhart, William Jourdan, 
Vv. C. Scrivner, Charles Gunderson, Cloise McDougal, Robert Hutchinson, Emmett 
Royer, Lawrence F elicetti, and John Conwell. Al .I except the first four mentioned had 
departed for the armed services at the beginning of the school year. 
Charles Barnhart served the organization as its president. 
\V. C. Srrivncr 
Charles Gunderson 
KHATALI 
William Jourdan 
Charles Barnhart 
H:irriet L:intow, Sadie Dresher, Vivienne Seis, Nell Pelrce, Reb:i Rut~, Lucille Hubbard, and Dorothy Mace, 
Absent: Marion Cornish 
Mortar Board 
The original womens honorary, known as l\Iaia, became affiliated with the national 
Mortar Board in November, 1936. 
The aims of Mortar Board are to uphold traditions of the University among women 
students and to honor women who have achieved prominence in scholarship and extra-
curricular activities. New members are tapped during the Honors Day assembly each 
year, and are chosen on the basis of scholarship, leadership, and unselfish service. 
Under the direction of President Reba Rutz, Mortar Board was one of the most active 
organizations on campus this year. Their activities included the annual Stunt Night, 
the "Mum" sale at Homecoming, guard of honor for Homecoming Queen, a roll call 
of outstanding freshman women, several campus sings, the annual marriage lectures. 
"Smarty Party" for honor students and women's organizations presidents, assistance 
in senior counselor program, breakfast for graduating seniors, and mixer for the 
freshmen. 
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First row: Allyn George, Patty Hannett, Janet Neumann, Jane McCormick, Phyllis Harris, Allene Lowery, Margery 
Branscombe. Second row: Robena Hart, Anita Amador, Peggy Hight, Avalee Aldredge, Eliubeth Duffy, Pat Pryor, 
Vidal Trujillo. Third row: Miss Grace Campbell, sponsor; Margaret Herlihy, Raquel McClelland, Shirley Mount, 
Priscilla Newcomb, Lois Carroll, Harriet Johns. 
SPURS 
Spurs, national sophomore women's honorary service organization, performs many invaluable 
functions to the University. During the past year they continued their traditional duties in 
helping to orient new women students in the complexities of University life. They served as 
ushers at the football games and for Homecoming they assisted 
in the sale of chrysanthemums. The most outstanding achieve-
ment of the year was the remarkable total they rang up in sales 
of defense stamps. It amounted to $ t 18001 and in the recent Red 
Cross Drive, they coUected $1 1035 in contributions. As an 
organization they are dependable and cooperative in every way. 
Those who were tapped for this group of Spurs and who are not 
in the picture include: Dolly Anderson, Priscilla Chavez, Helen 
Hammond, Norrie Hibben, Doris Jones, and Nancy Washburn. 
Officers: Janet Neumann, Vice President; Jane 
McCormick, President; Phyllis Harris, Treas-
urer; Margaret Herfjhy, Secretory 
Office1s: Marion Dargan, Social Chairman; 
orman Hodges, President; Boward Romme, 
Secretary-Treilburer; Reed Murray, Vice-Presi-
den1. 
VIGILANTES 
Freshmen men prominent in scholarship and leadership are 
elected each year to Vigilantes, sophomore honorary for men. 
Traditional duties include helping Khatali in orienting fresh-
men, assisting Khatali at football games, freshman meetings 
and various other activities. Those selected at the Honors 
Assembly were: Romes Berry, Charles Fuqua, Arturo Garcia, 
Edward McClaskey, John C. Mayne, Marion Dargan, Troy 
Stone, Barney Thorpe, John Hodges, Ed Johnson, Jimmie 
Knox, Bob McDougal, Reed Murray, W. D. Misbet, Charles 
Rippel, Joe Robles, Richard Orcutt, Don Smith, Bill Barrick-
low, Edwin Jay Burk, Herbert Ellermeyer, \Vesley Furman, 
Lee Garcia, Jack Redman, 0. J. Bradley, John Doran, Tim 
\Voolston, Joe Maruyama, Howard Romme, Robert Clark 
Noe, 'William Gafford, Herman Goldenburg, H arry Kinney, 
Dan Stern, and Karl Wehmeyer. 
First row: Troy Stone, Herbert Ellermeyer, Wesley Furman, Karl Wehmeyer, Barney Thorpe, BiJI Barricklow, Harry 
Kinney, Dan Stern. Second row: G. W. White, Faculty Spou•v•, Norman Hodges, William Gafford, Jack Redman, 
Marion Dargan, Howard Romme, Reed Murray. 
f<irst row: Jimmy Jourdan, Sadie Dresher, Lola Furman, Miguel Ayala, Charles Wylie. Second row: Kenneth M. Adams, 
Marva McGee, Phyllis Woodhead, Barbara Keskey, Hele .1 Gutierrez, Ralph Douglass. 
Delta Phi Delta 
Delta Phi Delta, national honorary art fraternity, was founded May 28, 1912, at the University 
of Kansas. The Alpha Alpha chapter was installed on this campus on May 27, 1936. The 
fraternity endeavors to foster interests in works of art and to unite socially those having marked 
ability in art. Membership is open to upperclass art majors of high scholastic standing m 
chosen art fields. 
• In addition to making posters for the Red Cross and other war agencies, Delta Phi Delta 
sponsored the Sunday afternoon art exhibits in the Art Building. The work of several well-
known artists, including that of faculty members, was shown. 
Officers were Lola Furman, Presi-
dent; Helen Gutierrez, Vice-Presi-
dent; Marva McGee, Secretary-
Treasurer; Barbara Keskey, Histo-
nan. Newly-elected officers are 
Marva McGee, President; Helen 
Gutierrez, Vice-President; Phyllis 
Woodhead, Secretary-Treasurer; and 
Barbara Keskey, Historian. 
Officers: Emilie Von Auw, Faculty Sponsor; 
Barbara Kesky, Lola Furman, Helen Gutierrez, 
and Marva McGee. 
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Seared : Harritr \V:ills, Margutrire Clinc:by, Elena Davis, Margaret McCahon, Uororhy Mace, Edyrh ~ichol~, Eleanor 
Beck, Dori<i Jone , Phyllis Harris. Standing: Margal'et Morrow, C:aroline Parkhurst, Berry Ancona, Mary Ruth Blake, 
Bct•y Rlalcc, Marg:aret Haddix, Lois Renfro. 
Sigma ~lpha Iota 
The local chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota was originally the campus music club, Pa-Yat-Ya-Mo, 
which became affiliated with the national professional music fraternity in the spring of i935. To 
be eligible for membership, a student must have a music major or minor; be of at least Sopho-
more standing; and must maintain a "B" average in music, an<l be above average in other 
subjects. 
One of the most active organizations on campus, Sigma Alpha Iota this year continued their 
traditional duties as ushers at the Community Concerts, assisted at all music department func-
tions, and helped in the entertainment of the men at the U. S. 0., the air bases, Veterans Hos-
Officers: Caroline Parkhurst, Secret:ary (President Semester III) ; 
Dorothy Mace, President ; Edyth Nichols, Chaplain. Absent: Elena 
Davis, Vice-Presidenr; and Peggy IIaddix, Treasurer 
Pa9t Ont /lundrrd Twrnty·ont 
pital, and the prison camp. One of 
the outstanding features of the 
S. A. I. musical calendar is their 
annual Christmas Vesper Service . 
• \gain this year this beautiful candle-
light service brought its message of 
hope and cheer to the hundreds that 
attended. 
ewly-electcd officers are President, 
Caroline Parkhurst; Vice-President, 
Marguerite Clinchy; Secretary, 
Phyllis Harris; Chaplain, Doris 
Jones. Those initiated in February 
are Rosemary Fischer, Elizabeth 
Scatter, Caroline Meier, Peggy 
McCanna. 
First row: 'William Vorenberg, Marilyn Payne, Kathryn Lou Mclnto h, Pacricia Reid, Eugenia Miccbell. Second row: 
Caroline Parkhurst, Dr. Dudley \\'yon, Dorothy Land, Marie Harris, John Amastae, Ellen Crowe, Dr. Frank Reeves. 
Theta ~I pha phi 
Theta Alpha Phi is a national honorary fraternity for 
dramatists and play managers. New Mexico Alpha 
Chapter was installed May r5 1 1928. To be eligible 
for membership a candidate must have played a leading 
role twice or have to his credit four minor roles, or 
shall have successfully managed two plays. Another 
ruling makes a candidate eligible after a required num-
ber of hours of work (such as sound effects, scenery 
painting, and other off-stage parts of plays ) are com-
pleted. 
Officers this yea r were Eugenia Mitchell, President; 
Dorothy L and, Secretary; Marie H arris, Treasurer. 
New officers are Dorothy Land, President; Caroline 
Parkhurst, Vice-President; Katie Lou Mcintosh, Sec-
retary; Lois 'Witherspoon, Treasurer. Miss E llen 
Crowe is the Faculty Sponsor, and Dr. Dudley Wynn is 
Honorary Faculty Sponsor. 
Officers: Dorothy Land, Secretary; Eugenia 
Mitchell, P resident; Marie Harris, Treasurer 
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Consuela Garcia, Chester Dennis, JacJc Gurley, Dr. C. V. Wi:ker, John Robb, Truman Reid, James Borland, Ed Sommers, 
Genrude Armijo. Absent: James Abbott, Tom McCollough, George Copeland, Steve Jobosoo. 
Debate Council 
Because o f transportation difficulties, the Debate Coun-
cil was not able to meet teams from other colleges. 
This was unfortunate, because in the past the local 
group fared extremely well in the contests. 
A series of Intra-school debates was arranged, and in 
preparation for these the members of the Council held 
practice debates on the subject, " R esolved: That the 
United States Government continue military training 
in colleges and universities in the post-war period.'' 
Two of the members, Ed Sommers and John Robb, 
were initiated into the honorary speech fraternity, Tau 
Kappa Alpha; and Ed Sommers and Gertrude Armijo 
placed first and second respectively in the loca l djvision 
of the N ationa I Discussion Contest. 
Po9' One l/undred Twmly·lhru 
Officers: Dr. C. V. \Vicker, Sponsor; Trum3n 
Reid, President; ) ame~ Borland, Vicc-Presideor; 
Gerrrutle Armijo, Secretary 
NEWMAN CLUB 
Officers: John Falkenberg, Marita 
Mccanna, Tim Rayes 
Newman Club was founded on this campus in i928. The New-
man Club of the University of New Mexico is affiliated with the 
National Federation of Newman Clubs. Tt is an organization 
of Catholic culture and Catholic fellowship that fosters the 
spiritual, intellectual, and social interests of the Catholic student. 
Regular business meetings were held the second and fourth 
vVednesdays of each month . A social gathering also was held 
monthly. 
The new officers are Tim Hayes, President; Pat O'Grady, Vice-
President; Frances Requadt, Secretary-Treasurer. The officers 
who served the organization the first two semesters are John 
Falkenberg, Secretary-Treasurer; Marita McCanna, President; 
Tim Hayes, Vice-President. Father Peter Hill again served 
Newman Club as its Chaplain. 
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DRAMATIC CLUB 
The Dramatic Club unites a ll those on campus who are interested 
in dramatic art. For membership in the club, a candidate 
must have worked on productions not less than forty hours each 
semester doing crew work or acting. This year the Dramatic 
Club held two open-houses at which time one-act plays were 
presented. The club also sponsored 11Claudia,11 "Noah," and 
the musica.I comedy, "I Lost Tt in the L aundry." 
Members as they appear from left to right: Dorothy Land, Ervie Balcomb, Jack Merillat, Edith 
Woodbury, Bob Gallagher, Miss Ellen Crowe, Sponsor; Marjorie Pearson, Katie Lou Mcintosh, 
Caroline Parkhurst, Patty Reid, Karl Wehmeyer, Dan Ely, Betty Roherts, Carol Ancona, Eugenia 
Mitchell, Dorothy Cornell, Jinx Witherspoon, Bill Vorenberg, Edith Tucker, Yvonne Brown 
Pagt 011e H1mdrtd T wenty-five 
Officers: Dorothy Land, Presi-
dent; Dan Ely, Social Cbairman; 
Marie Harri~, Treasurer. 
Absent: Betty Ancona, Vice-
P resident 
WOMEN'S DOUBLE QUARTET 
First row: Margy Hackett, 6rst soprano; Phyllis 
Harris, second soprano; Virginia Ellinwood, 
first alto; Marguerite Clincby, second alto. 
Second row: Myra Walls, first soprano; Mar-
garet Morrow, second soprano; Virginia Lackey, 
first alto; .Erva Fluitt, second alto 
MALE QUARTET 
Left to right: Bill Mason, second tenor; Jay 
Bunon, first tenor ; Larry Wilson, baritone; 
Douglas Stott, bass 
WOMEN'S CHORUS 
NAVY CHORUS 
MIXED CHORUS 
Conductor Kurt Frederick, shown here at rehearsal, 
demanded utmost precision in performance. 
University Symphony Orchestra members included-Violins: 
Edward P. Ancona, Katherine Bail, Betsy Blake, Rowland 
Chaffee, Eduardo Gonzales, Dorothy Love, Diana Napoleooe, 
Melvin Orgill, Maria-Elise Rodey, Marjorie Spaulding, Robert 
Stretlow, T. L. Tischhauser; Violas: John Abbott, Marion 
De Long, Emily Dunsworth, Kay Woodson; 'Celli: Mary Ruth 
Blake, Jan Bullen, Karl Burg, Dao Stern; Double Bass: Vernon 
Runge, Wilford Young; Flutes: William Kunkel, Mildred 
Nordeen; Oboe: Grace MacDonald; Clarinets: Elena Davis, 
.Robert Salazar, David Judd; Bassoons: Edward P. Ancona, J r ., 
Anita Sandov:il; French Homs: Edward Cates, Seldon Porter, 
George De Gregori; Trumpets: Marvin H unt; Trombones: 
Stanley Davis, Algie Glover, George Whitener; Timpani: 
Harriet Walls; Piano: Caroline Parkhurst. 
Under the influence of a wartime pro-
gram and because of the departure of 
many former players, the membership 
of the Band suffered greatly this year. 
It is still the loyal student organization 
that it has always been, however, and 
it played and marched at the football 
games, furnished music for assemblies, 
and appeared at bond rallies. 
Conductor "Bill" Kunkel, a member of 
the American Bandmasters Associa-
tion, is to be congratulated for his fine 
'vork with the band under such trying 
circumstances. 
BAND 
ORCHESTRA 
Under the direction of Kurt Frederick, the Uni-
versity Orchestra this year experienced its most 
successful season to date. Mr. Frederick, who 
was trained in Europe, managed to produce one of 
the best disciplined non-professional musical 
organizations ever heard in the city. The orchestra 
gave three concerts this year, one of which was 
repeated in Santa Fe, and assisted at the Sigma 
Alpha Iota Christmas Vesper Service. 
Under the direction of Bess Curry Redman, the 
Mens and Women's Quartets sang at the air bases 
and the Veterans' Hospital in addition to their 
regular appearances on University programs. The 
Women's Chorus and the Navy Chorus, also con-
ducted by Mrs. Redman, were outstanding organi-
zations. The Mixed Chorus, under the direction 
of Kurt Frederick, was acclaimed for its excellent 
performance of Haydn's "The Creation" at a 
February concert, and for the 11Hallelujah 
Chorus" at the Christmas Vesper Service. 
PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL 
First row: Carol Williams, Peggy Stenhouse, Pat Lenihan, Caroline Brentari. Second row: Pat Hannen, Margaret Herlihy, 
llelcne Higgin~, Shirley Moum 
The Pan-Hellenic Council is composed of two representatives from each sorority on the campus 
and is under the advisory capacity of Dean Clauve. The prime function of this council is to 
direct the related activities of the sororities which will be advantageous to their common inter-
ests. The Council acts on rushing, politics, scholarship, and cooperation with the administration. 
This year Pan-Hellenic Council gave an 
award to the chapter having the highest 
Scene at Pan-Hellenic Winter Formal aggregate grade average and also gave 
:l formal dance each semester. Officers 
are rotated among the represented 
sororities. 
Officers the first and second semesters 
were Pat Lenihan, President; Carol 
Williams, Secretary; Peggy Stenhouse, 
Treasurer; C-aroline Brentari, Social 
Chairman. 
Officers the third semester are Margaret 
Herlihy, President; Peggy Stenhouse, 
Secretary; Caroline Brentari, Treas-
urer ; Mary Helen Green, Social Chair-
man. 
Replacements in the Council the third 
semester are Mary Helen Green, 
Marilyn Terry, and June Redenbaugh. 
Norman !lodge,, john Moore, Jack Hueter, Paul Daulton, M."e :l.1ahone), Bob McClendon, Dave Young, Drexel Maaske, 
Kenneth Goebel 
Inter-Fraternity Council 
The Inter-Fraternity Council is an organi-
zation designed to coordinate fraternity 
activities and to bring about harmony in all 
fraternity relations. It has jurisdiction over 
all matters which concern the campus frater-
nities as a whole. The Council also attempts 
to promote faculty-fraternity relations and 
FIRST SEMESTER COUNCIL: 
Kappa Si9ma, Frank Marberry (President), and 
Robert Lindberg 
Kappa ,t/p/1a, John Moore, and John Troop (Social 
Chairman) 
Sigma C/11, \\"illi• Smith (Treasurer). and Kenneth 
Mount 
Pi Kappa .llpha, Bill Ullom (Vice-President). and 
Jerry Friedman 
Stray Crrrk, Miller Hudson and Jack \'l' all 
SECOND SEMESTER COUNCIL: 
Kappa 1/p/10, John Moore (Social Chairman), and 
John Troop 
Kappa Sigma, Frank Marberry and Robert Lindberg 
Pi Kappa II Ip/in, Bill Ullom and Jerry Friedman 
Sigma Chi, john Lo~an (President), and Kenneth 
Mount 
Stray Creek, Miller Hudson, and Jack Wall (Sec-
reta ry-Trca~u rer) 
TlllRD SF.MESTER COUNCIL: 
Kappa 11/plw, John Moore (President), and Paul 
Daulton 
Kappa Sigma, John Coleman and Jack Merill at 
l'i Kappa 11/pha, Drexel Maaske (Social Chair-
man), and Kenneth Goebel 
Sigma Clti, Norman Hodges (Vice-President ), and 
Jack Bueter 
Stray Grttlt, Mike Mahoney and E. C. Huish 
cooperation with the administration of the 
University. The Council sponsors a formal 
dance each semester. 
The Council is composed of delegates from 
each of the fraternities which are elected 
C\ cry semester. 
Loi~ Carroll, Jeanne Yashvin, and Frank Marberry manage 
Greek Combine table at elections 
Julia Jones, Betsy Griffin, Editha Cochran, Mr. C. A. Dooley, Eleanor Thomas, George Ann Neudeck, Sally Peak, Har riet 
Manda, Terry Corbit, Carol Ancona, Barbara Denny, Jim Brooks, Rodney Jones 
The Boots and Saddle Club was organized on 
our campus in 1940, and it is now sponsored 
by Mr. C. A. Dooley, instructor for the 
University riding classes. 
Julia Jones, club President, poses with "Pex'' 
The club was organized to promote interest 
in the equestrian art, and to socially unite 
those interested in riding. The Boots and 
Saddle Club was off to a late start this year 
as it was not re-organized until late in the sec-
ond semester. Lost time is amply being 
made up as many interesting plans are being 
formulated for the third semester. Members 
are looking forward to the pack trip now 
being planned, and to some of the old tradi-
tionaJ moonlight rides. 
Officers are Mr. C. A. Dooley, Sponsor; 
Juli a Jones, President; Editha Cochran, 
Secretary; Rodney Jones, Treasurer; Carol 
Ancona, Social Chairman. 
BOOTS and 
SADDLES 
Pape One Hundred Thirty 
Pogt Ont ffundrtd Tlrirt1-ont 
Founded: DePauw University, 1885 
Alpha Gamma Installed 1918 
Colors: Scarlet and Olive Green 
Flower: Red Carnation 
Publication: Lyre 
Alpha Chi Omega 
OFFICERS: 
President, Marie Harris; First Vice-President, Etbyln Crum; Second 
Vice-President, Hdene Higgins; Recording Secretary, Janice Kiecb; 
Corresponding Secretary, Barbara Keskey; Treasurer, Pat Lenihan. 
Newly-elected officers: President, Nell Meyers; First Vice-President, 
Elsie Myer; Second Vice-President, Mary Helen Green; Recording 
Secretary, Marian Jo Cowan; Treasurer, Lois Allen. 
1\CTIVES: 
Lois Allen, Estelle Brook$, Beryl Chapman, Marian Jo Cowan, Amelda 
Crowley, Ethyln Crum, Doris Deeter, Lila Franklin, Norma Garrett, 
Mary Helen Green, Jennifer Gichenko, Marie Harris, Dorothy Healy, 
Helene Higgins, Frances Hinton, Helen Hunter, Barbara Keskey, 
Jan ice Kiech, Virginia Kiech, Pat Lenihan, Ruth Liggett, Marion 
•MacDonald, Patty Martin, Marie Mathews, Jackie Melton, Alice 
Metzler, Marilyn Meyer, Nell Meyers, Lucille Morgan, Elsie Myer, 
Priscilla Newcomb, Pat O'Grady, Marilyn Payne, Priscilla Prater, Pat 
Pryor, Ann Reed, Betty Rosenberg, Norma Jean Rummel, Elizabeth 
Sheedy, Dorothy Skousen, Marion Smith, Betty Tate, Marilyn Terry, 
Teri Testman, Alice Lu 'Wells, Mona Lou Wilson, Patsy Wilson. 
PLEDGES: 
Betty Babcock, Tommie Lou Ballinger, Lorraine Boettger, Betty 
Chapman, Elaine Golightly, Pat Holdt, Marlyss Howig, Peg Jacobus, 
Kay Lockett, Saidyne Melton, Jean St6kes. 
Pape 011e Hu11dred Tlzirty-two 
AXO 
Lois Allen 
Betty Babcock 
Tommie Lou Ballinger 
Estelle Brooks 
Lorraine Boettger 
Billie Chapman 
Marian Jo Cowan 
Amelda Crowley 
Ethyln Crum 
Doris Deeter 
Lila Franklin 
Norma Garrett 
Jennifer Gichenko 
Mary Helen Green 
Marie Harris 
Dorothy Healy 
Helene Higgins 
Frances Hinton 
Pat Holdt 
Helen Hunter 
Barbara Keskey 
Jan ice Kiech 
Virginia Kiech 
Ruth Liggett 
Kay Lockett 
Marion Macdonald 
Marie Mathews 
} ackie Melton 
Alice Metzler 
Elsie Myers 
Marilyn Meyer 
Nell Meyers 
Priscilla Newcomb 
Pat O'Grady 
Marilyn Payne 
Priscilla Prater 
Pat Pryor 
Ann Reed 
Betty Rosenberg 
Dorothy Skousen 
Marion Smith 
Betty Tate 
Marilyn Terry 
Teri Testman 
Alice Lou Wells 
Patsy Wilson 
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~lpha Delta Pi 
Founded: Wesleyan Female College, 1851 
Alpha Nu Installed 1920 
Colors: Blue and White 
Flower: Double Violet 
Publication: A dt!lphian 
OFFICERS: 
President, Elaine Spaberg; Vice-President, Edla Halama; Secretary, 
Phyllis Woodhead; Treasurer, Carol Williams; Social Chairman, 
Margaret Herlihy. Newly-elected officers: President, Margaret 
Herlihy; Vice-President, Carol Varley; Secretary, Edla Halama; 
Treasurer, Anoelies Feil; Social Chairroe.n, Rosemary Fischer and 
Anna Frances Rice. 
ACTIVES: 
Selma Ambrose, Patty Bacon, Joan Breech, Betty Burnett, Mary 
Chalk, Dorothy Cornell, Beverly Covert, Loretta Diodosio, Virginia 
Ellinwood, Annelies Feil, Rosemary Fischer, Helen Green, Ruth 
Greene, Edla Halama, Margaret Herlihy, Mary Ann Kean, Dorothy 
Land, Vivian Lewis, Edna Lovett, Janet Malloy, Kathryn Mcintosh, 
Joy Midert, Gwen Miller, Margaret Morrow, l:lelen Paulantis, June 
Redenbaugh, Frances Requadt, Anna Frances Rice, Elaine Spaberg, 
Harriet Spiller, Carol Varley, June 'Waterman, Jean Wiggins, Carol 
Williams, Mary Frances Williams, Phyllis Woodhead, Sally 
Woodworth. 
PLEDGES: 
Yvonne Brown, Cleda Lee Burleson, Betty Dargan, Irene Fcilner, Vera 
Mae Hall, Ruth Puls, Lois Jeanne Sweatt, Katherine Trimble, Elizabeth 
Wilcox. 
Pagt Ont Hundrtd Thirty-four 
Patty Bacon 
Betty Burnett 
Mary Chalk 
Beverly Covert 
Jackie Des Georges 
Loretta Diodosio 
Virginia Ellinwood 
Annelies Feil 
Rosemary Fischer 
Helen Green 
Ruth Greene 
Edla Halama 
Vera Mae Hall 
Margaret Herlihy 
Mary Anne Kean 
Dorothy Land 
Vivian Lewis 
Janet Malloy 
Kathryn Mcintosh 
Joy Midert 
Gwen Miller 
Margaret Morrow 
Helen Paulantis 
June Redenbaugh 
Frances Requadt 
Anna Frances Rice 
Elaine Spaberg 
Harriet Spiller 
Carol Varley 
June Waterman 
Jean Wiggins 
Carol Williams 
Mary Frances Williams 
Phyllis Woodhead 
Sally Woodworth 
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CH I OMEGA 
OFFICERS: 
President, Sadie Dresher; Vice-President, Peggy Stenhouse; Secretary, 
Editha Cochran; TreasureT, Marilyn Luker. 
Newly-elected officers: President, Peggy Sten house ; Vice-President, 
Elizabeih Duffy; Secrecary, Editha Cochran; T reasurer, Avalce 
Aldredge. 
ACTIVES: 
Avalee Aldredge, Julia Anders, Neola Becker, Jean Best, Editha 
Cochran, Virginia Conwell, Wanda Crouch, Sadie Dresher, Elizabeth 
Duffy, Dorothy Fletcl1er, Pat Griffin, Rheba Hamihon, Sammie 11ill, 
Betty Jackson, Nora Knight, Kaye Lansing, Louise Larson, Kitty 
Lassiter, Virginia Leslie, Jeanne Luker, Marilyn Luker, Jean Lyles, 
Frances Martin, Mary Messecar, Raquel McClelland, Marjorie 
McLaughlin, Shirley Mount, Edyth Nichols, Anne Perry, Marjorie 
Pearson, Louise Rhoades, Virginia Scholes, Virginia Schmitt, Margaret 
Smith, Betty Sparks, Loretta Stenhouse, Alice Stockton, Joyce Strong, 
Mat1Iine Trumble, Jean Wagner, \/Viii Ann Walker, Myra Walls, 
Sara Wilson, Edith Woodbury, Mimi Wroth. 
PLEDGES: 
Josephine Jones, Julie Kaune, Dora Kenyon, Louise Lea, Shirley 
Teucsch, Edith Tucker, June Zumbro. 
Founded: University of Arkansas, 1895 
Pi Gamma Installed 1925 
Color:;: Cardinal and Straw 
Flower: White Carnation 
Publication : £/,,usis 
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Avalee Aldredge 
Julia Anders 
Neola Becker 
Jean Rest 
Margaret Carmichael 
Editha Cochran 
Wanda Crouch 
Sadie Dresher 
Elizabeth Donley Duffy 
Virginia Donley Conwell 
Dorothy Fletcher 
Pat Griffin 
Rheba Hamilton 
Sammie Hill 
Josephine Jones 
Kaye Lansing 
Louise Larson 
Kitty Lassiter 
Louise Lea 
Virginia Leslie 
Jeanne Luker 
Marilyn Luker 
Jean Lyles 
Raquel McClelland 
Marjorie McLaughlin 
Frances Martin 
Shirley Mount 
Edyth Nichols 
Marjorie Pearson 
Anne Perry 
Louise Rhoades 
Virginia Schmitt 
Virginia Scholes 
Betty Sparks 
Peggy Stenhouse 
Alice Stockton 
Shirley Teutsch 
Maurine Trumble 
Edith Tucker 
Jean Wagner 
Will Ann Walker 
Harriet 'Walls 
Myra Walls 
Sara Wilson 
Edith Woodbury 
Mimi Wroth 
XO 
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Kappa Kappa 
Officers: 
President, Joan Asselin; Standard, Jeanne Yashvin; Treasurer, Kath-
leen Argall; Pledge Captain, Peggy McCanna. 
Newly-elected officers: President, Ellen Ann Lembke; Standard, Pat 
Hannett; Treasurer, Harriet Manda; Pledge Captain, Barbara Denny. 
ACTIVES: 
Jane Agnew, Carol Ancona, Kathleen Argall, Joan Asselin, Linda Bell, 
Betty Benton, Caroline Brentari, Jan Bullen, Joan Burns, Lois Carroll, 
Ann Chisholm, Marguerite Clinchy, Terry Corbit, Dorothy Cornelius, 
Mary Helen Cox, Barbara Denny, Margery Dick, Jane Gray, Jean 
Gray, Margery Hackett, Jane Hannett, Patricia Hannett, Jeanne 
Harris, Phyllis Harris, Harriet Jane Johns, Julia Jones, Willa D. 
Karins, Martha Jane Lee, Ellen Ann Lembke, Allene Lowery, Marita 
McCanna, Margaret McCanna, Jane McCormick, Harriet Manda, Mary 
Lou Mangan, Eugenia Mitchell, Rebecca Muldrow, Falba Murphy, 
Janet Neumann, Nancy Noble, Caroline Parkhurst, Patricia Reedy, 
Patricia Reid, Jane Schindlu, Eleanor Jean Stewart, Marion Taylor, 
Marjorie Tireman, Betty Gail Waggoner, Maxine Webb, Caroline 
West, Alice Mary White, Diana Wolf, Jeanne Yashvin. 
PLEDGES: 
Duease Adams, Alice Jane Bodine, Gloria Green, Barbara McCanna, 
Heloise Nadler, Billie Ritter, Charlotte Wells, Lois Witherspoon. 
Gamma 
0 
Founded: Monmouth College, 1870 
Gamma Beta Installed 1918 
Colors: Light and Dark Blue 
Flower: Fleur de Lis 
Publication: Key 
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Jane Agnew 
Carol Ancona 
Kathleen Argall 
Joan Asselin 
Linda Bell 
Betty Benton 
Caroline Brentari 
Jan Bullen 
Lois Carroll 
Ann Chisholm 
Marguerite Clinchy 
Terry Corbit 
Dorothy Cornelius 
Mary Helen Cox 
Barbara Denny 
Margery Dick 
Jane Gray 
Jean Gray 
Margery Hackett 
Jeanne Harris 
Phyllis Harris 
Jane Hannctt 
Patty Hannett 
Harriet Jane Johns 
Julia Jones 
Martha Jane Lee 
Allene Lowery 
Ellen Ann Lembke 
Harriet Manda 
Mary Lou Mangan 
Margaret McCanna 
Marita McCanna 
Jane McCormick 
Eugenia Mitchell 
Rebecca Muldrow 
Falba Murphy 
Janet Neumann 
Nancy Noble 
Caroline Parkhurst 
Patricia Reedy 
Jane Schindler 
Betty Simpson 
Jean Stewart 
Marion Taylor 
Marjorie Tireman 
Maxine Webb 
Diana Wolf 
Jeanne Yashvin 
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PH RATE RES 
Anita Amador 
Gertrude Armijo 
Katherine Ba ii 
Margery Bran~combe 
Betsy Blake 
Anna Brennan 
Lois Brennan 
Edith Davenport 
Elena Davis 
Elizabeth Fluhman 
Mary Ellen Gal>riele 
Adela Gallegos 
Stella Garcia 
Judy Gressor 
Frances Hammond 
Betty Ellen Hearn 
Lucille Hubba rd 
Margaret Johnson 
Lucille Kassvan 
Harriet Laotow 
June Leonard 
Sara Luna 
Evelyn Morris 
Catherine Mutto 
El~a Marie Olson 
Mildred Parker 
Ne:ll Pearce 
Ruth Pierson 
Louise Prima \•eri 
Edwina Rey 
Emma Ruiz 
Reha Rutz 
.t\udrey Sala~ 
Alice Schoebel 
Eileen Sides 
Mae Simms 
Cassie Stiles 
Juanita Tryon 
Marjorie Walter 
Tasue Yonernoto 
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Town Club entertained 
Phrateres and Independent 
Men at a "spla~h" party 
TOWN CLUB 
Al}ce France 
Brasher 
Martha Brewer 
Katherine Brown 
Beatrice Byrd 
l:lernicc Byrd 
Frances Gomes 
Beth Graves 
Peggy Hight 
Cleo Marr 
BetlJ Roben• 
Lee Robin~on 
Bea Sarrells 
Vivienne Seis 
Addalene Starrett 
Lois Witherspoon 
Robert Blair 
Robert Blum 
Virgil Boteler 
Jack Brockhouse 
Kenneth Carter 
Charles Cooper 
George Copeland 
Marion Dargan 
Robert Darnell 
Paul Daulton 
Richard Granath 
Harold J. Harvatin 
Pat Hennesy 
Art Langford 
Peter Ley 
Miller Maxwell 
Bob MacDougal 
Clois MacDougal 
Alex Mencher 
Weston Mills 
John Moore 
Bud Noble 
Wallace Reed 
Rollin Schneider 
Leon Server 
Charles Sisty 
Bill Thompson 
Dick Titus 
John Troop 
Wade Smith 
Dan Stern 
Herbert Wilson 
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Kappa 
OFFICERS: 
First Semester: President, Marion Dargan; Vice-President, 
Bill Thompson; Secretary, Verne Smith. Second Semester: 
President, Charles Cooper; Vice-President, Bill Thompson; 
Secretary, Art Langford. Third Semester: President, Joel 
Greene; Vice-President, Herbert Noble; Secretary, Art 
Langford. 
ACTIVES: 
Dean Bambrough, Robert Blair, Robert W. Blum, Ralph 
Bower, Jack .Brockhouse, Kenneth Carter, Charles Cooper, 
Marion Dargan, Robert Darnall, Paul Daulton, John Denhof, 
Bill Eickhorst, Kay Hafen, Harold J. Harvatin, Michael 
Hayes, Patrick Hennesy, Arthur L. Langford, Robert Lanier, 
Peter Cairns Ley, Raymond Lythgoe, Bob MacDougal, Clois 
MacDougal, Miller Maxwell, Alex Mencher, Weston B. 
Mills, John Moore, Herbert Noble, Wallace Reed, Thomas W. 
Reese, Lloyd Sallee, Rollin L. Schneider, Leon Server, Charles 
W. Sisty, Laverne Smith, Dan S. Stern, William C. Thompson, 
Campbell Dickson Titus, John D. Troop, Evnett P. Watt, 
Herbert B. Wilson, James L. Wilson. 
PLEDGES: 
Virgil Boteler, George Copeland, Gordon Edwards, Ronald 
Frogley, Richard Granath, .Bill Tillman. 
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~lpha 
Founded: Washington and Lee University, 1865. 
Beta Phi Installed 1929. 
Colors: Crimson and Gold. 
Flowers: Magnolia and Red Rose. 
Publication: Kappa Alpha Journal. 
Bill Barricklow 
Bill Bridler 
Rodney Calvin 
Francis CartwriJ!h• 
Ed Dodds 
Herbert Ellerm~\'C'I 
Don Evans 
Andy Gillespie 
Burke Greene 
Jack Hackney 
Lloyd Hoadley 
] a mes Holmes 
Bill Jourdan 
Robert Lindberg 
Frank Marberry 
Don McClung 
Arthur McGlammery 
E. P. Messick 
Jack Merillat 
Ed Morris 
Bruce Neuffer 
Dale Parnell 
Paul Patterson 
Harry Stowers 
Larry Wilson 
Dave Young 
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KAPPA SIGMA 
OFFICERS: 
Fint Semester: President, Frank Marberry; Vice-President, 
Charles Hammond; Treasurer, Robert Lindberg; Secretary, 
E. P. Messick. Second Semester: President, Pat Kilburn; 
Vice-President, Ed Morris; Treasurer, Robert Lindberg; 
Secretary, E. P. Messick. Third Semester: President, Dave 
Young; Vice-President, Thomas Whelchel; Treasurer, 
Robert Lindberg; Secretary, Don McClung. 
ACTIVES: 
Bill B:irricklow, Rodney Calvin, Francis Cartwright, Bill 
Cashion, John Coleman, John Diodosio, Ed Dodds, Herbert 
Ellcrmcycr, Don Evans, Burke Greene, Andy Gillespie, Jack 
Hackney, Lloyd Hoadley, Bill Jourdan, Pat Kilburn, John 
King, Harry Kinney, Robert Lindberg, Frank Marberry, 
Jack Merillat, E. P. Messick, R. E. McCleodoo, Don McCluog, 
Arthur McGlammcry, Ed Morris, Bruce Neuffer, Dale 
Parnell, Paul P:ittcrson, Harry Stowers, Barney Thorpe, 
Thomas Whelchel, Larry \Vilson, Dave Young. 
PLEDGES: 
Frank Alli~oo, \Villiam Bridlcr, Johnny Beherns, Don Court, 
Michael Crowley, M. E. Dehlinger, Jimmy Dcklotz, Sid 
Dobbyns, Cliff Garrison, Bill Gray, Charlie Hines, James 
Holmes, George Mertz, Art Montagne, Jim Riedy, Fred 
Torres. 
Pagt Ont Hundrtd Forly·/i~t 
Founded: University of Virginia, 1869. 
Delta Zeta Installed 1925. 
Colors: Scarlet, \Vhitc, and Greco. 
Flower: Lily of the Valley. 
Publication: Caductus. 
Bill Townsend 
Bud Waha 
Don Wheeler 
Rodney Bell 
Tim Coleville 
C. W. Edwards 
Glade Fife 
Nick Fiorentine 
Jerry Friedman 
Orville Fuqua 
Wesley Furman 
Kenneth Goebel 
Bill Hash 
Jim Haslam 
Tim Hayes III 
John Herringer 
Leo Kat:i: 
Maurice Kiech 
Edward Kramer 
Duane Martin 
William Patrick McCarthy 
Norman Maguire 
Melvin Murray 
Jim Patterson 
Jack Redman 
Howard Romme 
Norvelle Smith 
OKA 
Pi 
Founded: University of Virginia, 1868. 
Beta Delta Installed 1915. 
Colors: Garnet and Gold. 
Flower: Lily of the Valley. 
Publication: Sllield anJ Diamond. 
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Pike Winter Formal 
Kappa J\lpha 
OFFICERS: 
First Semester: President, Bill Ullom; Vice-President, Bill 
Hash; Secretary, Norman Maguire; Treasurer, Maurice 
Kiech. Second Semester: President, Nick Fiorentino; Vice-
President, Bud Waha; Secretary, Glade Fife; Treasurer, 
Leo Katz. Third Semester: President, Bud Wah a ; Vice-
President; W. J. Hash; Secretary, Kenneth Goebel; Treas-
urer, Wesley Furman. 
ACTIVES: 
Rodney Bell, Jim Berger, D. F. Canevari, Tim Coleville, C. 
\V. Edward~, Glade Fife, Nick A. Fiorentino, John Franchini, 
Jerry Friedman, 0. C. Fuqua, \Vesley Furman, Bill Geter, 
John Giddens, Kenneth Goebel, Bill Hash, Jim Haslam, Tim 
Hayes III, John Herringer, J. K. Herringstad, D. W. Ireland, 
Leo Katz, Maurice Kiech, Edward Kramer, Jr., D. A. 
Maaske, Norman Maguire, Duane Martin, Bill McCarthy, 
Larry Millikin, Melvin Murray, M. L. Neighbors, R. G. 
Poole, Jack Redman, Howard Romme, F. A. Scarpella, 
Norvell Smith, R. D. Statler, Bill Townsend, Bill Ullom, Bud 
Waha, R.R. Wakefield, Jr., Don Wheeler. 
PLEDGES: 
Joe Amad, Bob Balliao, Bill Cheek, Jack Kellow, Walter 
Lentz, Bill Lynch, Jack Martin, Wendell Morrisset, Reed 
Murray, Romayne Whitmer. 
Leslie Wheeler 
Philip Wiegel 
\Vayne \Voodbury 
Hugh Woodward 
Edward Balcomb 
James Borland 
Orren Bradley 
Charles Davidson 
Henry Davidson 
George Dickenson 
Jack Ewing 
Francis Farris 
lierald Griffen 
Charles Gunderson 
Preston Gunter 
Jack Gurley 
Norman Hodges 
Sammy Hughes 
Sam Johnson 
Harold Kambak 
Dick Kendrick 
John Logan 
Arnot Mitchell 
Kenneth Mount 
Truman Reid 
John Robb 
Marvin Romme 
Edmund Ross 
Keith Sayler 
William Scott 
Willis Smith 
Tom Strome 
Sam Sutherland 
Marlo Webb 
Founded: Miami University, 1855. 
Beta Xi Installed 1916. 
Colors: Blue and Old Gold. 
Flower: White Rose. 
Publication: Magazine of Sigma Clzi. 
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Black and White Ball 
Sigma Chi 
OFFI CERS: 
First Semester: President, Kenneth Mount; Vice-President, 
Truman Reid; Secretary, Bill White; Treasurer, John Logan. 
Second Semester: President, John Logan; Vice-President, 
Charles Gunderson; Secretary, Bill White; Treasurer, Leslie 
\Vheeler. Third Semester: President, Norman Hodges; 
Vice-President, Jack Bueter; Secretary, Rodney Jones; 
Treasurer, Willard Corken. 
ACTIVES: 
Edward Balcomb, Willard Barton, John Bills, William Bon, 
James Borland, Orren Bradley, James Byers, Ed Cates, Don 
Charles, 'Willard Corken, John Daniels, Charles Davidson, 
Henry Davidson, George Dickinson, Jack Ewing, Frances 
Farris, William Flocken, Norman Freed, Gerald Gatewood, 
Robert Gregg, John Griffith, Jack Gurlev, Charles Gunder-
son, Preston Gunter, Eugene Hayes, Jack Hueter, John 
Norman Hodges, Sam Tohnson, Ray Rodnev .Tones, Harold 
Kambak, John Logan, George Arnot Mitchell, Guy Monthan, 
Kenneth Mount, Stanley Potts, Truman Reid, Auble Riter, 
John Robb, Marvin Romme, Edmund Ross, Keith Sayler, 
William Scott, Addison Sessions, James Pat Simmons, Willis 
A. Smith, Thomas Strome, Samuel Sutherland, Thomas 
Tuberville, John Turner, Marlo \Vebb, Leslie \Vheeler, 
William White, Philip Wiegel, Chad Wiley, Joseph Wayne 
\Voodbury. 
PLEDGES: 
Bob Beckley, George Clark, George Dwyer, Bill Hereford, 
Larry Hoyt, Tom King, Jack Ladd, Harold Layne, Eugene 
McNielly, Lee Moulton, Wally Star, Bill Starnes, Dick 
Thomas, Don Thomasson, Bob Wells, Jack Wheeler, Henry 
\Villis, H ugh Woodward. 
Ann eltisltolm 
Sun Bowl 
Princess 
Lobo Co-Captains, Red Smith and Bill Jourdan, receive best wishes 
from Sun Bowl Princess, Ann Chisholm, on eve of their departure for 
the game 
Pag~ On~ flundnJ Fifty 
__.fftletics 
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Coach Willis Barnes 
Red Smith Alfred Tafoya 
\ 
Ned Ross Tony Fontes Bill Thompson 
FOOT 
The king of college sports this year 
struggled to maintain its place on the 
nation's sport program. With the 
Navy allowing its college trainees to 
play, Coach Barnes was not only able 
to form a team-only three of the 
Border Conference schools continued 
the sport-but a team which was 
again invited to participate in the 
New Year's Day Sun Bowl game. 
Losing the season's opening game to 
Colorado College the Lobos came 
back to defeat the Kirtland Field 
Kellys in the southwestern version of 
the Army-Navy classic. At Home-
coming the Lobos defeated the 
Marines from Flagstaff, and a month 
later clinched the Sun Bowl bid by a 
decisive victory over Denver U. Al-
though playing one of their best 
games of the year, the Lobos were 
unable to break the jinx which has 
never let a Border Conference team 
win in the Sun Bowl as Southwestern 
of Georgetown, Tex., meted out a 
7-0 defeat. 
Leon Server 
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BALL 
Red Smith stars in two shots of the Sun Bowl game 
THE SCO·RES 
Sept. 25 Colorado College (there) ....... . . 
Oct. 2 Flying Kellys (here) . . ..... 
Oct. 16 Flagstaff ASTC (here) ........... 
Nov. 13 Denver U. (there) ...... 
Jan. Southwcstrn of Georgetown, Tex. 
(Sun Bowl) 
\ 
Bill Jourdan Robert Blair Less Dassoff 
Page One l/unJred Fi/ty-thru 
We They 
20 
13 
6 
7 
19 
26 
33 
0 
13 
7 
Marvin Goldberg 
Cloise McDougal 
l 
Cliff Bickley Bill Geter 
Nick Fiorentino 
Bill Herbert 
Bill Bridler 
Willis Ryder 
Joe Willis 
Robert Statler 
\Villard Barton 
Bill Hash 
Ernest Gucia 
Sylvan Landau 
Tom Welchel 
George Mertz 
Joe Han•atin 
Tom Moore 
Shown on this page are two 
action scenes from the Colo-
rado College game at Colo-
rado Springs. Left: the 
Lobos make a large gain from 
deep in their own territory. 
Below: Colorado goes over 
the line for a touchdown. 
Bill Ullom 
Bill Hanson 
Howard Burns 
B~SKETB~LL 
This year saw the Lobos follow a successful football 
season with one of the best basketball seasons on 
record. Under the capable leadership of Coach 
George "Blanco" vVhite the team won eleven out of 
thirteen games and took the Border Conference 
championship. An indication of the strength of 
this year's team can be gained from an observation 
of the two games with Texas Tech, the Lobos' old 
rivals. Tech took the Lobos for three successive 
games last year, but the Wolfpack came back to win 
both of this year's games and one of them with a 
score of 6r-36. 
Two players who rated as outstanding this season 
for their all-around teamwork and versatility are 
Kay Hafen, high scorer for the squad with 120 
points, and Virgil Boteler, who scored 1 I I points. 
The team as a whole ran up a total of 6 5 5 points to 
their opponents 50 I. 
Coach George White 
Bottom row, left to right: George Mertz, John Wheeler, Stanley Potts, Marcos Salas, Robert Balian, Kay Hafen, Bill Geter. Top row: 
Coach George White, Carl Imboden, Steve Johnson, Virgil Boteler, Thomas Gillespie, Clarence Robinson, Richard Day, John Cocu-
bin~ky, Charles Underwood. 
THE SCORE C~RD 
Nov. 27 
Dec. 4 
Dec. ro 
Dec. 17 
Dec. 18 
Jan. 6 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 15 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 29 
Feb. 4 
Feb. 5 
Lobos 69, Mines 43; here 
Lobos 53, Camp Luna 35; here 
Lobos 5 8, Air Base 3 r ; here 
Lobos 39, Kirtland Field 40; here 
Lobos 54, Camp Luna 45; Las Vegas 
Lobos 63, Mines 49; Socorro 
Lobos 45, Colorado College 46; here 
Lobos 46, Kirtland 39; Kirtland Field 
Lobos 56, Texas Tech 44; Lubbock 
Lobos 4 5, Denver 34; here 
Lobos 47, Denver 29; here 
Lobos 61, Texas Tech 36; here 
Lobos 39, Texas Tech 30; here 
They light it out three feet in the air 
Top to bottom : Steve Johnson, Albuquerque; 
Thomas Gillespie, Clayton; Ed Killian, Albuquer-
que; John Wheeler, Albuquerque; Stanley Potts, 
Los Angeles; Kay Hafen, Washington, Utah. 
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Above; The tip off 
Re low: The pay off 
• • BASKETBALL 
Robert Balian, Oakland, Calif. 
Marcos Salas, Sa.nta Rosa 
George Mertz, El Paso 
Bill Geter, Borger, Tex. 
Charles Underwood, Del None, Calif. 
Clarence Robi~on, Fillmore ,Utah 
Richard Day, Hampton, Idaho 
Carl Imboden, Mesa, Ariz. 
John Cocubinsky, New York 
Pa9e One Hu1tdred Fifty-ti9ht 
TR~CK 
This year the track team had one of 
its largest turnouts for several years. 
Although no stars were in evidence 
during the first practices, Coach 
George White expressed pleasure 
over the enthusiasm of the large turn-
out and the exhibition of much prom-
ising material. Several meets with 
the Kirtland Field Kellys and other 
arrangements promised a full schedule 
for the cinder boys. 
Following the first official track meet, 
Coach White named the following 
men to the Varsity Track Squads: 
Anderson, Blaise, Ballen, Bridler, 
Brown, Bryan, Carter, Conway, Das-
soff, DePatton, Elliot, Hafen, Hash, 
Henigstad, Imboden, Jackson, James, 
Johnson, E., Kelleher, Lutjens, Milik, 
Ortiz, Parnell, Slivkoff, Spangler, 
Statler, Sutton, Thomasson, Watts. 
Above: J obosoo shows us how 
Left: Pouring it on 
B s E B L L 
With the weatherman giving his encouragement the Lobo baseball 
team candidates held regular practices during April on the baseball 
field east of the stadium. Every Monday, \Vednesday, and Friday 
afternoon found Coach Gwinn Henry and his 40 team prospects out 
on the field tossing the pellet around and limbering up for the coming 
baseball season. As the MIRAGE went to press Coach H enry had not 
chosen the final nine to represent U. N. M. on the diamond, but with 
the material exhibited at the practices it appeared that his final choice 
would be one of the best teams the Lobos had fielded in years. Although 
no definite schedule had been made, plans underway for the formation 
of a U. N. M.-Kirtland Field league and other negotiations promised 
a full season for the team. 
INTRAMURALS 
lntramurals this year were organized on a differ-
ent basis from other yea rs. In times past the com-
peting teams represented each of the fraternities, 
the independents, and the fauclty. The I 943-44 
school term saw the teams reorganized to repre-
sent each of the six companies, the civilians, and 
the faculty. Athletic department officials pro-
nounced this new system much more satisfactory, 
because it reached a more representative cross-
section of the student body. 
Company Five was the winner of the first semester 
intramurals. The Fifth Company teams took top 
honors in both softball leagues, in tennis, and 
in basketball, to earn a total of 2 22 point'l Com-
pany Four was second with I 61 V2 points, and 
Company One took third place with 129 points. 
The other teams, in order, were Company Three, 
U . N. M. (civilian ), Company Six, Faculty, and 
Company Two. 
Company One shared first place with the Faculty 
in the second semester intramurals. Companies 
Three and Six tied for third place, and the other 
teams, in order, were U. N. M., Company Five, 
Company Four, and Company Two. The faculty 
has gone eight years without losing their first place 
in volleyball. Closed week prevented a playoff 
of this year's tie between the as yet invincible Profs 
and the First Company team. 
Above: First Company volleyball champions Cooper, Kilian, 
Johnson, S., Smith, Harley, Dargan, and Sisty 
Below: Fifth Company tennis champions Mcintosh, Fino, Weiss, 
Welty 
At U. N. M. This Year 
There Was SK 11 NG 
Baseba 11 
And 
Softball 
BOXING 
Golf 
And 
Tennis 
WOMEN , s 
They really aren't steering with their right hands. We printed the picture 
backwards just to confuse Mr. Dooley, riding instructor 
No runs, no hits, one arrow. 
Margaret Herlihy 
Forward somersaults, backward rolls. 
elephant walk, head and hand stantls. 
and a course of regul ar calisthenics 
provide vigorous physical training for 
the distaff side o f the gym. Tn all 
classes a set of stunts must be learne<l 
to complete the course. 
Owner of sever:il championships and 
her own set of clubs, Marion Jo Cowan 
sets out for MacGregor's Gardens 
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SPORTS 
Besides these gym classes, instruction is given in 
the outdoor sports such as baseball, tennis, 
archery, and golf. In the art of the dance, Spanish 
folk dancing and primitive Southwest dances are 
studied and performed. 
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Zoila Causey tells an atten· 
tive gym class all about love 
-and deuce, volleys, and 
serves 

•• • r1tose Wlto Jlave Answered rite ea/I 
These are the men and women who have left the classrooms and laboratories of this University 
to serve in the Armed Forces of the United States. This is not just a list of names. These are 
people we have known. We have been to classes with them, we have cheered them on in the 
last few minutes of a game, we have talked and dreamed with them in the Sub, in fraternity and 
sorority houses, and in the laboratories. Theirs is the momentous task of doing what we who 
are left behind can never do. 
WE SALUTE THEM. WE PRAY FOR THEM. WELOOKFORWARDTOTHE DAY 
OF THEIR RETURNING. 
ALUMNI CASUALTIES 
DEAD 
B 
Bledsoe, Cpl. Robert, A 
c 
Clancey, Charles C .. AAF 
Coneshell. Cpl. Charles. A 
Cooksey, Pvt. Buford, A 
D 
Daniel. Lt. Harold Quentin, AAF 
Dientst, Lt. Ralph, AAF 
F 
Furby, Ens. Frank, NAC 
G 
Gentry, Lt. John Wilber. AAF 
Gilbert, Lt. (s.g.) Roy. N 
Gilbert. Lt. Roy D.. N. 
Giles, Lt. Harry Door, AAF 
H 
Hicks, P!c. Sam C .. A. 
Hubbell, Lt. James, AAF 
J 
Jackson, Lt. R. D .. AAF 
Johnson. Capt. Carter. A 
Jorgensen, Lt. (j.g.) Thomas, NAC 
K 
Keller. Lt. Osborn, A. 
Kells, Lt. Daniel, A. 
L 
Landon, T / Sgt. Edwin S .. A 
Larner, Major Edwal'd, AAF 
M 
Martz. Capt. Donald Burton 
Melendez, Lt. Lionel, AAF 
N 
Norris, Sgt. William, A 
p 
Paveletich. Lt. Martin L., AAF 
Pier:e. Lt. Franklin L., AAF 
Plomteaux, Lt. Marion, AAF 
R 
Reid, Lt. Kenneth, AAF 
Richter. Lt. Malcolm, AAF 
Riley, Maj. Richal'd. A 
Ross, Lt. Gilbert, RCAF 
s 
Selva. Cpl. Caesar J .. A 
Spensley, Col. Homer, A 
Spears, A/C Robert 
Sullivan, Lt. Phillip E., AAF. 
T 
Tannehill. Lt. Charles, AAF 
Todd, Dana Paul, A 
w 
Wilcox. Ens. Robert Stillman, NAC 
Wilcoxson, Sgt, John W., A 
Wilson, Lt. Fred E., Jr., AAF 
z 
Zimmer, Sgt. George E., A 
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MISSING IN ACTION 
A 
Allen, James P., A 
B 
Baca, Lt. Eloy E. 
Burnes, Lt. Dan, AAF 
D 
Duran, Michael R. 
E 
Erbacher. John, A 
F 
Farley. Lt. J'ohn W., A 
II 
Hunt, Lt. (j.g.) Glenn, NAC 
K 
Kells. David, A 
Ill 
Mabry. Lt. Donald W., AAF 
Martz. Capt. Donald B., AAF 
McCollom, Lt. Ross A., AAF 
N 
Norton. Sgt. John, A 
0 
Overmeyer, George 
R 
Rouse, Sgt. Titus, A 
s 
Sadler, Capt. James, A 
T 
Tinklepaugh, Lt. Kenneth (AAF) 
w 
Wilcoxen. Donald. A 
PRISONERS 
B 
Bailey. Lt. Glenn. A 
Baldonado. Pvt. Napoleon, AAF 
Bradley, Lt. Jack W., A 
c 
Colvin, Paul D .. AAF 
Craft, Capt. Dean H., A 
D 
Domenicali. Pvt. Pete. A 
Duran, S/Sgt. David J .. A 
E 
Ellermeyer. Lt. William (A) 
Ellis, Lt. Jack. A 
Eetter, Cpl. David K., Jr., A 
Evans, Lt. Fred, A 
Evans, S/ Sgt. Robert L., A 
F 
Finley, M/Sgt. Jack L., A 
Fleming, Sgt. Jack, A 
G 
Gu.rule, Sgt. Bcdelio F., A 
H 
Hawkins. Lt. Samuel J .. AAF 
Hutchinson, Lt. Russell C., A 
J 
Jones, Sgt. James B .. A 
K 
Kenney. Cpl. Ray, A 
Kinir. Cpl. Tony, A 
L 
Limpert. Lt. D. C., A 
Lingo, Lt. Ed, A 
Mc 
llicCahon, Lt. James, A 
M 
Meuli, Sgt. Maynard, A 
0 
Overmeier, Lt. William, A 
p 
Parker, Capt. Ted E., A 
R 
Reardon, Maj. Bill, A 
s 
Sanchez. Cpl. Charles, A 
Sanchez. Pfc. Frank J., A 
Sandoval. Pfc. Bertram, A 
Schellstede. Leslie, A 
Schubert. T / Sgt. Charles A., A 
Senter, Sgt. Albert C., A 
Smith, Sgt. George L., A 
Smith, Sgt. Timothy. A 
Stil<"'. Lt. LeMoyne B., A 
T 
Tagl!'art, Capt. Tom, A 
Tucker, Lt. Lee C., A 
w 
Williams. Lt. David. RAF 
ALUMNI IN SERVICE 
ARMY 
A 
Aberle. Sgt. David F. 
Abousleman, Lt. M. 
Agajanian, Pvt. Ben 
Akins. Pvt. Chet 
Allen, Frederick 
Almes, George 
Alpers. Cpl. Frank 
Anderson, Duane 
Andrews, Lt. Stuart R. 
Angclino, Sgt. Henry 
Anzures, Ptc. Benny 
Apodaca, Pfc. Eddie 
Aragon, Cpl. Manuel 
Aragon, Pvt. Ray 
Arbogast, Capt. WiUiam R. 
Armijo, Cpl. Luis E. 
Armijo, Cpl. Vito 
Arnds, Richard 
Attel. Pvt. Louis 
B 
Bachechi. Sgt. Tom 
Bahr, Pvt. E. W. 
Bail, C. Allen 
Bailey, Lt. Glenn 
Baker, Arthur 
Baker. S/Sgt. Ele M. 
Baldwin, Robert A. 
Barber, James 
Barber, Capt. John Marr 
Barnhart. Sgt. Joe E. 
Barton, Lt. Howard 
1shnchvei 
FLOWERS >>>> GIFTS 
• CUT FLOWERS 
always fresh 
• POTTED PLANTS 
complete selection 
• FLORAL DESIGNS 
special arrangements 
corsages 
funeral sprays 
wreaths 
•DISTINCTIVE GIFTS 
•UNUSUAL GIFTS 
to please the most 
discriminating person 
We Telegraph Flowers 
Free Delivery 
PHONE 9895 
I 9 Io East Central 
Baas, Elvin 
Baas, Sgt. Wilbur T. 
Beard, Pvt. Walttt 
Beauchamp, Pfc. A. R. 
Beaver, Brownlow 
Bell, Pvt. Robert E. 
Bellamah, Dale 
Benedetti, Pvt. David 
Bernabe, Pvt. Louis B. 
Bezemek, Capt. James 
Bitanny. Lt. Adolph 
Bia.ck, Lt. Francis 
Blankley, Lt. Gunder 
Blankley, Lt. Roy 
Blumenthal. Pfc. Ernest B. 
Bohannon, Lt. C. ·r. R. 
Booth, Capt. Charlee M. 
Boswell, Lt. William C. 
Bolts, Capt. C. M. 
Boule, Robert 
Brannin, Lt. William D. 
Bratton, Lt. Boward Calvin 
Broth, William E. 
Brown, Pvt. Claude A. 
Brozo, J06ePh 
Buck. S/ Sgt. Loether J. 
Burke, Pvt. Edwin 
Burke, Capt. Robert O. 
Burney, Lt. Col. W. E. 
Burroughs, Lt. Harold 
Buskirk. Lt. Win!red 
Butler, Lt. George L. 
Buvens, Cpl Gilbert A. 
Bunard, M/ Sgt. Robert E. 
c 
Caldwell, Lt. Charles G. 
Carlisle. Pvt. ?dalthl!w 
Carlson, S/ Sgt. Walur 
Carr, Lt. William H. 
Castetur, Lt. WUliam C. 
Chapman. Pvt. WIDlam 
Chavez, Capt. A. •r.. ;r r. 
Chavez, ?daj. David 
Chavez, Joe .R., West Point 
Chavez, Lt. Ralph 
Christiansen, Page 
Cibik. Pvt. Steve 
Cinuni, Armand 
Clark, John 
Clark. Sgt. Van D. 
Cletsoway, Pvt. Richard 
Clevenger, Cadet Manhall L. 
Conover, Lt. Clyde J'... 
Conway, Pvt. Bob 
Conwell, Pvt. John 
Cook, Lt. F. T. 
Cooksey, Pvt. Sam 
Corbett, Lt. John 
Cordova. Cpl. Alfred G. 
Coulston, Lt. James B. 
Cox, Richard 
Craemer. Carloe 
Craig, Mai. R. S. 
Cropley, Lt. Stanley B. 
Cunninll'ham. John S. 
D 
Daily, J. 
DaOy, Pvt. Glenn B. 
Dalby, Henry 
Daly, John 
Danley, Pfc. William H. 
Danncl. Capt. A. B. 
Davidson. Sgt. Fnutk 
Davies, llforlyn 
Del Dosso, Sgt. Edwnrd (fac.) 
Dt>Wltt, Sgt. Robert 
Dexter, Sgt. Loren 
Dickey, Roland 
Dillon. Emmett 
Di ttert, Pvt. Alired 
Dixon, Pvt. WUliam L. 
Doane. Lt. Frederick R. 
Dobb3. John V •. JT. 
Donaldson. Louts 
Dreyfuss. Stanley 
DuBois. Capt. Phillip (lac.) 
Duncan. Merrill 
Dunlap, T/Sgt. Cul L. 
Dwire. Cpl. William 
Dykeman. Pvt. A. Robert 
E 
Earley, Robert 
Edson, Sgt. Maurice 
Edwards, Grover 
Ellermeyer. Lt. William 
Elliot, Pvt. John 
Ellis, Lt.. Jack 
Ellsworth. Lt. Charles 
Emerson, Cpl. George 
Enarson, Pvt. Harold 
Erwin, Capt. Robert O. 
Escudero, p,-i. Carlos, R. (!ac.) 
Evane, Lt. Roy Cotll'11d 
F 
Fairly, Cpl. John Alexander 
Falbenburg, Lt. F. Frank 
Farley, Lt. William F. 
Federici, Lt. William R. 
Fedorko, William 
Feld.hake, Lt. C. J. 
Feleeettl. Larry 
Fencl!, Lt. Col. Lee 
Finkleetein. Sgt. Jay Joe 
Fish. Jackson 
Fisher, Merle Jay 
Fixley, Pvt. Everett H .• Jr. 
Fleek, Ted 
Fleck, Plo. Theodore B. 
Ford, Pvt. James I., Jr. 
Foster, Sgt. Emory E. 
Faster, Cpl. Mannie 
Franchini, Cpl. HenJ"y 
Ft-anchinj, Sgt. Oreste 
Frank, Lt. Ralph 
Frank, William 
Fritz, Leonard 
Funk. Carl 
G 
Gafford, Lt. Robert Coster 
Garcia, Pvt. Orlando 
Gardner. Horace T .. Jr., ?d.D. 
Garrison, C. T. 
Garrolfolo. Vincent 
Gateley, Sgt. BUI 
Ceders. Capt. Francia 
Gilmore, Lt. Harold J., Jr. 
Glass, Pvt. Will 
Glasier, Maj. William 
Golf, Sgt. Robert 
Gomez, Pvt. Claude J. 
Gonzales, Pvt. Milton 
Good, LL Pete 
Goodbear. Cpl. Paul 
Graham, T/Sgt. Frank 
g~~~ili!.~1'!erett 
Greaves, Gordon Klnir 
Green, Pvt. Whitlowe, .R. 
Greenacre, Jim 
Grey, Juatin 
Griffith, Pvt. Edgar 
Grcman, Pvt. Robert 
H 
Hake, Barthold 
Hall, BUI 
Halpert, Arthur 
Hanger, Maj. Bruce 
Hannah, Lt. Clark 
Hannah, Lt. Ernest A. 
Hardin, S/ Sgt. Rerberl 0. 
Harlan. Pvt. J06eph Orvel 
Harms, Pvt. Leon G. 
Hash, Frank 
Hathaway, Sgt. Don 
Hayes, Lt. Alden C. 
Hayes, Ptc. Phillip T. 
Hedrick, Lt. Howard 
Hemenway, Geo111:'e A. 
Henry, Sgt. Francis A. 
Bemandez, Lt. Wulter 
Herrinirton, Edwin 
Berhmark, Lt. Sidney 
Hesseldon, Cpl. Don 
Hickman, Maj, Roy 
Hicks, Pfc. Sam C., Jr. 
Riggins. Georae A. 
Hill, Pvt. J. Don 
Hines. Lt. Jack 
Hix. Lt. Robert S. 
Hoblitzel. Richard 
Holt. S/Sgt. Robert 
Hooton. Sgt. George T. 
Horn, Lt. Calvin 
llnffine, Maj. William B. 
Hughes. Cpl. Pal H. 
Hurt, Cpl. Wesley R. 
Huyck. Lt. Willard 
Hyning, Lt. Thomas V. 
J 
Jacobs, Sgt. Willia ( !ac.) 
Jenkins, Lt. Essex G. 
Jenkins, Lt. James 
JobnpoU, Pvt. AJexandeT 
Johnson, Ennis E. 
Johnson, Lt. J. R. 
Johnson, Lt. Horace 
Johnson, Lt. Reynolds 
Johnson, Lt. ROllll B. 
J ohruon, Maj. Roy ( !ae.) 
Johnston, Lt. Willia E. 
Jonas, Pvt. Frank R. (fac.) 
Jones, Franklin 
Judy, Virgil 
JUJ'8'.enaen, Lt. Cltfrord Ray 
K 
Keller. Lt. Osborn 
Kelly, Lt. Col. Clyde 
Kendall, John R. 
Kent, Lt. William 
Kercheville, Capt. F. lr{. (tac.) 
Ki~k. Howl\rd 
Klopot, Lt. Henry A. 
Knezevich, Lt. Eugene 
Kra.ft, Jliaj, Ra)'mOnd H. 
Krarnu, Reuben 
KrannawitteJ", Lt. R. Jd. 
Krlsberg, Lt. Nathan 
L 
Lange. T/ Sgt. Charles 
Law, Frank 
Leberstein. Sidney 
Lee. Lt. David 
Leese, Pvt. J nmes 
Leverett. Lt. William J., Jr. 
Lewis, Cpl. Johnny 
Lewis, Capt. Romero H. 
Limpert, $ / Sgt. S. C. 
One Hundnd Sixly-six 
Lincoln, Lt. Norman 
Lindenschmidt. Pfc. Ray 
Lister. Lt. Robert 
Lloyd, Sgt. Wallace 
Long, Malcom 
Lord, Malcom T. 
Loy, Sgt. Arthur 
Mc 
McAtee. Pete 
McCann, William 
Mccarley, Sgt. Frank 
McCahon, Lt. James 
McCorkle, Pvt. Thomas 
McCracken. Joe 
McDowell. Pvt. Horace 
McFall, Pvt. C. W. 
McGovern. Cpl. Ernest E. 
McHenry, Pvt. P. G .. Jr. 
McMullen, Lt. John 
M 
Mabry, Thomas Jr. 
MacNeely, Robert 
Madafosky, Lt. Forrest E. 
Maisel, Capt. Albert 
Majors. Ray 
Mann. Sgt. Grant 
Mann, Cpl. Claude. Jr. 
Marten, John 
Martin, Sgt. Frank 
Martinez. Joe 
Mason. SA't. Jasper P. 
Masters, Paul (Med. Dis.) 
Matteucci. Lt. Orlando J. 
Matthews. Capt. Loren C. 
Melendres. SamuAl 
lllendPnhall. Lt. Henry 
Meyer, Sgt. William H. 
Miller, Cpl. Dennis 
Miller, Leon Ja~kson 
Miller. T/ Sgt. Wendell L. 
Mitchell. Pvt. David Carl 
Montoya, Pvt. Paul C. 
Moore. Lt. Charles 
Morrow. Pfc. Findley 
MORes. Pvt. Donald 
Mozley. Lt. Col. Joseph T. 
Mu•son. Sgt. John A. 
?dyers. Pvt. Robert., (Disch.) 
N 
Naranjo. S/ Sirt. Frank 
Nave. L t. James B. 
Nett, Pvt. Edward 
Neil. Sgt. Roy 
Neilson, Lt. R. 
Nelson. Lt. Carl 
Newcomb. C. George R. 
Nieto, Cpl. Bernie 
Noble. James COCS) 
Noeding, Otto T. 
Noh!. Fred L. 
0 
Oeeterheld. Sgt. Edwin H. 
O'Grady, Lt. Jobn 
O'Jibway, Austin 
Opie, Cant. Sidney P. 
Osuna, Eligio E. (OCS) 
Osuna, Lt. Ben 
p 
Padilla. Pfc. Juan 
Page, Maj. Gordon 
Page, Lt. Vondolee 
Patten, Pvt. Harry L. 
Payton. Ralph W. 
Pelzer, Capt. Earl D. 
Peppin, Lt. George 
Perkins, Sgt. Cyrus 
Pierson, Pvt. Lloyd 
Plunkett, Tom 
Pooler, Clay 
Posner, Lt. Stanley J. 
Pyburn, Lt. Thomas 
R 
Ransleben. Norman 
Rea, Lt. Brandon E. 
Redd, Capt. Ershell 
Redding, Robert 
Redmond, James L . 
Rehm, Robert 
Reigner, John K. 
Remley. Pvt. H ilton 
Richards, Cpl. Richard A. 
Richter, Lt. Malcom 
Riordan, Pfc. Frank 
Robertson, Henry 
Robertson. Donald 
Rosenwald. Monty 
Rouse. T/Sgt. Gaius O. 
Russell, William 
s 
Sacks, Lt. Benjamin (fac.) 
Sadler, Pvt. Bob 
Sadler, Lt. Dan 
Saenz, Sgt. Manuel 
Safford, Maj. Edward L . 
Salas, Pvt. Martin 
Sanchez, Ernest B. 
Sanchez. Col. Lorenzo R. 
Sandoval, $/Sgt. Harry 
Saxton, J. 
Saxton, Capt. M. A. 
Schellstede, Leslie 
Schifani, Cpl. Theodore 
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Scott. Lt. Carl 
Scott, Lt. Robert 
Scrivner, Cpl. Gerald 
Seik, Pvt. John 
Seis, Lt. Augi.st 
Seligman, Capt. Randolph 
Selk, L t. Col. Howard 
Senter, Lt. Donovan 
Shaefer, Capt. Ruben R. 
Shaeffer. Capt. F. R. 
Shaver , Pvt. Paul 
Shaw, David 
Simms, Lt. Albert Gallatin 
Simpson, Lt. Al 
Simpson, L t. Ralph 
Skandale, George ( OCS) 
Smith, Daniel 
Smith, Lt. Cail T. 
Smith. L . L. 
Smith, Pvt. Darwyn 
Smith, Pvt. 'Donovan 
Snapp, Pvt. Edwin (fac.) 
Snow, Edward 
Snyder, Pvt. Paul 
Specter , Pvt. Melbourne 
Spensley, T/Sgt. Robert 
Spere, P vt. Thomas 
Spier, Pvt. Robert F. G. 
Spitzer, Cpl. Dick 
Springer, Lt. Francis 
Stanton, Lt. Arthur 
Stapleton, C T. J. 
Sterling, Peter 
Stern, Pfc. Robert C. 
Stolaroff. David 
Story, James C. 
Storz, Cpl. George C. 
Strong, Capt. Monte 
Sullivan, Pfc. Walter 
Sultenier. W illiam 
Syme, P!c. Oscar 
T 
Terry, William 
Thompson, Pvt. Jay B. 
Thompson, Joseph W. 
Thompson, Lt. Maurice 
Thomsen, William F. COCS) 
Toulouse. Pvt. James R. 
TroxeU, Pvt. Bob 
True, Sgt. Willie 
Tuoni, Pvt. Gilbert Ill. 
v 
Valentine, Henry 
Valentine, Cpl. Jack 
Valen tine, T/Sgt. John 
Vidal, Steve 
Vorenberg, Pvt. William (Med. Dis. 
w 
Waite. Lt. James W. 
Walker, Sgt. Elser 
Walker. Sgt. Robert C. 
Wallrich, Lt. William 0. 
Warder, Cpl. Willie 
Watkins, Robert 
Watson, J. O. 
Watson, Pvt. Jack 
Weeks, Keith 
Weeks, Cpl. Joe 
Weinrich. Cpl. Philip Edward 
White. George 
WbitehiU, Lt. Harvey 
Whitehouse, C. Joseph 
Whitlow, Pvt. James 
Wickens, Pvt. Richard L. 
WiUiam, Frank 
Williams, Pfc. Arthur R. 
Williams. Pvt. Henry L. 
Williams. Payne 
Wilson, Capt. J. Donald 
Wilson, Pvt. Ellmond 
Wilson, Edward 
W ilson, J oe B. 
Wilson, Gilbert 
Wilson. W illiam 
Winfield, Pvt. Armand G. 
Witkind. Lt. William 
Wood. Gordon H. 
Worthington, Sgt. Henry 
Wortman, Ervin 
Wortman, Harry 
Wylie, Lt. J. Marshall 
Wylie, Lt. Lenuel F. 
y 
Yersin, Cpl. William 
Young, Lt. Frank 
Yunkers, Robert 
z 
Zielasko, Cpl. Gustave (fac.) 
ARMY AIR FORCES 
A 
Abbott, John Robert, Prmt. 
Airnew, A/C William, Jr. 
Allen, Wallace 
Allison. Lt. Harold L . 
Almy, Harry Douglas, Prmt. 
Anderson, Pvt. Charles 
Anderson, John E rnest, Prmt. 
Anderson, S/Sgt. Lloyd 
Anderson, Nathan Lorraine, Prmt. 
Anderson, Percy J., J r., Prmt. 
FOR 
GOOD 
APPEARANCE 
REl\1EMBER 
• 
Tlb.e IMPERIAL 
LAUNDRY 
an.J D ry Cleaner s 
Third and Silver 
Phone 6711 
Headquarters for Your 
Drug Requirements 
W e Carry the Finer Lines of 
Toilet Supplies and 
Cosmetics 
Whitmans - Saylors - Stovers 
Pangborn Candies 
Sanitary F ountain Service 
A n Ethical Prescription 
Pharmacy 
Phone 7774 
Warner-Woods 
Studio 
Portrait 
Pltotograplters 
1804 East Central Ave. 
ALBO~UER~UE, N. M. 
'Dependable...; 
Furniture and Piano Moving 
Cold Storage 
F ur Storage 
Transit Mix Concrete 
Sand and Gravel 
• 
Springer Transfer 
121 E. Tijeras Ave. 
Phone 6651 
Andenion, Pvt. Scott DewelJ. Edll'ar Harrison. Prmt. 
Antoine. Sgt. Kenneth DeWitt. Cpl. Dick 
Appel, David Jtobert, Prmt. Dick, Sat. Herbert 
Aragon, Pvt. BlllJe A. Diefendorf, Lt. Morrill 
Aragon, Cpl. Fel'mln J. Dittmar. Robert Adolph, Prmt. 
Archer. Casa Lou;.. Prmt. Di.xon, LI.. Durwood 
Arledge, LI.. Richard D. Dorchester, Ernest David. Prmt. 
Arnold, Lt. Rhodes Dorn, A/C Ronald V. 
Austin. Homer Day, Prmt. Downer, Lt. Marvfo 
B Dozier. Ssrt. Edward P. 
Babcock. Washington Clay, Prmt. Dunlap, Lt. Robert E. 
Babcock, A/C William E 
Baca, Pvt. Epimenio Eakin. Capt. Donald W. 
Baca, A/C Sylvester A. Easton. Cpl. David N. 
Baker. Capt. Joe B. Edwards. Frank Todd, Jr., Prml. 
Baldwin, Lt. Cbarles N. EUiott. Rex Theodore, Prmt. 
Balling, A/ C Edmund Ellis. Keith Stanton, Prmt. 
Bamberger, A/ C William En~e. A/C Al!red, Jr. 
Bangerter. Harry G. Erwin, Pvt. R. Wayne 
Barnes, Lt. Sebe Evins, Lt. Jack 
Barker. Norman H .. PrmL F 
Baskin. Cpl. Arthur Bayard Fagan, John Harry, Prmt. 
Basa, Lt. Hugh L. Fairly, Cpl. Donald H. 
B s- J Farley, Lt. Earle 
a..sa. .... amcs Feasel, LL Col. Fl-ed (!ac.) ::..~~ni./0;;:.n1kee, Jr., Prmt. Fincke, Capt.. Bob 
Beck, Donald Jame11. Prmt. Fisher, Cecil Coleman, Prmt. 
Belcher, Herbert Robertaon, Prmt. Fisher, Luther F., Prmt. 
Bell, John William. Prmt. Fleck, Sgt. Roger 
B A/C J R Foster, William Roderick, Prmt. 
ergcl'", · • Friedman, A/ C Irving 
Bergh. A.rndt. B .• Prmt. r<-nk, Auati'n 
Berciuist. A/C Glenn ""' 
Best. Robert Allyn, Prmt. Fradcr, Lt. John F. 
Bigelow, Robert Frederick. S/Sgt. Paul 
Bilderbeck. Pvt. Wud Froot. LI.. Austin W. 
Bird, Maj. Clem Furby, Bob 
Bishop, A/C Harley J . G 
Bissett, Charles Frank. PrmL Galford, Lt. Robert D. 
Bitanny. Lt. Adolph Gann, Clyde 
Blake. William Robert, Prmt. Garcia, Albino C. 
Black. Fl. Oft'. Willillln Edwurd Garcia. Sgt. Luis A. 
Blucher. Capt. Oscar Carcia. Orlando 
Bluestein, Lt. Richard Garrison, James Baxter. Jr., Prmt. 
Blumenthal. Pfc. Emet Gue, .M/Sgt. Albert R. 
BoebninA'. Sift. A. W .. Jr. Gergen, A/C Bill 
Boleslo. Lt.. Mcintyre A. Gibson, Tommy 
Bonnett.. LL Roy O. Gill. Maj. Alfred 
Booth, Edward Basil, Prmt. Gille9J>ie, A/C Carl V . N. 
Bott.., Robert El.gin, Pnnt. Gladding, A/C Raymond 
Boule. A/ C Earl A. Gonzales, A/ C Cesar 
Bonl"det. Edward Daniel. Prmt. Grant, .Lewia O .. Prml.. 
Bowen. Mark Edward. Prmt. Gruso, Clarence Jlenry, Prmt. 
Bowman, Maj. Samuel Graves, Frank 
Boydatun. Charles Cox. Prmt. Gray, Thomas B .. Jr .. Prmt. 
Brannin, Lt. Wiil.ism D. Green, James William. Prmt. 
Brennan. Wilfred Green, A/ C Joel (Di•ch.) 
Brewer, Cpl. Lyman H. Greenbaum, Cpl. George 
Briggs, A/C Bill Grissom, Sgt. George Mack. Prmt. 
Dnacoe, Lt.. James B. Guest. A/C John D. 
Brown. Lt. Geoive H . H 
Brown. A/C James W. Haggest. Ma.J. Charles 
Brown. Ralph Clinton, Jr .. Prrut. Hahs, Cpl. Martin Luther, Pnnt. 
Bruce, Sgt. Robert L . Haile, Capt. Ben J{. 
Budagher. Sgt. John Halbowcr, Ralph David. Pnnt. 
Bull, Capt. Charley Hale, Lt. Richard 
Bull. Pfc. Leslie Hall. Luther 
Burchfield. Pfc. Darrell Hall, Lt. ThomM 
Bureleson. J,t. Louis Hallwacha, Opt. Robert G .. Prmt. 
Burton. Philip Edwa~d. Prmt. Hal'din, Lt. Stanley A. 
Butt.. Lt. Charley Harmon. T/ Sgt. Crockett L. 
Byers, Lt. EUis Harmon, Sgt. Crockett 
C Harmon. Sgt. Lee 
Cai:t>. Charles Clinton, Jr., Prmt. Ra""!•· A/ C Kenneth 
Callahan. Jack Darwin, Prmt. Harr!nirton. LI... Rohert R. 
Campa. Lt. Art.hur (!ac.) Harr!"on, Marvm Eugene, Prmt. 
Campairna. Salvador J aeeph. Prmt. Harr1$on, Capt. Oral 0 . 
CompbeU. Sullivan ~ra.ham. Prmt. Hastings, A/C. ~ames, Jr. 
Campion. Paul Edward. '.Prml. Kately, ~t. Wilham 
Candelaria, Lt. Louie Hawk. Riddell, Lee, Prmt. 
Canfield. Lt.. C. E. Hawkins, Lt. Samuel 
Curl1tan. Raluh Stephen. Prmt. Hawley, A/ 0 Frank 
Carroll. A/ C Harry, Jr. Heal'd, LL Malcolm W. 
Chapman. Carl Hesselden, John F. 
Chaves, Lt. Abelicla H!ckman, Wynn Henry 
Chavez. A/ C Armijo H!ghtower. John Allen. PrmL. 
Chavez, S /Sgt. Lewis T. RµJ. L t. :ti:erodon S. 
Chavez, Walt.er Htll. Kermit . 
Chope. Henry Roy, Jr., Prml. Hogner, Lt. Rtchard 
CirnmL Armand Holvc, A/C _Donovan 
Clark LL B B Hooper, Chrus 
Clark: LL Mame! Hornbrook. A/C Fletcher 
Cohen, Marvin Stanley, Prmt. Houghton. Paul W11yne 
Collmer, Ruaaell Cravener. Prmt. Houk, A/C John L._ 
Conover. Lt. Clyde HoW4rd, S/ Sgt. William R. 
Conrad. Lt. Carson Hubbard, Lt. James 
Cook, LL C. L., Jr. Hughes, Lt. A. J. 
Cnig, A/C Robert A. Hughes, Lt. Laudelle 
Cram. Ernest Richard. Pnnt.. Hungate, A/ C John 
CraWford, Lt. Richard W. Hunsa)<er, LL Harold (fac.) 
Crawford, William Donham, PrmL Hutchinson, Lt. Jlm 
Creamer, C. M. I 
Critc.blow, Sgt. H. P. (!ac.) lngwersen, A/C Robert 
Crompton. A/C Jack S. J 
Culp. Louis Max. Prmt. Jay, LL Lee A. 
Ourtl11. James Owen, Prmt. Jensen. A/C Maurice JC 
D Jiminez. $/ Sgt. Antonio G. 
Dallas, Lt . Wayne W. Johnson, LI.. Donald M. 
Dannel. Capt. A. B. Johnson, Howard Earl. Prmt. 
Davidson. Pfc. Gilbert F. Johnson, Lloy Dale. P rmt. 
Denn.,y, Roy Donald. Prmt. Johnson, Maj. Warren L. 
Desuuer, Hubert Cloy, Prmt. J ohnston, Pvt. Robert 
Devaney, Howard Frunklin, Prmt.. .Tohnston, Lt. George 
Deveny, Charles Albert. Jr. , Prmt. Johnstone, Malcolm Drfce. Prmt. 
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K Pettine, A/C Elmer 
Katz, Irwin Isaac, Prmt. Phillips, Byron D., Prmt. 
Kendall, A/C Dean, Jr. Pickrell, Lt. Don 
Kendrick, N<>il Bak.er, Prmt. Pilkington, Lt. Thomas M. 
Kidder, Capt. Alfie Pitts, Lt. John H. 
King, A/C Charles Lester Polansky, Robert, Prmt. 
King, A/C Julian, Jr. Powell, Caot. William S. 
Kinney, Richard Leroy, Prmt. Prather, Lt. Owen C. 
Kirk, Lt. John Pressey, Lt. Richard T. 
Kirkpatrick, Lt. Joseph Pre•tE'I. S/Sgt. John C. 
Knauber, Lt. Leo W. Price, Vernon, Prmt. 
Knight, A/C Robert Priest. Lt. J. Eugene 
Korber, $/Sgt. Bob Purcell, Merlin Ariel, Prmt. 
Koulas, Pvt. William G. Q 
Krebs, Joe Qu<?llenberry, Joseph 
Krogh, Lt. Milton Quickel. Capt. Cort 
L Quinn, W. Oft. John M. 
L d Al · H P t Quon. Peter, Prmt. L:~d~~: Th~or~' E.:-'j ~ .. Prmt. R 
Lantow, A/C John Ramshaw, Lt. William G. 
Larsen, Lt. Phillip E. Raymond, Sgt. Bill 
Leeds, $/Sgt. Floyd Redman, Pvt. C. E. 
Leiderman, Philip H., Jr .. Prmt. Reece, Lt. Robert 
Lemon, Charles Neel, Jr., Prmt. Renfro, Everett 
Leupold, Edwin, Jr. Reynolds, Joe F .. Jr., Prmt. 
Lewis, Robert Nelson, Prmt. Rhodes. Pvt. B. J. 
Lewis, Lt. Wilbur Rice, Capt. L. G. 
Lineberry, A/C Jack Rice, Pfc. Rayburn 
Long, Lt. John E. Richards, Maj. Edmund 
Long, Ralph Fredrick, Prmt. Ridinger, A/C Robert D. 
Lovelells. Lt. Jack I. Riley, John Clifford, Prmt. 
Lo Ph'IJ' F p t Rixe)". $/Sgt. Raymond Lu~ro, ~/Wirt. 'isa{m · Roberts, Evan Elijah. Prmt. 
Lukens, Sgt. Charles Clark Roberts, Lt. Frank W. 
Lunday, Adrian Carl, Prmt. Robertson, Edward Ray, Prmt. 
Luppino, Domenick A., Prmt. Robinson, Burton White, Prmt. 
Lush, Lt. Gene Rodgers, A/C Noel B. 
Lush, Lt. Tlwanas E. Romero, S/Sgt. Benjamin 
Luther, Lt. William E. Romero, Madero 
Roybal, Sgt. Victor 
Mc Rugh, Frederic Wayne, Prmt. 
McCanless, Cadet Burl G. Rula. Adam Anthony, Prmt. 
McClintock, A/C Ross R ft C W lte 
McConnell, Pvt. William F. R~sell, L~:·Jar:es r 
McCord, Maj. Robert R. Rutherford, Lt. Coddy ~~~~'!.;i~~tA~hu~· Ruther!ord, A/C Wayne 
McDaniel, Lt. Earl C. S L B · · McDonough, A/C William Sacks, t. eniamm Sadler, Lt. James B. McEwen, A/C Jack Sage, Fl. Oft. Charl<?ll W. 
McGillivray, Capt. Finlay Salas. Lt. Didio B. 
McGinley, Capt. Charles Sandison, Donald Arthur, Prmt. 
Mcintyre, Lt. Bozo Sandoval, $/Sgt. Harry 
McKnight, Lt. Daniel Saunders. Edward C .. Prmt. 
McMiller, Lt. Guthrie Schalk, Thomas $., Prmt. 
McNutt, Lt. Walter L. Schifani, Capt. Emmanuel 
M Schreiner, Charles R., Prmt. 
Madden, John Harrison. Jr., Pnnt. Sebastian. Lt. Marion 
Magnin, Henry David, Prmt. Shae!er, Capt. Robert R. 
Maier, Robert Auten, Prmt. Shaefer, Lt. Richard F. 
Mancini, A/C John Shaggs, A/C William 
Manda, Lt. Francis S. Shahan, $/Sgt. I. E. 
Marks, Sgt. Wallace Sharp, Ceestes Billy, Prmt. 
Marshall, Cpl. John C. Sheller, Fredrick Jack. Prmt. 
Martin, Lt. Howard T. Shelly, Thomas Lee, Prmt. 
Martin, Robert Paul, Prmt. Shelton, A/C Jack 
Mattingly, Lt. Rex Sheyka. A/C Pete 
Mayer, Lt. Glenn Shipkey, Capt. Ted (fac.) 
Mayfield, Lt. .Tohn K. Shockey. Lt. Howard G. 
Mayfield, Cpl. Richard Shoup, Jack Perkins. Prmt. 
Meadows. Paul, Prmt. Silver. $/Sgt. Keith E. 
Meier, William Ludwig, Jr., Prmt. Simms, Capt. John 
Melende>:, Lt. L. Simms, Willis Edwin, Prmt. 
Merlo, Anthony Louis, Prmt. Skaggs. William 
Milford, Stan Skees, M/Sgt. Robert B. 
Miller, Keith Warren, Prmt. Skinner, Willred A .. Prmt. 
Mitchell, Lt. Joe Ray Smith. A/ C. Burton C. 
Moore, Fred Edward, Prmt. Smith, A/C Charles M. 
Moore, Pvt. I. G. Smith, George A. 
Moore, William James, Jr .. Prmt. Smith James Emmet, Prmt. 
Moreland, William Burt, P;mt. Smith: Millard J. 
Morrow, A/C Arthur Smith, O. W. 
Mueller, Lt. Edmond Smith, Lt. R. M. 
Munger. Charles Thomas, Prmt. Smith, Plc. Ronald 
Myers, Lawis William, Prmt. Smith, Wayne Averill, Prmt. 
Myers, A/C James Snow, Edward 
N Sorenson. John Leon, Prmt. 
Nagle, Edgar Thomas, Jr .. Prmt. Spears. Robert 
Nation, Lt. Olin B. Spc~tor. Melbourne L. 
Neimants, Caot. Marion Springfield. Wayne 
Nelson A/C Richard Stamps, Pfc. Arthur 
Newho;,se. A/C Lafayette Stanford, Harry Wright, Prmt. 
Newlander. A/C Willet Steele. Ptc. Othel B. 
Nisbet. A/C William Stephens, Dale Jess, Prmt. 
Noble, A/C John Stevenson, Lawrence G., Prmt. 
Norris, Fred E., Jr., Prmt. Stevenson, Lt. James 
Norris, Lt. Thomas C. St. John. T~omas 
Norton, Lt. C. Ray Stoller, David Samuel. Prmt. 
Nuanes, Lt. Nestor s. Stonebraker, Donald M., Prmt. 
Stoops, Ptc. John L. 
0 Strange, David Alloway, Prmt. 
Ogden. Donald Emmett, Prmt. Stratton Lt. Porter 
Olin, Sgt. William Strickla,;d Paul Allen 
Oliphant. $ / Sgt. Romulo Strome, Cpl. Richard Kenneth 
Oliver, Edward D., Jr., Prmt. Strong, Sgt. Addison J. 
O'Neil, Pvt. Larry Sullivan, P. E. 
Orcutt, Robert R. Sullivan, Richard Burl, Jr .. Prmt. 
Orr, Capt. John M. Sullivan, Cpl. Walter 
p Sultemeier, A/C Harold 
Paisano. Lt. Frank T 
Patland, Lt. Nathan Tait, Frank Stearns, Prmt. 
Pattison. A/C Roger Taylor, P!c. Herbert C. 
Paulantis, Lt. James Testman, Maj. John T. 
Pennington, Lt. Willis Thompson, S&'t. Harold T. 
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Compliments of 
The Hilltop 'Bowling Club 
Across the Street 
From the Campus 
C. C. vVallace L. J. Holecheck 
Looking Forward to 
Serving You 
El Fidel Hotel 
Phone 5561 
Lobo Barbe·r Shop 
Y ou1· ba1·ber shop 
by the Campus 
YMCA 
Swim in Filtered Warm Water 
Men and Women's Classes 
"KEEP FIT AT THE 'Y'" 
Low Rates to Students 
THE BEST IN TOWN 
• 
CAPITAL PHARMACY 
INCORPORATED 
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 
PHONE 41 
Fine Shoes and Hosiery 
)0'7 WUT Cl.NTAAl ~l. 
• 
DIAMONDS 
SILVERWARE 
WATC HE S 
J EvVELRY 
Visit our 
Gift and 
China Shop 
VALLIANT 
PRINTING CO. 
PRINTERS - BINDERS 
613 w. GOLD 
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 
Thompson, John Curtis, Prmt. 
Thompson, Sgt. Robert 
Thygeson, A/C Leon R. 
Tinklepaugh, Lt. Kenneth 
Torres, A/ C Matias M., Jr. 
u 
Utermohle, George 
v 
Van Hyning, Lt. Thomas 
Van Norris, A/C Charles 
Van Slyke, George G., Prmt. 
Vieth, Lt. Francis E. 
Vincent, A/ C William 
w 
Walker, Lt. James 
Walker, John C. F., Ill, Prmt. 
Wallace, William Lowry, Prmt. 
Watson, William H. 
Weeks, Lowell K. 
Weeks, Pvt. Paul 
Wein, Edgar Twellman, Prmt. 
West, A/C John 
Weygandt. Elton Ray, Prmt. 
Wheeler, Henry o .. Jr., Prmt. 
Whitaker, Bruce. Prmt. 
Whitener. Cpl. George 
Wiemer. Lt. Claude 
Wiley, Lt. Lloyd D. 
Wilforth, Lt. Harold 
Williams, Lt. H. Garvin 
Williams, A/C James Buchanan 
Williams, Joe Keith, Prmt. 
Willis, John Calvin, Prmt. 
Willis, John Gibson, Prmt. 
Willis, Wayne Jackson, Prmt. 
Wilmurth, Lt. Harold 
Wingerd. Winston Harold, Prmt. 
Wolf. Wm. Theodore, Prmt. 
Wood. Lee 
Woods, Marion Chase, Prmt. 
Wylie, Lt. Ralph 
y 
Yeck, Lt. Robert K. 
Young, A/ C Dean 
Yound, Lt. Frank 
z 
Zacha, Richard Bane, Prmt. 
NAVY 
A 
Abreu, Philip N. 
Adcox, S 2/ c Clayton W. 
Aden, Ens. Crawford 
Alderman. Ph.M. Forrest L. 
Alsup, Ens. Bob 
Armijo. Ens. Anthony 
Ariss, Lt. (j.g.) Robert 
B 
Baggett, Lt. (jg) Harmon E. 
Barker, Ray Elliott 
Barnes, Bill 
Barton, Ens. Francis D. 
Bassett, S 3/ c Ralph 
Baxter, Lt. (j.g.) Hector J. 
Beahm, Ens. Ernes t 
Beahm, Lt. (j.g.) Metz 
Benjamin, Lt. Joseph F. 
Berquist. John W. 
Betts, Lt. (s.g.) Ervin 0. 
Black. Elmo 
Blough, Frank 
Bostwick, Lt. (j.g.) J. L . (fac.) 
Bowers, Jack 
Bowman, Jack P. 
Boyd, Ens. James 
Briscoe, Ens. Robert R. 
Brock. Bill 
Brooks, Ens. Charles B. 
Brown, Lt. (j.g.) Fred A. 
Brown, RT3/ c Matthew 
Buchanan, Ens. Robert L. 
Buck, Ens . Bob 
Burke, Harris Hutley 
Burroughs, Lt. (j.g.) Carl 
Burton, Ens. Charles O. 
c 
Carillo, Conrad 
Carothers. P. 0. Jack 
Case, G. W. 
Chavez, Lt. ( j.g.) Lincoln J. 
Cheney. Ens. John P. 
Clark, Lt. (j.g.) Ben H. 
Clark, Jimmy 
Clough, Ens. Richard H. 
Coffman, Torp/ 3c Waple 
Conwell, Lt. Robert E. M. 
Cornelius, Lt. (j.g.) William 
Cortney, Ens. Vincent J. 
Crevenna. Theo (Seabees) 
Cristy, RT 2/c Edward James 
D 
Davis, Aubrey. Jr. 
Davis, Ens. Charles Girard 
Dennard, Lt. William 
Demi5an. Anthony Joseph 
DoBell, Bob 
Dolzadelli, Ens. John P. 
Drypolcher, Ens. Loui.s 
Duke, S l/c Robert W. 
Dunbar, Lt. Com. W. McL. (fac.) 
Duncan, Ens. Edward 
E 
Eggert, Ens. Leroy 
Eichorn, Lt. (i.g.) W. G. 
Elmore, Lt. (j.g.) Francis H. 
Ellinger, H. G. 
JWis. William 
J:' 
Fairless, Ens. Cyrus 
Fairless, George 
Ferguson, Lt. Com. A. M. 
Fife, Lt. (j.g.) Rowland W. 
Fifield, Lt. (j.g.) Myron F. 
Finley, Lt. (s.g.) Edley B. 
Fischer, P. 0. Joe F. 
Fitch, M 2/ c Norman 
Flattley, Clayton 
Frazer, Lt. Robert Leslie 
G 
Gann, Thomas 
Garcia, Joseph Robert 
Gladden, A/S Edward 
Glenn, Ens. Victor 
Gloss. Lt. George M. (fac.) 
GoJ<J<in. Robert 
Gould Lt. C. F. 
Graemer, Gerald 
Greenwell, Lt. (j.g.) Robert 
Greer. Ens. Theodore B. 
Greiner, Yeo. 2/ c David 
Grissom, Ens. Richard H., Jr. 
H 
Halama. Ens. Lars 
Hale, Ens. David P. 
Harley, Ens. Edward 
Harley. Ens. Edward Livingston 
Harley, Ens. Joe 
Harris, Lt. ( j.g.) Robert 
Hayes, PhM Lloys V. 
Hein, S l/c Edred 
Hessclden, Lt. Louis G. 
Hibben, Lt. (j.g.) Frank (fac.) 
Holmes. Willard A. 
Hood, Ens. Cletnent J . 
Howard, Lt. (j.g.) Charles W. 
J 
Johnson, S 2/ c Lee 
Jones, Lt. (j.g.) Robert T . 
K 
Kennedy, John 
Kirkpatrick, Ens. Ariton S. 
Koogler, Ens. Jack G. 
L 
Langseth, Ve Noy ( disch.) 
Langston. Yeo. l/c Tom W. 
Lanier, Ens. Charles 
LaVern, S/2c Barton 
Lee, P.O. l / c William 
Lee, William A., Jr .. 
Lewis, A/ S Marvin D. 
Liebert, Clarence P. 
Lighton, S/ 2c Ted 
Linder, Ens. Robert Lester 
Lipp, Lt. Com. Maurice 
Lopez, Lt. (j.J<.) Albert 
Luider, Ens. Robert 
Mc 
McCarthy, Ens. Tom 
McDougal. A/ C Cloise C. 
McF'adden, Ens. H. C. 
McKinley, Lt. (j.g.) Robert C. 
111 
Maddox, Ens. James W. 
Maldonado. Joe 
Marron, A/ S Owen 
Marshant. John 
Jllartin, Ens. Charles W. 
Martin, Lt. (j.g.) Curtis W. 
Mu:.-tinf Ernest L. 
Matthew. Ens. Josh S. 
Matthews, S l / c Roy E., Jr. 
Meeks, Lt. Tom 0. 
Melton, J. F. 
Metzler, Ens. Frank 
Milan, Lester 
Miller, S 2/c Fred, Jr. 
Miller, AT. Sp. 3/ c Mickey 
Miller, Lt. Pat 
Milne, Ens. John L. 
Moar, T. H. 
Morton, E. L. 
Moyes, Lt. (j.g.) Cecil L. 
Murphy, Ens. Vincent P. 
?dygren, William 
N 
Nanninga, Ens. Robert 
Nobles, R/ 8c Bob 
0 
Oia"uin, RT Manuel Phillip 
p 
Paiz. Albedon R. 
Passmore, Durward 
Patterson. Lt. (j.g.) Robert A. 
Paulsen, Yeo. Corder 
Pavletich, Ens. Martin 
Pendleton, R. E. 
Perce. Ens. Milton D. 
P~tronvich, Ens. George W. 
Pierce, Ens. John R. 
Piioan, Lt. Michael (fac.) 
rillow, Ens. Braden 
One Hundred Seventy 
P<•rterfield. R/2c Byron 
Prothro, Ens. George W. 
Puccini, 0 . L. 
Q Quintana, Ph.Mlle Joe 
R 
Reid, James R. 
Reynolds, Ens. Steve ( fac) . 
Rice, Ens. Frank T. 
Riggs, Lt. Lowell P. 
Rightley, Ens. Edward C. 
Roherst, Orville 
Ro~~rs, Arthur 
Romero, S 2/e A. L . 
Ro"'" En~. Milton 
Rosenthal, Ph.M.8/e Harold L. 
Ru•hing, Ens. Jack 
Rutledge, Ens. James L. 
s 
Sarvis, Lt. (j.g.) David 
Scanlon, J. W. 
Schmidt, Ens. Paul 
Schreiber, Lt. "Skip" 
Scire, James 
Scruggs, Hosp. Appr. 1/e John 
Se<-ry. Ens. Carl 
Seiglitz, Ens. Frank 
Seward, Lewis D. 
Sheldon, Lt. (j.g.) John Fisk 
Shirley, RT John W. 
Silver, Ens. Caswell 
Simpers. Ens. Robert S. 
Smith, Ens. Allan H. 
Smith, R. M. 3/C Lloyd 
Smith, Ens. Morgan G. 
Snelling, S. C. 2/c Hugh 
Sprecher, Ens. Robert 
Spuhler, Ens. James 
Stamm, Lt. (j.g.) Robert 
Stamm, Lt. Roy 
Stevenson, Lt. Lewis M. 
Stovall, Al 
Stricklen, S 3/e Paul Allen 
Sweetland, Ens. Richard N. 
T 
Triplett, Lt. (j.g.) Baylor B. 
'.l'sehappler, Sammy E. 
Turnley, A/S W. B., Jr. 
v 
Valentine, Mondo 
Valentini. SM 3/e Mondo 
Vales. Robert 
Van Kastler, Lt. (j.g.) William 
w 
\Vagner. Ens. Vietor J. 
Walker, Lt. A. R. 
\'\'arncr. Jhi1 
\\i at,on . .!in1my 
Wetts, Ens. George A. 
w~ide. Lloyd F. 
Vthit~omb, Merton 
Whitesides. Ens. J. Allen 
Wilcox, Lt. (j.g.) Richard H. 
Wylie, Lt. MaM!hnll J. 
Wood, Lt. (j.g.) Harold 
NA VY AIR CORPS 
A 
Allen. Cadet Geary M. 
B 
Barnes, Cadet William A. 
Barnes, Cadet Sidney B .. Jr. 
Basset. Lt. Charles A. 
Rish, Cadet Robert Leroy 
Bogren, Lt. (j.g.) Harry 
Bollin, Rex 
Boule, Cadet Earfe A. 
Boyd, L t. A. J. 
Bl'own, Cochrane 
Brown, Ens. James 
B1'0wn, Sidney S. 
<: 
Caldwell, Cadet Robert Carl 
Chay, Lt. Donald 
Childers. Lt. Clark 
Childers. Ens. Thomas 
Clancy. Lt. Albert H. 
Clark, Lt. (j.g.) Robert C. 
Cleay. Lt. (j.g.) Don 
Colbert. Ens. Alfred H. 
Cornelius. Ens. Harry 
Cox, Cadet Warren Michael 
Creamer, Cadet Jerry 
D 
Denton, Cr.det Wayne B. 
Dickey, Ens. Charles 
DuBois. TM/ 3e Frank A. 
Dyche, Ens. James L 
E 
Eggert. Lerov 
Bn:rlish, Cadet Fred Homer 
English, Ens. Richard 
J!' 
Feriroson. Lt. Com. A. M. 
Frank, Lt. (j.g.) Ralph 
G 
Garret. Lt. Uonald E. 
Cerheim, Earl Blair 
Giles, Frank B. 
Godding, Lt. Tai S. 
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H 
Haloma, Ens. Carl Norbert 
Harrison. Thomas Brook 
Henlcy, Lt. (j.g.) Jack 
Henry, Ens. Claude R. 
Hernandez, Ens. Benigno Carlos 
Hilbert, Cadet Roy Ardeanne 
Holloman, Lt. Cliff 
J 
Jones, AOM 1/ c Jack C. 
Jordan, Cadet Benjamin 
K 
Kapp, Cadet Ewing 
Kai;p, William 
Kastler, Lt. William Van 
Kepner. S/ 2c Charles H. 
Kijenski, Ens. Henry A. 
Koch. Lt. Lincoln C. 
L 
Lackey, Lt. Lawerence B. 
Logan, Lt. (j.g.) Hardy Victor 
Losh, Ens. Tom C. 
Mc 
McCartney, Cadet Edger 
McClelland, Ens. Thomas 
McFadden, Lt. Harlan Curtis 
McHarney, Cadet Rupert H. 
McManus, Ens. John B., Jr. 
M 
Malcomb, Lt. Jack E. 
Meyers, Ens. Whitford 
Morrissey, Ens. 
Morrow, Ens. Jimmy 
Murphy, Ens. Vinc~nt 
0 
Owensby, Cadet Fred 
p 
Palmer, Robert Q. 
Perkowski, Cadet Walter 
R 
Randall, Neil Edward 
Reeves, Cadet George James 
Itemer. Ens. Victor 
Reynolds. Lt. Steve (fac.) 
Richardson. Lt. Joe 
Rogers, Cellan Russel 
Ruth, A/S Charles E. 
s 
Sandoval, Cadet Eutimio Ernesto 
Scott. Ens. John 
Smith, A/S Dewey Neil 
Smith, 0. W. 
Snow, AOM 3/c Harry A. 
Soladay, Harry 
Spitzer, Jerry 
Spuhler, Ralph 
Storey, W. D .. Jr. 
Straugn. Lt. Eugene 
Syme. Lt. (j.g. ) James W. 
T 
Teutsch, Cadet Lyle 
Tyre. Cadet Stanley G. 
w 
Warbois, Ens. Frederick Wesley 
Williams, Cadet John H. 
y 
Young, Cadet Dean 
NROTC 
(All men in this group are A/ S) 
A 
Abbott, James Harman 
Adams, Paul Henry 
Adriance, Clare Jacob 
Allen, James Victor 
Allison. John Lovell 
Altus, Frank 
Amerson. C. L. 
Anderson, Ernest A. 
Anderson, W. R. 
B 
Baca, P. 
Baker, A. J. 
Balcomb. E. V. 
Balian, Robert Stanley 
Ballmer, Ray Wayne 
Bambrough. Dean Alma 
Barrack, H. F. 
Barricklow, William H. 
Barrow, L. J. 
Barsten. Clifford Elmer 
Barte. L. G. 
Barton, W. B. 
Baxter, Leland Kirk 
Beatty, John Whitney 
Beebe, Donald Laurence 
Beeson, Fred Irving 
Dell, R. 0. 
Berger, Gerald Laurence 
Berry, H. C. 
Bickley. Edward Clifton 
Bills. John Marvin Lee 
Black, Val Gene 
Blair, Robert Lerond 
Dlaioe, Robert Allen 
Blum. R. W. 
Blumenthal, Carlyle Gordon 
Bon. William Stephen 
Borland. J. A. 
Bone, Eugene Ray 
Strong's 
Office Supplies 
Greeting Cards 
Kodak Supplies 
Indian J ewelry 
PHONE 8808 
Book Store 
Stationery 
Printing 
Pen Repairs 
Fountain Pens 
316 W. CENTRAL 
"CONGRAT ULATIONS 
to the Grads and 
all Navy Personnel" 
Refrigeration and 
Kitchen Equipment 
A. 0. PIPKIN 
zr2 'W. Copper 
Phone 8888 
BUD FISHER COMPANY 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
CONTRACT ORS E QU IPMENT 
2004 North 4th Street 
T elephone 2-1126 
T h e Southwest's 
Fin es t Clothing 
D epartment Store 
JORDAN'S 
415 W. CENTRAL 
..... 
Bonnett, John Stanley 
Boone, Thomas George 
Boswell, George Maurl« 
Boteler, Virgil Hewitt 
Bower. Ralph Raymond 
Bradley, Orren Jay 
Brand, Raymond Doyle 
Brannen. David Burr 
Brennen, W. J. 
Bridler, William Norman 
B:rockhoWle, Jack W. 
liroek, W. J. 
Brockman, J. H. 
lirown, C. A. 
Brown, Donald Lee 
Brown, Edward LeMond 
Brown, Edward Thomaa 
Brown, Jack Norman 
Buell. David Newcomb 
Burch, Harold Fonman 
Durna, J. H. 
Burm, Roy Ellaworth, Jr. 
Burton, Jacob P .. Jr. 
Byera, Jamea Elliott, Jr. 
Dyen. Richard Lamoine 
c 
Cady, C. S. 
Calleros, Frank A. 
Canevari, Donald Francia 
Cashion. W. B. 
Carr, Frederick Freeman 
Carter. Kenneth Vern 
Cartwright. William FranciJI 
Cata, Frank Paul 
Cates. Edward C .• Jr. 
ChaJfee. Rowand Robert 
Chnnce, G. M. 
Chapman. Eugene Henry 
Charles, Donald Perl 
Cheek, WilHam Jamea 
Claaa. Charles Clayton 
Clark, George Clyde 
Clark. Robert Craig 
CocublnakY. John 
Coleman. John Donald 
Conway, Thomas Boone 
Cook, William Jardine 
Cooper, C. W. 
Cooper, Charles S. 
Copela.nd, George, Jr. 
Corkern. Willard D. 
Codloudon. A. A. 
Covill. Clarence Thomas 
Cox.art., WiUfam Hubbard 
Cramer, C. F. 
Cretan, Wallace 
Crowley, Michael J .. Jr. 
Cunningham, John L. 
fl 
Dlllly, James Norman 
Dangerfield, Altn11 Dean 
Daniela, John Wilaon 
D9.J1'an, Marion 
DllMleII. R. D. 
Dauolf. Lesteir 
Daugherty. John Arthur 
Daulton, H. D. 
David~n. C. W. 
navf<Uon. JI, E. 
Davia, F1rBnk Edward 
Day, Richa.rd Paacal 
De Gn!!tori George William. Jr. 
Dehlin1rer, Martin Emery 
DenmiJt&, J. T. 
Denbo!, ;r, T. 
Denton, Ralph Robert 
Devlin. Thoma.a Francis 
Dlckenaon, G. D. 
Dlodosio. J. 
Di Sano. Gino 
Dixon, Bruce Royden 
Di.xon, George Harvey 
Dobyns. Sidney Blair, Jr. 
Dodd•. Edgar B .. Jr. 
Donaldson. Roland Ellis 
Dooley, Dan Wendie 
Dorchak, Robert A. 
Dorman, M. R. 
Doulton. JI. P . 
Drake. Jimmie Earl 
Dudek. Edward Frank 
Dunlap, Lloyd Allen 
E 
Eckert. Martin William 
Edwards. Charles W. 
Edwards, Cordon Eueene 
Eichhorst. William E. 
Ekins. John Poulson 
Ela. William Macharg 
Elkins. Ira Glenn, Jr. 
Ellermeyer, H. O. 
Elliolt. Bruce Cheater 
Ely, D. 
Emberline, R. J, 
Emmons, G. S. 
Erda!, A. M. 
Evans, Sherman John 
Ewen, Sam Bob 
Ewing, J. M. 
F 
Fnber, Harry Lee 
Falkenberg, John F. 
Faller, Bernard A. 
FaYmAn, Stanley Daryl 
Fedde. Jiellt"Y John 
Feil. Paul Arnold 
Fellin. Otto Paul, Jr. 
Fife, G. W . 
Finn, Fred Norman 
Ffonntino. N . A. 
Flora, Thoma.a Horace 
Fontes. Anthony Wayne 
Foater. W. B. 
Franchini, G. J. 
Free, Edward Allen 
Freed, Norman Madison 
Fr~an. Dean Lavon 
French, Robert Bruce 
Friedman. J. J. 
Fult<>n, F. M. 
Fuqua, n . C. 
Farman. W. D. 
G 
GaJtord. W. D. 
Gallagher, Leo J, 
Galloway, L. D. 
Carcia, Arthur 
Garcia, D. E. 
Cnrcia, J. P. 
Gatewood. Gerold S. 
Gerdin, Rudolph Gottfried 
Geter, Bill Eugene 
Gholson, S. L. 
Gibaon, Walter Gold 
Giddens, John 
Glover, Algie Louis 
Goebel Kenneth Doyle 
Gold, Saul Harold 
Goldberg, Marvin Eueene 
Gollner. J. D. 
Cordon, CarlOOI Edward 
Granath, Richard Keith 
Greaves. Hilton P .. Jr. 
GJ"eell, W. B. 
Gregg, Robert Baroid 
Griffen. Gerald 
Gurley, J. W. 
Gutierrez, Leona.rd 
H 
Hackney, J. K. 
Halen. Kay Rt't'd 
Hall, H. J. 
Hampe.on, E. P. 
Hansen, Robert Blaine 
Hapgood, Frank Prentice 
Harley, P. H. 
Ha:rvatin. Harold Joe 
Haab. W. J. 
lfa.alam, J. L. 
Hayes, Eugene Dorin 
Hayes, Harry Michael 
Hayes, Timothy 
Huard. Albro Bunon 
Helm, E. L. 
Heininger, Samuel Allen 
Hendel'8on, Leroy 
Hcnne8Y, Edwin Patrick 
Herbert, William Marden 
Herinaer, John Cono 
Hiatt, Rodger Puckett 
Hibbert, Richard Lamm 
Hines, Robert E. 
Hoadley, Lloyd Dreyer 
Hodges, J. N. 
Holtman, John York, Jr. 
Holmes, Clinton B. 
Holmes, J.M. 
Holmes. 1. M. 
Holve. D. C. 
Houck, William R. 
Hudson, Miller Newton. Jr. 
Hudson, Rex Don 
Hudaon, Robert Keith 
Bueter, John Man&les 
JI uithea. L. C. 
Huish, Earnest Carl 
Hunt, James Kelso 
Hunter, Norman W. 
Hunt.. GoTdon Fnncla 
HU1"9t. Wallace Homer 
.Husted. Eugene Smlth 
r 
Imboden, Carl Auldrlc 
J 
;Jackson, Jack Junior 
Jacobs. Cordon Andrew 
Jneobe, K. F. 
James, Alfred Rudell 
Jameson. Dwight Chart .. 
Johll8on, B. F. 
Johnson, E . F. 
Johnson, ;Johnnie E . 
Jorm•un. S. R. 
Jones. Lawren~e Aaron 
Jones, Ralph Walter 
Jone8, Ray Rodney, Jr. 
Jordan. Jamea Joseph. Jr. 
Judd. Dan 
K 
Kallimani, Chris Goorge 
Kambak, Harold Martin 
K1117., L. 
Kauba, F. B. 
Keenan, Roeer Derril! 
Kellow, Jack Clarence 
Kent, Noel Otis 
Kleeb. M. C. 
Kill>urn. P. E. 
Kilian, E. M . 
Kinorlclc. G. W . 
King, John .M.anhall 
Kinney, H. E. 
Kirtley, Eugene Lewis 
Koontz, John Orville 
Kramer, Edwan!,, Jr. 
Krebs. Rola.nd, .a. 
L 
Lambert. Dan 
Landau, Sylvan 
Lane, Ronald Eugene 
Lanatord. Arthur L., Jr. 
Lanpetb, Bernard V. 
X...nier, Robert C. 
Lauck, Euaene A., ;Jr. 
Lauterbach, Bernard S. 
La.vier. Ernest E.. Jr. 
Layne. Hal'old Bc:>njamin 
Leadabrand, Russell A. 
Ledwith, Charles 
Lehigh, Walter Donald 
Lemmon, Blaine J. 
Lemmon, George Van 
Lenz, Irvin Wesley 
Lerwill, Dean Carl 
Lewis. William Junit.r 
Ley. P<>ter Cairns 
Lillevick. Robert H. 
Lloyd, Andrew Richard 
~n. John Paul 
Lothringer, E. I. 
Louderback. Wayne Junior 
Ludlow, Jim Hand 
Ludwick, Russell W .• Jr. 
Lupton, Bradshaw Babb 
Lythgoe. RaYt11ond W. 
M<' 
McAdams. Earl C. 
McCarthy, William Patrick. Jr. 
McClendon, Robert Edwin 
McCJune. Donald Budaon 
McCollougb, Thomu Elmore 
McCullar, Clarence B. 
McCulloch, Garland J. 
MclJowell, J. V. 
McEwan, Sheldon Slack 
McGlo.mry, Arthur 
Mcintyre, Edward Lee 
McKinney, Leo C., Jr. 
McWhirter, M. 
M 
Maaake. Drexel Allen 
Ma.fit, 1. JI, 
Mahoney. Vernon L. 
Marberry. F. J . 
Marcun. W. A. 
Martin, Jack Reed 
Martin, W. H. 
Martinez, G. 
Maaon, Wlllfam Taylor 
Maxwell, B. M. 
Maxwell. George L. 
Mayne, John C. 
Mazzocco, Frank 
M<>nche.r. A. H. 
Mertz, Ceo111e Henry 
Measick, E. P. 
Michel, Robert 
MilCs, Merle Morris 
MJlik, Thomas C. 
Miller. David Burdett 
Miiier, Glen Laurich 
Miller, Harry C. 
Miller, Robert. Speer 
Milla. W.R. 
Ml"11tin . Lawrence Renard 
Mirt'tl, Fred Cullum 
Mltchell. G. A. 
Mohr. Gerald James 
Monthan. Guy 
Moore, John Ed 
Moore, Roy Gffily 
Morris , E. L. 
Morris. Leon Doyle 
Morrisset, Marlon Wendell 
Mouow. Robert O'Neil 
Morton, .Robert Gilbert 
Morton, Robert Pierce 
Moser, Paul T'maley 
Mottaon, R. E . 
Moulton, Leo Aptone 
Moulton, Thomas L. 
Mount. Kenneth W. 
Mount, R. E. 
MnJlen , Richard Chu. 
Murray, L. R. 
Mul'?'8y, M. R. 
Murphy, Arthur Claron 
N 
Navarrette, Claude, Jr. 
Neiithbors, M. L. 
Neill. John Baldwin 
Nelson, Robert S. 
Neuffer, B. H. 
Nickel. lames Leon 
Niemeyer, Jack Leroy 
Nbner, Edward Lee 
Noble, H. L. 
Noe, R. C. 
Norris, ;Joseph 
Nutter, J obn Murray 
NyJZren. W. H. 
0 
Ogilvie, Thomas WilUam 
O'H~ra. Roderick L., Sr. 
Olbert, Rlcha.rd Powell 
Orcutt, Richard G. 
Orgill, Melvin Walker 
Overbulta, Wendell C. 
Ozman, Dale Demina 
p 
Page. Dale Lester 
Paire, T. N. 
Park, ;James Thoma.a 
Parker, Dale Doualua 
Parnell, V. P. 
Pal.ch, Robert Clayton 
Paxinan, Richard Green 
P11Y11ter, Stanley Brown 
Peirce, Donald Lucius 
Perry, Donald Jack 
Petel'80n, Daryl Eugene 
Picaio. Mardoqueo E. 
Pino, Manuel Anthony 
Planaoen. He.:tor Louis 
PlatU!r, Harry Wooten 
Plunkett, T. J. 
Potts. Stanley Wayne 
P1rBtt. Emron Morrill 
Q Quayle. James B. 
R 
Ragenovich. Robert 
Ragle, Logan Nelaon 
Raith, Wenzel Joseph 
Redman, J, C. 
Rffse, Bruce 
Reid, J. T. 
Reid, W. L. 
Reynolds, 1. W. 
Reynolds. Leroy C .. Jr. 
Rhodes, B. O. 
Rice. L. H. 
Rice. J. B. 
Riise, Thomas Wayne 
Rister, Samuel Fred 
Riter, Auble Whitt<>c:I, Jr. 
Robb, J . D, 
Roberts, Donald Gordon 
Robertson, Mark S. 
Robinaon, Carroll Smile 
Robinson, Harroll D. 
Robinson, Henry 
Robison, Clarence F. 
Robles, Cadet J. N. 
Roogers, J. A. 
Rodrigues, Robert H. 
Rogen, Robert Georee 
Romme. B. A. 
Romme, M. 0. 
Rosem, G. 
Rowe, Russell Ray 
Rush, Kenneth DaJe 
Ryan, Thomas Anthony 
Ryder. Willia Wright 
s 
Sacca, Edward Francia 
Salas. M. 
Sala&, Marcos 
S:.llee, Lloyd Alvin 
Sanchez, H. J. 
Sanford. Lawrence Har ry 
Sav&lt'e. John Edgar 
Sayer, Charles Keilb 
Scarpells, FirBnk A. 
Schneider, Robert R. 
Scllult.z, Henry Pete 
Scott. J. T. 
Scott, Ray S. 
Scott, W. H. 
Selby. Barret R. 
Sele~m. Da.rwin Douglas 
Sesaions, Addison, Jr. 
Shamaskin, R. B . 
Sheffield. Russell H. 
Shekeylan, H. W . 
Shumway, Lenn J.Unnedy 
Simmons, James Pat 
Slsty, C. W. 
Sllvkolf • .T oaeph J. 
Small, William Arden. ;Jr. 
Smalley, William McCann 
Smith, D. D. 
Smith, H. A. 
Smith. 1. P. 
Smith, 0. W. 
Smith. Oscar Laverne 
Smith, W. A. 
Somers, Stanton L. 
Spangler, Edwin Leroy 
Spencer, Donald L. 
Stalworthy. W. D. 
Stanley, Marshall Lee 
Statler. Robert Daniel 
Stern, D. S. 
Stevenson, Harold William 
Stevenaon, Wilford Smith, Jr. 
Stone, T. E. 
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Stott, Douslu 
Strome, T. W. 
Sullivan. Ralph A. 
SuD1llion. Alton Earl 
Sutherland. S. L., Jr. 
Sutton, John Clyde 
T 
Tafoya, A. E. 
'I'u.l"i.-art, Cal Snell 
Tr.1tsart, Hal Snell 
Tay1, Melvin Earl 
T,..,p1 ... it.id 
Th<>mpson, Henry R. 
'!humpeon, Robin DHn 
Thompt+On, W. C. 
Thompson, Wiiiiam Northup 
·n.orpe, O. B. 
Tillery, John F .. Jr. 
Tilus, Campbell D .. Jr. 
Toney. L<'<.' E., Jr. 
Torrea, J<'ernando V. 
Townaend, W. F. 
'J rHmmel, John Jay 
Troop, J. D. 
Trujillo, T. T. 
Trunkey, Stanley Dale 
Turbeville, T. R. 
Turner, John Wolter 
u 
Ulmer. Herbert D. 
Ullom, W. L. 
Underwood, Chu. Quentin 
v 
\',.lltuth, John C. 
\ ' rJlal, Robert Stanley 
Vick, Clnrence Melvin 
Vieh..,es. Wayne Roy 
Vivian, Chari .. Eusene 
w 
Wa_irner. Forreat Donald 
Wakefield. Robert R., Jr. 
Wall. J. R. 
Warner, J. H. 
Walt, EvettU Pomeroy. Jr. 
Watll. Andrew Thomson 
Webb, K. L. 
Wehmeyer, K. L. 
Wei•, John DulTW1 
Weleh, Samul'I Hush• 
Welch, Vernon Ephriam 
Wcllinston, Robert L. 
Wtlty, William Richard 
Wesley, Wendell P., Jr. 
West. Leslie Eugene 
Westaby. Dean Franklin 
w .. tover, H. 0. 
Wheel"'· Donald William 
Wheeler, John Dee 
Wheeler, L. W. 
Wheeloek, Gilbert H .. Jr. 
Whelchel, T. W. 
White. Philip Vincent 
White, W. C. 
Wiesel, P. P. 
Wiley, C. G. 
Wiley. C. L. 
Williama, Lawrence P. 
Williama, Owen Blair 
Williama, T. B. 
Williama. Thomas Ray 
Wilson, H. B. 
Wilson, J. L. 
Wilson, Lawrence O. 
Wilson, William Budge 
Wood, Robert Collin 
Wood, William Oliver 
Wright, Quincey 
y 
Yoli, Albert J. 
Young, David Conrad 
Young. Wilford L. 
z 
Zink. Joseph Troup 
Zwick:y, Everett Edward, J. 
MARINES 
A 
Allison, Rea Harvey (0.C.S.) 
Anlik, Lt. James 
B 
Balcomb, Kenneth C., Jr. 
Barnes, Bill 
Barrett, Sgt. Robert J. 
Barry, Lt. Willlam 
Bradley, Lt. Gilbert D. 
Brunelli, Lt. Vincent P. 
c 
Cooney, Edward 
Coplan, Frank 
Cornl1h, Pvt. Tom 
Crocea, Victor 
"BUILD THE BREECE WAY" 
Breece Lumber 
and 
Supply Company 
• 
• 
PHONES: 8835 - 8836 
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D 
DeLayo, Pvt. L. J. 
Derryberry. Lt. Jamee 
Doyle. Lt. Thomaa William 
E 
Elrod, Lt. Jamea Lee 
Euler, Robert C. 
F 
Fo.ter, Al 
G 
Cann, Cpl. Kenneth 
Gerheim, Lt. Earl 
Crttnwood, Bart 
Grove, Lt. J. Robert 
H 
Hammond. Pfc. Charlea 
liMYe&. Lt. Richard 
Hernander.. Loui1 
Hill. Lt. Clyde 
Holmes, Lt. Robert R. 
Huirhea, Lt. Jamea 
K 
KutJer. Lt. Wiiiiam 
Koch, Capt. Sumner S. 
L 
LaShell, Eugene 
Losh. Capt. Dick 
M 
May, Lt. John S. 
Merci.le, Rener 
Miller, Micky 
Miranda, Gilbert E 
Mitchell, MaJ. 1'homas Jerome 
p 
Prendevllle, Pvt. Dob 
R 
Ratter, Lt. Seolt 
Ren fro, Fred 
Rill. Pfc. Richard E. 
Rudolph, Pvt. Jean II., Jr. 
RuolI, S,'Sct. Robert 
s 
Shelton, John 
Steiner, LL Lynch 
T 
Taylor, Walter 
Thompson, Capt. Robert F. 
Trujillo. Miiruel H. 
w 
Wateon, James 
W~ter, Lt. WIUiam Milton 
W~ter, William 
Weeden, Lt. Norman P. 
Wheeler, ~t. James, Jr. 
y 
Yoeser, Fred 
MARINE AIR CORPS 
A 
Am4'rine, LL Beauford L. 
B 
Beard, Cpl. Wendell 0. 
BuUer, Lt. Lewis 
D 
Devaney, Lt. James E. 
Dial, Lt. Robert 
Doyle. Lt. Thomas William 
H 
Harmon, LL Richard Lee 
Hoover, Lt. Tom 
Hines, Lt. Halsey 
L 
Loi-en. Lt. Arnold 
M 
Monfort, Lt. William Avery 
N 
Neish, Capt. Elmer 
s 
Shirley, Lt. Bob 
y 
Young, Lt. Russel Le van 
COAST GUARD 
c 
Charles, R2/c Thomas E. 
Colton. Bttbert L. 
G 
Grilsam, 82/ c Essley 
H 
Hampton, Sod. Oper. M/ 3 R. C. 
Hyde. Lee 
K 
Keller, Walter (fac.) 
Klein, Eddie (Cactus) 
L 
Lewis, Edmond C. 
)( 
Kau.bewa, SI ·c Roy L. )lcCanna, Peter 
Montgomery, A/S Tom 
Moott, Howard 
Albuquerque 
Theaters 
For Your Entertainment 
• Sunshine 
(House of Hits) 
e KiMo 
(America's Foremost Indian 
Theatre) 
e Chief 
(\Vhere the Big Pictures Rdurn) 
• Mesa 
(The Home of Action Pictures) 
e Rio 
(All First Run Pictures) 
• Mission 
(Foreign Language Pictures 
Monday through Friday) 
Go TO TUE MOVIES REGULARLY 
fo No Other lf?ay Can You Get So 
Much Out of Life for So Little 
s 
Senter, Thomas Stanley 
Simpson, Glenn 
Skandalls, Nick 
MERCHANT MARINE 
D 
Dean, Lt. Robert 
Diekn1an. Theodore 
E 
Ellermeyer, Walter 
G 
Gl~sncr, Edward R. 
H 
Hays, Guyton 
H ilt.on. Tom 
M 
McDowell, James B. 
Mock, Ens. Franklin W. 
ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
Cavanaugh ,Edward (Diecb.) 
Malone, Max 
WOMEN'S ARMY CORP: 
A 
Anderson, Cpl. Eda E. 
B 
Baca, Dorothy M . 
Beach, Christine 
nmeau. Jean 
Brinegar, Lt. Maurine 
Bur kett, Cpl. Shelia 
c 
Chambers, Cpl. Mary A. 
Chal)man, Pvt. Judy. 
Cornell, Pvt. Aubrey B. 
Cowley, Cpl. Wayne 
D 
Davie, Georgiana (Disch.} 
F 
Fnlnz, Catherine 
Drive In 
and Save 
G 
GaJdiner, Pvt. Katherine Ann 
Greenway, Lt. Carolyn 
H 
Harding, Lt. 1'1arel V. 
Herron, Lt. Mary T. 
Mc 
Mc'Eachcrn, Vfrginia 
McGinn, Lt. Ginger 
0 
Ogden, Pfc. Doris Lee 
R 
Belchc, Lt. Hildergarde 
s 
Scheele, Lt. Helene 
Sikes. S/ Sgt. Judy 
T 
T"igner. Lt. Floriana 
Tucker. Lt. Ethel Loulse 
w 
Wharton, Margaret Rect.or 
WA VES 
Bart.on, Joyce 
B&rton, L avern 
Bebber, Ruth E. 
lllankenship, Sp. (s) 3/ c Marion Fri 
.Bolles, Muriel 
Brewer, Lt. Dorothy 2. 
Lenihan, Katheryn E. 
0 
Carter , Barbara 
Cason, Maggie 
Cheek, S/ 2c E. Priscilla 
Coon. Barbara G. 
D 
Delaguna, Fredericka 
G 
Gooding. Grodys 
Griffin, Mary Jane (Disch.) 
B 
Hagerman. Catherine Mary (Adm.) 
Hobbs, Ruth .Hulda 
Hollenbach, L t. (j.g.) Marion Grae 
K 
Keller, Lt. (j.g.) Louise Bemis 
Kinnaird, H elen H. 
Krebs, Ens. Kathleen 
UNIQUE 
SANDWICH SHOP 
"W here Old Friends M eetu 
BILL ENTSMINGER 
2130 E. Central Across from the 'U' 
Be at Your Best 
H A VE YOUR HAIR STYLE D IN 
CUTS AND PERMAN ENTS 
CORRECTLY 
H enry N . Davis 
International P rize Winner 
in H air Cutting Styles 
D IAL 2- 1337 105 s. HARVARD 
N. Second & 
Roma Ave. 
One Hundred Seventy- fo ur 
M 
Messecar, Mary Laura 
Morgan, Thelma 
Mullins, Ens. Bobby 
Murphy, Patey 
N 
Nicholas, S/2c Dorothy 
R 
Roberta, Barbara 
s 
Shannon, T/2c Betty 
Simpson, Bnrbara 
Simpson, Betty 
T 
Trumble, Ena. Lois 
w 
Wendt, Y 3/c Helen L. 
White. Alice Mary 
WOMEN MARINES 
A 
Andreas, Pvt. Gloria 
M 
Miles, Pvt. Carolyn 
0 
Osborne, Lt. Carolyn 
w 
Wallis, Doria Lee 
SPARS 
Morgan, Thelma Adams 
WOMEN'S A. S. PILOTS 
Sherman, Jackie 
Raynolds, Sara Ann 
Retlck, Mary 
ARMY NURSES CORPS 
Sprinll'er, Lt. Frances 
CADET NURSES CORPS 
Harrell, Marll'erY Ann 
Stark, Lois MaTl!'ery 
RED CROSS (Semi-Official) 
B 
Burns, Mar11"aret Jane 
D 
Davis, Jean 
G 
Ga.rdner, Barney 
J 
Johnson, Carol L. 
Lewis, Jay Frederick 
RCAF 
McClellen, L. A. C. Junior 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Ackerman, James 
B 
Briggs, Jack 
BOll'ren, Vince 
c 
Chavez, Demetrio ( disch.) 
Crass, Howard 
H 
Hall, Jim (disch.) 
Hunsaker, Harold 
Johnson, Sammy (disch.) 
K 
Ketchem, C. C. 
L 
LOll'an, Fred E. 
Mc 
McNaughton, Manuel P. 
M 
Miller, Leon J. 
0 
Olguin, Manuel P. 
R 
Roomer, Robert Q. 
Reed, Joe D. 
s 
Schroeder, Roy 
Sebastion. Marian 
Stronll', Bob 
w 
Weeks, Kenneth 
WiUia, Roy Drook 
Wylie, Marshal J. 
Mosier' s Smart Shop 
: 5 r 5 WEST CENTRAL 
EVERYTHING IN vVOMEN's WEAR 
----· ----
Quality Shoes and Hosiery 
Given Bros. 
Shoe Store 
C. MARCY: MGR. 304 W. CENTRAL 
Pa91 Ont Hundrtd S~enty-fivt 
! 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 
TO MAIL ORDERS 
WRIGHT'S TRADING POST 
KATHERINE WRIGHT 
Mexican and Indian Goods 
Guaranteed Genuint 
PHONE 8z97 324 W. GOLD 
FURNITURE 
Marked with America's greatest manufac-
turers' names . . . Furniture that makes 
your home a real home. 
210-:uz AMERICAN 
W. Central FURNITURE CO. 
or 
nEWmDCICO 
412-414 East Central Ave. 
Opposite Public Library 
Complete Kodak Service 
J 
WE WISH TO THANK the faculty and students for 
their fine cooperation and consideration in working 
with us in this time of Priorities, Limitations, and slow 
arrival of merchandise. 
•Text Books 
• K & E Engineering Supplies 
• General Office Supplies 
• Billfolds & Smokers' Supplies 
• Service Stationery & Service Jewelry 
• Sporting Goods 
• Shaeffer Pen and Pencil Sets 
• Classroom Needs & School Supplies 
University Book Store 
THE STORE BUILT FOR YOU ON THE CAMPUS 
ARCIIIE \VESTFALL '32 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
Pngt Ont Hundred S«i11nty-six 

Featured Exclusively at 
MARKUS 
Home of D istinctive 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
308-10 West Central Avenue 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
When you build 
for the future ... 
COME TO THE BUILDERS, 
CONTRACTORS, AND HOME 
OWNERS HEADQUARTERS 
FOR BUILDING MATERIALS 
• 
• 
The 
]. C. BALDRIDGE 
Lumber Company 
40I-23 SOUTH FIRST PHONE 4546 
'See you in the Sub 
Page One Hundred Se~enty-nght . 
• 
THE POST-WAR WORLD 
will be, more than ever 
AN ELECTRICAL WORLD 
The manufacturers of electrical equipment and the companies engaged 
in the generation and distribution of electrical energy have pioneered 
new uses of electric power to protect our freedom by defeating our 
enemies. The full story of their work cannot be told until after the 
war, but many of the devices they have developed will bring great 
changes in our peacetime lives. The new uses to which electricity 
will be put in the post-war period will be tremendously important to 
every American and particularly to those who will then be entering 
the business world. 
Albuquerque Gas and Electric Compan~ 
ARTHUR PRAGER 
President and General Manager 
D li X li E Floral Coo 
MR. and MRS. H . J. FITCH 
Sap It With Our Beautiful Flowers 
Phone 7 1 2 1 219 N. Mulberry 
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Pre-war stuff 
A Salute to the 
NAVY 
Congratulations to the officer 
personnel, and to the officers-
to-be, on a job well done. Good 
luck and Godspeed on an early 
victory and a safe return 
309 West Central 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
For Twenty-Six Years 
Pa9t Ont Hundred Ei9hty-ont 
We Have Been 
Serving You 
LI 8 ~RT y 
CAFE 
Albuquerque Lumber 
Company 
PHONE 5647 
423 AND 501 NORTH FIRST STREET 
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 
Distributors of 
BENJ. MOORE & CO. 
Paint Products 
JOHNS-MANVILLE PRODUCTS 
STANDARD SANITARY MFG., CO. 
Plumbing Products 
AMERICAN RADIATOR CO. 
Heating Products 
bartley's 
DRESS FOR ROMANCE 
DRESS FOR C A M P U S 
DRESS FOR S P 0 R T S 
DRESS FOR EVERYTHING 
AND EVERY PLACE 
SOUTHWESTERN 
SASH AND DOOR 
• 
414-416 N. First 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Artiaga' s Chili Bowl 
• 
en Bernalillo 
Nuevo Mexico 
The Best in Tasty Spanish Foods 
Page One Hundred Eighty-two 
FOR THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK 
OF 
see 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
AND 
SPORTING GOODS 
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL 
SUPPLY COMPANY 
205 W. Copper Ave. Albuquerque 
Strange ... Isn't this the Library? 
Sanitar-r Laundr-r 
and Dr~ Cleaners 
Your Clothes Not Onl)? Look Better, But Wear Longer 
Page Otu Hundred Eighty-three 
All garments receive personal attention 
and inspection 
Phone 5671 
Page One H undred E' h '9 ty-four 
ART SEEFELDT'S 
CONVERTIBLES 
uFor a Square Deal and 
a Fine Car'' 
-
-
SEE ART ... 
LOCATED AT T~E CORNER OF 
UNIVERSITY & CENTRAL 
FINEST USED CARS IN TOWN 
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Canyon Cafe 
NEW- ENLARGED - IMPROVED 
-- Visit Our New Annex 
-- We Cater to Private Parties 
e FRESH SEA FOODS - - - OUR SPECIALTY 
e STEAKS - - - K . C. SIRLOINS - - - T-BONES 
e TASTY FOODS HEALTHFULLY PREPARED 
The Albuquerque Restaurant That Has 
Advanced From nBetter" to ttBest" 
is proud to offer you 
DELICIOUS MEALS 
that are truly 
• 
eJust a Little Different'' 
Steve J. Sponduris, Mgr. 
PHONE 9181 1i7 NORTH FOURTH 
Pape One Hu.ndred Eiphty-six 
The Mirage 
PRESENTS THIS PAGE TO THOSE WHOSE WHOLEHEARTED SUPPORT 
HAS MADE OUR ANNUAL POSSIBLE • 
Our Adverfisers 
Albuquerque Gas and Electric Co. 
Albuquerque Lumber Co. 
Albuquerque National Trust and Savings Bank 
Albuquerque Theaters 
Alvarado Hotel 
American Furniture Co. 
Artiagas Chili Bowl 
Baldridge Lumber Co. 
Bari Flowers and Gifts 
Bartley Shop 
Breece Lumber and Supply Co. 
Broadway Lumber Co. 
Brooks Studio 
Broome Furniture Co. 
Camera Shop of New Mexico 
Campus Shop 
Canyon Cafe 
Capital Pharmacy, Inc. 
Casa Manana Night Club 
Clever Cleaners 
Coca Cola Bottling Co. 
College Inn Book Store 
Creamland Dairies, Inc. 
Darrow Ice Cream 
Dixie Floral Co. 
· El Fidel Hotel 
Excelsior Laundry Co. 
First National Bank 
Fisher, Bud, Co. 
Franciscan Hotel 
French-Fitzgerald Mortuary 
Frosted Foods Distributing Co., Inc. 
Given Brothers Shoe Store 
Hardin and Coggins 
Hilltop Bowling Club 
Pagt Ont Hundrtd Eighty•st'1tn 
Hilton Hotel 
Ilfeld, Charles, Co. 
Imperial Laundry Co. 
Jordan's National Garment Co. 
Kistler-Collister & Co. 
Korber, J. and Co. 
Liberty Cafe 
Lobo Barber Shop 
Losh Lumber Co. 
Mackey, Fred, Inc. 
Markus Store 
Mindlin Jewelry Co. 
Mosier's Smart Shop 
New Mexico School Supply Co. 
Paris Shoe Store 
Penney, J. C., Co., Inc. 
Pipkin, A. 0. 
Sanitary Laundry and Dry Cleaners 
Seefeldt, Art 
Skousen Brothers 
Southwestern Sash and Door Co. 
Springer Transfer Co. 
Starnes Pharmacy 
Strom bergs 
Strong's Book Store 
Sun Drug Co. 
Unique Sandwich Shop 
University Book Store 
University of New Mexico Press 
Valliant Printing Co. 
Varsity Beauty Parlor 
Warner-Woods Studio 
White Spot Cafe 
Wrights Trading Post 
Y.M.C.A. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER PRODUCTS 
PARTS SERVICE 
• TracTractors 
• Industrial Power 
• Road Machinery 
• Motor Trucks 
• Farmall Tractors 
• Farm Equipment 
• Refrigerator Units 
• Firestone Tires and Supplies 
1717 NORTH SECOND PHONE 5507 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Page One H undred Eiglity-eight 
Kev to tlte Campus 
1. Administration 
2. Aeronautical Laboratory 
3. Bandelier Hall 
4. Biology (Parsons Hall) 
5. Carlisle Gymnasium 
6. Chemistry 
7. City Reservoir 
8. Dining Hall 
9. Faculty Homes, Sorority 
and Fraternity Houses 
10. Fine Arts 
11. Golf Course 
12. Hadley Hall 
13. Heating Plant 
14. Hodgin Hall 
15. Hokona Hall 
16. Infirmary 
17. Inter-American Affairs 
18. Library 
19. Lecture Hall 
20. Maintenance Shop 
21. Men's Coop. Dormitory 
22. Mechanical Engineering 
23. Public Health Laboratory 
Photo by Cutter-Carr Flying Servi¢1 
24. President's Home 
25. Rodey Hall 
26. Sara Raynolds Hall 
27. Music Building 
28. Sorority and Fraternity 
Houses 
Z9. Stadium 
30. Student Union 
31. Swimming Pool 
32. Tennis Courts 
33. University Press 
34. Yatoka Hall 
BROADWAY LUMB ER CO.l\ilPANY 
FEEL SAFE AND SURE 
PH ONE 2-5221 
Page One Hundred Eighty-nine 
USE T HE BEST OF BUILDING MATERIALS 
425 N. BROADWAY 
HIN~~ 
TWADC•MAIUC 
,Coca-Cola Bottling 
Company 
205 E. Marquette Ave. 
Phone 5581-82 
Old Man '\\1inter on campus 
COLLEGE INN 
BOOK STORE 
NEW AND USED TEXT BOOKS 
ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
ART SUPPLIES 
CRESTED STATIONERY 
FOUNTAIN PENS 
GIFT ITEMS 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fisher 
I 908 East Central Phone 5346 
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1 
Stop by 
rm-i<""7lUALVARADO I L~-~______,_ 
The Downtown Meeting Place 
For Students 
JACK CHANEY, Operator 
A. RAY BARKER, Manager 
• 
Enjoy the charming luxury of the world's 
most unique hotel. Our famous Indian 
Room is ideal for luncheons, dances, 
and gatherings of all kinds. 
Before Planning Your 
VACATION ..... . 
"Host of the Southwest" 
Private Pringle on his way in the 
service of our country is now included; 
and he must receive our first consider-
ation. But we are looking forward to 
the day when Private Pringle comes 
proudly marching home and we can 
render the same excellence of service 
to our friends, both old and new, for 
which Fred Harvey has been noted 
for the past 6 5 years. 
~R· 
'' ~ £ £ 1 THE UNIVERSITY;; NEW MEXICO PRESS 
Pag1 0111 Hundr1d Nindy•on1 
Hours: 8-5 
"Meet Mr. Grizzly," by Montague Stevens is most informa-
tive of ranch life and especially hunting in the Rockies. Its 
author is a sportsman of highest ideals and quite unique 
methods of trailing wild animals with hounds." Rider And 
Driver, Feb. '44. 
ALSO FOR SALE AT YOUR BOOKSTORE 
Clever Cleaners 
Special Attention 
to 
Om· Service Men 
]. F. LEACH 
:P4 W. Copper Phone 2-1505 
Ahoriginal American Apartments 
CONGRATULATIONS 
The University of New Mexico 
has met the requirements of both 
peace and war 
SKOUSEN BROTHERS, CONTRS. 
Phone 2-2.p 7 
Page One lfundrea Ninety-two 
YOU'LL MEET YOUR FRIENDS 
at the 
J-llLTON J-IOTEL 
BECAUSE .. . 
IT'S THE BUSINESS, POLITICAL AND 
SOCIAL HUB OF THE SOUTHWEST 
• e 
Pa91 Ont Hundrtd Ni111ty-thr1t 
When QUALITY 
counts-most men 
count on 
MACKEY'S QUALITY 
MEN'S APPAREL 
H ollywood Styled 
Tailored 
SUITS 
for women 
There's no 
"second guessing" 
~red mackey's 
SMART CLOTHES FOR MEN 
209 vVest Central Ave. 
Member Federal Deposit Insuranoe Corporation 
Page One Hundred Ninety-four 
Pueblo Governor-\\ ith proof 
••• 
A well ornamented campus 
Page Ont Hundrtd Ninety-fivt 
~AS~ION N~WS 
IN EVERY LINE 
With 
A NEW AIR 
OF SMARTNESS 
AT l~r~ ~!.!.~· .... 
Creamland Dairies, Inc . 
. ,,.,...---, 
~ 
GRADE A DAIRY 
PRODUCTS 
Homogenized and Pasteurized 
Milk 
Butter Cream 
Ice Cream Buttermilk 
Cottage Cheese 
lf/ e M aintaitt Our Own Laboratory 
You Are Welcome to Visit It 
DIAL 7746 FOR SERVICE 
3 2 I NORTH SECOND STREET 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
• 
MAY YOUR 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING 
BE A MEANS TO 
A SUCCESSFUL LIFE 
0 
0 0 
Chester T. French 
Robt. M. Fitzgerald 
Campus peeking through 
That sun just won't give up 
eltarles 11/eld eumpa1111 
WHOLESALERS 
SERVING THE SOUTHWEST 
FOR OVER EIGHTY YEARS 
Page One Hundred Nintty-si" 
Compliments of 
easa )1,a11a1ta 
"The Gayest Spot in Town" 
Phone 5446 173 I W. Central 
<?EJ roolks Studio 
709 West Central 
ALBUQUERQUE 
Distinctive Portraiture 
WHITE SPOT CAFE 
\i\There Collegians Meet to Enjoy 
Good Food 
Phone 2-08 1 2 2000 E. Central 
To the 
NAVY PERSONNEL 
STUDENTS 
and FACULTY 
Our Best Wishes 
FROSTED FOODS DIST. CO. Inc. 
r WE ARE YOUR 1 ONE-STOP SHOPPING CENTER 
You Can Get Everything 
You Need l-lere - - In Just One Stop 
Lumber and Building Materials 
Paints and Wallpaper 
Doors and Windows 
Roofing and Insulation 
Cement, Plaster, Lime 
Hardware and Tools 
Wire and Fencing 
Brick and Tile 
Sewer Pipe 
Electric Wiring 
Garden Tools and Seeds 
Stoves and Ranges 
Fireplace Equipment 
MADE IN OUR SHOPS-Wall Cabinets, Kitchen Stools and Ladders 
High Chairs, Clothes Dryers, Trellises 
A. R. LOSH COMPANY 
912 North First Phone 4491 
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN ALBUQUERQUE 
PRESENTS THIS PAGE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW 
MEXICO AND TO ITS ALUMNI IN RECOGNITION 
OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO AMERICA 
The University Has Given Special Training to 
211 MEN IN THE ARMY AIR FORCES; 
480 NAVY V-12 MEN AND NAVAL RESERVE OFFICERS 
TRAINING CORPS MEN IN CONTINUOUS TRAINING 
FOR COMMISSIONS; 
350 NAVY V-5 MEN AS AVIATION CADETS; 
890 STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
SINCE PEARL HARBOR \iVHO HAVE BEEN GIVEN T H E 
TECHNICAL TRAINING TO ENABLE THEM TO SERVE 
AS SEABEES AND ARMY ENGINEERS; 
2,000 MEN AND WOMEN ENROLLED IN THE UNITED 
STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION PROGRAM WHO 
HA VE BEEN GIVEN CONTINUOUS COURSES QUALI-
FYING THEM TO RENDER TECHNICAL SERVICE TO 
ASSIST AND SUPPORT THE DIVISIONS ACTUALLY IN 
COMBAT. 
It has for many years been considered appropriate to present distinguishsed 
service medals to soldiers who have performed deeds of valor on the field 
of battle, but modern warfare is not now confined to the battlefield. 
The University of New Mexico, for many years one of the outstanding 
educational institutions in the nation, has accepted its responsibility to a 
nation at war. 
This bank is proud of the record made by the University and its faculty and 
by the 3,000 former students now in the armed services of their country. 
Our hats are off to the 
CHERRY AND SILVER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
MEMBER F.D.I.C. 
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T.N.E. pin and grip 
rite 
,Cast Word 
Due to unforeseen increases in the cost of pnntmg, 
engraving, and materials we were forced to make last 
minute revisions in this book. The sports section was 
condensed, part of the Navy section was cut, and many 
of the features-\Vho's Who, House Chaperons, 
Campus Sings, S.U.B. Dances, etc.1 had to go. \Ve had 
a swell page for T.N.E. which said some bad things 
about the fraternity and also about the student body 
and administration who apparently show no interest in 
obliterating this gruesome activi ty. Since we already 
had engravings of their pin and handshake, we might as 
well show them to you. . . . 
Also shown on this page are the Mortar Board (let's 
build campus morale, girls) Hymn Society; a scene at 
the first Campus Sing, and one of the numerous dances 
in our attractive S.U.B. ballroom. 
Before we go, we would like to express our sincere 
appreciation to the State Tourist Bureau, Mr. C. E. 
Redman and Ed Dewell, for the use of several pictures 
and to all who made possible this edition of the MIRAGE. 

